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Abstract
A technique for the accounting for parametric model error in the Ensemble Kalman Filter
(EnKF) is investigated within the framework of Additive Error Approximation (AEA). The
AEA needs an estimate of the model error covariance structure. The state-dependent model
error structure is the sensitivity of the local attractor to the parameter. The Multimodel
Method (MMM) and Parametric Vector Method (PVM) to estimate this state-dependent
sensitivity are introduced and investigated in the low-dimensional Ikeda and L63 systems.
The MMM involves assimilating data independently into multiple models. PVM aims at
obtaining the estimate given by MMM using a single model. At the heart of the PVM is
the concept of adjoint sensitivity which is obtained using parametric singular vectors. It
is found that PVM is able to estimate the correct state-dependent model error structure if
the parametric vectors are constructed over an optimization time (T0p) which is equal to the
state-dependent optimal time (Tm). The optimal time is the time taken by a state to go
from an off-attractor location to an on-attractor location. If Top < Trm then the parametric
vector gives the transient sensitivity which is the incorrect model error structure. On the
other hand, if rp > Tom the sensitivity obtained is non-local and tends to point in the direction
of largest state error growth. The average (over the phase space) Tom is calculated for the
Ikeda and L63 systems. MMM and PVM give lower average analysis and forecast errors than
state-independent estimates of model error structure.
Parameter estimation is a typical example of reduction of model error. The state-dependent
parameter estimation (parameter tuning) in the Ikeda system is successful in partially compen-
sating for structural model error thus resulting in lower analysis and forecast errors. However,
parameter tuning is not able to completely eliminate structural model error. Nonetheless,
parameter tuning can be used to identify processes in the model that have large model error.
The parameters in the Emanuel convection scheme are tuned in the NOGAPS model. This
parameter tuning is able to partially compensate for structural model error in the vertical flux
parametrization.
Thesis Supervisor: Kerry Emanuel
Title: Breene M. Kerr Professor of Meteorology
"If a man will begin in certainties he shall end in doubts; but if
he will be content to begin in doubts he shall end in certainties."
- Francis Bacon, Philosopher and essayist (1561-1626)
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Overview
1.1 Introduction
The prediction of atmosphere, ocean and climate systems is one of the important disciplines
in the earth sciences. The most important reason why a sizable subset of geophysical scien-
tists have concentrated on forecasting is the practical application of this branch. Operational
weather forecasting is a typical example of such a practical application. It has long been
recognized that inaccuracies in weather forecasts result from uncertainties in the initial condi-
tions, boundary conditions and model imperfections. The initial condition uncertainty has a
number of sources, including the paucity of observations and noise in observations, making it
impossible to accurately determine the state of the atmosphere. An accurate estimate means
an estimate that is very close to the true state of the atmosphere where the "closeness" is
with respect to a chosen norm. Though the meteorological community was aware of the initial
condition uncertainty problem (Thompson, 1957), its gravity was fully appreciated only after
the discovery of chaos (Lorenz, 1963).
The scientific breakthroughs (Lorenz, 1963) in the last few decades coupled with the advent of
modern technology like faster computers and data storage devices has broadened the horizons
of forecasting geophysical systems. Particularly, in the field of atmospheric sciences, the
temporal scales of forecasting have increased from a few days for weather models to many
decades for climate models. Presently, climate models are integrated forward in time for time
scales of a few centuries to obtain a forecast of future climate. At the most basic level, the
forecasting or prediction of a given system involves the integration of the dynamical equations
of the system forward in time starting from an initial condition. This is called a deterministic
prediction or forecast. Given a perfect model and correct boundary conditions the forecast is
imperfect or wrong only because the initial condition is incorrect.
The concept of prediction was taken to a new level by the advent of optimal estimation, also
called state estimation. In the meteorology community, state estimation is also called data
assimilation (DA). The seeds for the theory and practice of state estimation were sown as
early as in 1809 by Gauss in his book Theoria Motus (Gauss, 1857). Given the equations of
the system, also called the model, and the observations of the state, state estimation involves
combining the model state and observations to obtain an optimal estimate of the state. Apart
from the future state of the system, one may also be interested in knowing the current and
the past state of the system. The estimation of the past, the current and the future state of a
system is termed smoothing, filtering and prediction, respectively (Gelb, 1974). In meteoro-
logical terminology, these are termed reanalysis, analysis and forecasting, respectively. This
work deals only with analysis and forecasting.
The theory of state estimation was steadily developed in the 20th century by pioneers like
Fisher (Fisher, 1912), Wiener (Wiener, 1949), and Kolmogorov (Kolmogorov, 1941). The
ground breaking work of Kalman (Kalman, 1960) led to an increase in the application of
state estimation. Kalman developed a methodology, named the Kalman filter, which does not
necessitate the storage of past observations. This is the most attractive feature of the Kalman
filter and makes it ideally suited to real-time filtering and prediction problems. Since its
inception in 1960, the Kalman filter and its variants have been widely used in several branches
of engineering and applied sciences like mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and
aeronautical engineering. Until recently (about a decade ago), the Kalman filter methodology
could not be applied to atmospheric and oceanographic models. This was because of the high
dimensionality and nonlinearity of these models. The introduction of the Ensemble Kalman
filter (Evensen, 1994) has opened new avenues for applying the Kalman filter methodology to
atmospheric and oceanographic models. A brief review of the evolution of Kalman filter to
the Ensemble Kalman filter follows.
Consider a linear model given by F. Let F be perfect. Let x denote the model state. Let n
denote the dimension of the state x, that is, the model is n-dimensional. In this discussion, the
time denoted by t, is assumed to be discrete. Let the correct boundary conditions be given.
Because the model is perfect, the only reason for uncertainty in the forecast is the uncertainty
in the initial condition. Given the correct initial condition, that is, the correct value of x at
time t = 0, F produces the perfect forecast at all future times. Let the true state at time
t be denoted by xt(t). The superscript in xt(t) denotes truth. An instrument is observing
the truth. This instrument provides observations at equally spaced time units. The time
interval between two consecutive observations is defined to be 1 time unit. The observations
are also called data or measurements. An observation of the true state at time t is denoted
by yo(t). The observation is not perfect, that is, it has uncertainty. This uncertainty in yo(t),
assumed to be gaussian, is quantified by the covariance matrix R. R could be function of
time, but typically it is independent of time. The Kalman filter equations are (Houtekamer
and Mitchell, 2005),
xf(t) = F[xa(t - 1)] (1.1a)
Pf(t) = FPa(t - 1)FT (1.lb)
K(t) = Pf(t)H(t)T[H(t)Pf(t)H(t)T + R(t)]- ' (1.1c)
xa(t) = xf(t) + K(t)[yo(t) - H(t)xf(t)] (1.1d)
pa(t) = [I - K(t)H(t)]Pf(t) (1.1e)
where xa(t - 1) is the best estimate of true state at time t - 1. Equation (1.1a) propagates this
best estimate using the model F from time t - 1 to time t. Consequently xf(t) is the forecast
at time t. pa(t - 1) is a covariance matrix which is an estimate of uncertainty in xa(t - 1).
This uncertainty is assumed to be gaussian. Equation (1.1b) propagates the uncertainty in
xa(t - 1) from time t - 1 to time t.
The matrix H is a linear operator that maps the state from the model space to the observation
space. H is also called the measurement matrix. At time t one has two independent estimates
of the truth xt(t) namely xf(t) and yo(t), along with their uncertainties Pf(t) and R(t),
respectively. The Kalman filter combines or blends these two estimates to arrive at an optimal
estimate called analysis, denoted by xa(t). xa(t) is a weighted average of xf (t) and yo(t) where
the weight is given by the Kalman gain K(t). The expression for K(t), given by equation
(1.1c), is obtained by minimizing the variance in xa(t), where xa(t) is linear combination
of xf(t) and yo(t) given by (1.1d). The closed form solution given by (1.1d) along with
(1.1c) is possible because F is linear and pa(t - 1) is gaussian (McLaughlin, 2002). Note
that Pf(t) resulting from the operation on the rhs of equation (1.1b) is gaussian. This is
because F is linear. The uncertainty in xa(t) is quantified by the covariance matrix pa(t)
given by equation (1.1e). Pf(t) and pa(t) are called the forecast error covariance and analysis
error covariance, respectively. Equations (1.1a) through (1.1e) constitute the Kalman filter,
which will be referred to as the standard Kalman filter. The term Kalman filter will be used
to describe the general methodology or algorithm constituted by equations (1.1a) through
(1.1e). The observation at time t is used in the Kalman filter and discarded, that is, it need
not be stored and therefore the Kalman filter is very attractive for real time applications.
However, the Kalman filter involves the storage of covariance matrices whose size n is dictated
by the dimension of the model. Also, inversion of the matrix of size n in equation (1.1c)
is involved, which could be computationally expensive for high-dimensional models. The
implementation of equation (1.1b) is very computationally expensive for high-dimensional
models (Ghil and Malanotte-Rizzoli, 1991). A comprehensive review of data assimilation in
atmosphere and ocean is given in Ghil and Malanotte-Rizzoli (1991). Ghil and Malanotte-
Rizzoli (1991) provides an extensive and detailed description of the theory and practice of
data assimilation as prevalent in 1980s.
The model F in the above discussion is taken to be linear. The geophysical models are
seldom linear. In the case of nonlinear models, the Kalman filter equations given by (1.1a)
through (1.1e) are suitably adapted, giving rise to the Extended Kalman filter (EKF). Let the
model F be nonlinear. Also let the measurement matrix H(t) be nonlinear. Let H(t)' be the
linearization of H(t). The Extended Kalman filter (EKF) equations are given by (Ghil and
Malanotte-Rizzoli, 1991; Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2005) as,
xf (t) = F[xa(t - 1)] (1.2a)
Pf(t) = F'Pa(t - 1)F 'T  (1.2b)
K(t) = Pf (t)H(t)'T[H(t)'Pf(t)H(t)'T + R(t)]-1  (1.2c)
xa(t) = xf (t) + K(t)[yo(t) - H(t)xf(t)] (1.2d)
Pa(t) = [I - K(t)H(t)']P f (t) (1.2e)
The estimate of state xa(t - 1) is propagated to time t in equation (1.2a). Pa(t - 1) is assumed
to be gaussian. The forecast error covariance (Pf(t)) is obtained by equation (1.2b) where F' is
the linearization of F. Equations (1.2c) to (1.2e) are in general similar to (1.1c) to (1.1e). The
difference is that equations (1.2c) and (1.2e) use the linearization H' rather than H. Unlike
the standard Kalman filter, the Extended Kalman filter does not guarantee the optimality
of xa(t). This is because of the nonlinearity in F. The most important difference between
the standard Kalman filter and the EKF is the way in which the forecast error covariance is
calculated. The propagation of uncertainty as given by equation (1.2b) is better understood
in the framework of stochastic-dynamic prediction (Epstein, 1969).
Consider a dynamical model given by k = G(x, t). x is the time derivative of the n-dimensional
state x. This derivative depends on x and time t. Let the uncertainty in x be quantified by the
probability distribution function 4. Then the evolution of 0 in time is given by the Liouville
equation, (Epstein, 1969),
S+ V-.(*) = 0 (1.3)
The iouville equation represents the conservation of probability in the phase space defined
The Liouville equation represents the conservation of probability in the phase space defined
by x. Therefore equation (1.3) is called the continuity equation for probability in analogy
with the continuity equation for mass used in fluid mechanics (Hansen, 2002). In principle
the uncertainty in x at a future time is quantified by the integration of equation (1.3) in
time. But if the dimensionality n of the system is high, then the solution of (1.3) by direct
numerical integration is prohibitively high. Epstein (1969) contended that the information
contained in the first two moments of q is enough to quantify the uncertainty in x. Therefore,
propagating the first two moments (mean and covariance) of 0 serves as a good approximation
to propagating q. But even the propagation of the first two moments poses problems, because
these moments depend upon higher moments. So a further approximation is introduced where
a closure scheme is used in which all moments with orders higher than the covariance are
neglected. This is called approximate stochastic-dynamic prediction. This approximation was
introduced by Epstein (1969) and has been discussed in detail by Evensen (1994). The use
of linearized F in equation (1.2b) implies that EKF calculates the forecast error covariance
by using the approximate stochastic-dynamic prediction. Though equation (1.2b) provides a
method to propagate the uncertainty in time and thus extends the standard Kalman filter
to the case of nonlinear models, this implementation has a drawback. The closure scheme
neglects higher order moments and consequently injects some imbalance in the estimation
of the forecast error covariance matrix. This imbalance manifests itself as an unbounded
growth in the error variance (Evensen, 1992). The Ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) introduced
by Evensen (1994) (and corrected by Burgers et al. (1998)) is primarily aimed at solving the
problem of propagating the error covariance in time. Another practical problem with the EKF
is that the adjoint of the model F is required for the implementation of equation (1.2b).
The core of the EnKF is the ensemble approach. Epstein (1969) suggested that the Liouville
equation (1.3) can be solved more accurately than the approximate stochastic-dynamic pre-
diction approach by using Monte Carlo methodology. Epstein proposed drawing Monte Carlo
samples (called the ensemble) from q and propagating each ensemble member forward in time
under model dynamics. Then the probability distribution function defined by the propagated
ensemble members at future time t gives the solution to the Liouville equation. The study by
Leith (1974) confirmed that the ensemble approach could be used to obtain better forecasts
even if the ensemble size, that is the number of Monte Carlo samples, is small. Since then,
several researchers (Toth and Kalnay, 1993; Molteni et al., 1996) have employed the ensemble
approach to probabilistic forecasting.
Evensen (Evensen, 1994) combined the ensemble approach to stochastic dynamic prediction
with the Kalman filter methodology to arrive at a state estimation technique called the En-
semble Kalman filter (EnKF). The EnKF equations are given by (Evensen, 1994; Burgers
et al., 1998), for i = 1,..., N,
x (t) = F[xa(t - 1)] (1.4a)
Pf(t) = Cov(xf(t)) (1.4b)
K(t) = Pf(t)H(t)T[H(t)Pf(t)H(t)T + R(t)]- 1  (1.4c)
x((t) = x(t) + K(t)[y?(t) - H(t)x (t)] (1.4d)
Pa(t) = Cov(x?(t)) (1.4e)
The model F in equation (1.4a) is non linear. The subscript i denotes the ith ensemble mem-
ber and N is the ensemble size. At time t-1 the ensemble members xa are sampled from the
uncertainty given by Pa(t). Equation (1.4a) propagates each of the ensemble members from
time t-1 to time t. The covariance of xf (t) gives the forecast error covariance. Equation (1.4a),
in propagating the ensemble members, also propagates the uncertainty. This overcomes the
closure problem faced in the EKF. Since the full nonlinear model F is used to propagate each
ensemble member, the higher order moments are not truncated in the propagation of uncer-
tainty. This is the biggest advantage of the EnKF over the EKF. Equation (1.4c) calculates
the Kalman gain factor similar to that in standard Kalman filter. The perturbed observations
are denoted by y°(t). These are obtained by adding perturbations drawn from N(0, V'i) to
yo(t). Equation (1.4d) obtains the analysis by running the standard Kalman filter analysis
procedure over each of the ensemble members. Finally equation (1.4e) gives an estimate of
uncertainty in the analysis.
Apart from overcoming the closure problem in EKF, the EnKF offers other advantages. The
EnKF does not need the construction of an adjoint model. It has been found that even when
N<n the EnKF provides good estimates of atmospheric state (Houtekamer et al., 2005). The
calculation of Pf(t), which is a huge matrix, is not required. This is because only Pf(t)HT and
HPf(t)HT are needed in the EnKF equations (Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2005). However,
the EnKF has some drawbacks. The EnKF equations approximate the standard Kalman filter
for a linear model for infinite sample size. In applications of EnKF, a small, finite sample
size is used. A sampling error is introduced because of the finite sample size. The EnKF
analysis assumes that the error statistics are Gaussian, which is an approximation. There has
been a lot of research in the field of EnKF in the past decade. It appears that the EnKF is a
promising technique to implement sequential data assimilation using the Kalman methodology
in atmospheric, oceanic and other geophysical branches like hydrology.
A good review of the theory and practice of EnKF is given in Evensen (2005). A compre-
hensive discussion of EnKF and its applications is given in Evensen (2006). A comparison
of different data assimilation techniques including EnKF in the field of hydrology is given
by McLaughlin (2002). A review of hydrologic data assimilation before the advent of EnKF
is given by McLaughlin (1995). The implementation of EnKF in hydrology is described by
Reichle et al. (2002). The problems in oceanographic state estimation and their solutions are
described in Wunsch (1996).
The discussion of the standard Kalman filter, the EKF and EnKF was in the context of a
perfect model. In reality, the models are always imperfect. If the model is imperfect (which is
always the case), then the prediction of the system (the perfect model) is rendered wrong be-
cause of the imperfection in the initial condition and the imperfection in model. Throughout
this work it is assumed that the boundary conditions are perfect. Weather and climate models
are imperfect, that is, they do not accurately describe the system (i.e nature) they seek to
represent. There are several sources for the imperfection in these models. Among these are
wrong values of the parameters used, low spatial resolution of the model grid, parametrizations
used to represent subgrid scale physical processes, approximations inherent in the numerical
techniques, and structural imperfections in the model equations. The structural imperfec-
tion refers to wrong functional forms the model equations may have compared to the system
equations. Broadly speaking, the model error can be divided into two categories, namely para-
metric and structural model errors. Model imperfections owing to wrong values of parameters
are called parametric model error and all the other sources of model error (low resolution,
parametrizations etc) could be put into the structural model error category. Model imperfec-
tion is also called model inadequacy. Typically, structural model error is far more serious than
parametric model error. Of course, the importance of each type (parametric and structural)
of model error in rendering the model imperfect is dependent on their respective magnitudes.
Given that the model is imperfect, we have to worry not only about uncertainty in forecast
owing to initial conditions, but also that owing to the imperfection of the model. It appears
that parametric model error is simpler to deal with than structural model error.
In section 1.2, I give an overview of the work done to address the issues discussed above.
1.2 Motivation and Overview
The work in this thesis is motivated by the following questions:
1. What are the implications of realistic prediction scenarios for linearized error dynamics
vis-a-vis idealized prediction scenarios?
2. How can we mitigate the effect of model error on analyses and forecasts?
This work attempts to address these questions in the framework of ensemble-based filters.
The predictability of a model is a fundamental question in the field of dynamical systems.
The work done to answer question 1 explores various realistic conditions and their effect on
the predictability. This work shows that the model error may be as important as initial
condition error in rendering the forecast wrong. Given that geophysical models are imperfect
the question 2 is a strong motivation for devising new techniques to address the problem of
model error.
Some comments on the models used in this work are warranted. The ultimate aim of my
work is to improve the performance of real weather and climate models. Even so, for part of
this work, I have used low-dimensional chaotic models, namely the Ikeda system and the 1963
system of Lorenz (L63). This is because, low-dimensional models are easier to understand
than high-dimensional atmospheric models and some aspects of these low-dimensional models
may be analytically tractable. Hence innovative ideas on the research frontier can be tested
out in these low-dimensional models. The level of initial condition error and model error can
be varied at will in the low-dimensional models. We can also define the truth (the trajectory
in state space defined by the perfect model along with the correct initial condition) in the low-
dimensional model. The observations are generated "synthetically" by perturbing the truth
trajectory. This guarantees that the observations are drawn from truth. In real atmospheric
models a particular configuration of the model could be defined as the perfect model and a
truth trajectory can be defined. But the observations recorded by real instruments may not be
sampled from this truth trajectory. The characteristics of the observations (like observational
uncertainty) can be easily changed for experimentation in the low-dimensional models. The
performance of new approaches for improving the model prediction can be evaluated in the
low-dimensional models. These low-dimensional systems need not represent any physical
phenomenon related to the real atmosphere. But they provide us with an efficient test bed
to evaluate new approaches. If the approaches are successful, then we can try to implement
them in higher dimensional models. The results obtained in these low-dimensional models
need not scale to high-dimensional models. But nonetheless, the results obtained with the
low-dimensional models can be illuminating in that they tell us the "correct" answer. Whether
we have enough information to obtain the "correct" answer in high-dimensional models is a
separate question. Several authors have fruitfully used this approach (Hansen and Smith, 2001;
Orrell et al., 2001; Hansen, 2002). At the same time, it is very important to devise techniques
that can be used practically in real models. Therefore, I have used real atmospheric model
(NOGAPS) for part of my work.
The issues raised by question 1 are investigated using linearized error dynamics. In general,
predictability is defined as the divergence of nearby trajectories. The simplest quantification of
predictability is given by the average of this divergence over the phase space. The divergence
of nearby trajectories is state-dependent and consequently predictability is state-dependent.
Not surprisingly, it is found that estimates of the predictability of a system as given by
linear error growth rates are vastly different under idealized conditions than under realistic
conditions. The idealized conditions, like isotropic initial uncertainty and perfect model, give
a misleading picture of the predictability of the underlying system. A procedure has been
outlined to calculate the fraction of the initial condition error and model error in the total
forecast error. In general, this fraction is state-dependent. The Ikeda system (Ikeda, 1979)
is used for this work. Model error can have disastrous consequences for the prediction of a
system and therefore we have to devise ways to handle the model error.
The work done in the context of model error addresses question 2. There are two different
approaches or techniques to deal with model error. These are the accounting for model error
and the reduction of model error. The basic difference between these two approaches is that
in the reduction of model error approach, data are used to alter or correct the model while
in the accounting for model error approach the model error information is used to suitably
adjust the state (or to modify the uncertainty in the state). An example of accounting of
model error is the use of model output statistics (Hansen and Emanuel, 2002).
The accounting technique is explored for a parametrically imperfect model. In this work, the
accounting for model error approach involves including the model error information in the
EnKF scheme so that the analysis and forecast are moved closer to the truth, consequently
decreasing the analysis and forecast errors. Implicit in the accounting for model error approach
is the self-imposed limitation that observations are not used to correct the model. We have
some knowledge about the source of the model error, but we do not try to eliminate this
source by altering the model. Rather we acknowledge that the model is wrong and try to
account for the model error by incorporating this information in the EnKF. The approaches
to accounting for model error in the EnKF are discussed. An approximation to account for
model error in EnKF, namely the additive error approximation (AEA), is described. The AEA
can be implemented only if we have the correct estimate of the state-dependent model error.
The physical interpretation of the model error is given in terms of chaotic dynamics. The
correct estimate of the model error is the sensitivity of the local attractor structure to model
error, for a given state (Hansen, 2002). The model error structure is a multi-dimensional
PDF whose dimensionality (say n) is that of the the model. If this PDF is assumed to be
gaussian then it is visualized as an n-dimensional ellipsoid in phase space. Consequently, the
model error structure is characterized by the directions of the n axes of the ellipsoid and
their sizes. The multimodel method (MMM), introduced in this work gives a state-dependent
estimate of model error. A physical interpretation of ensembles (in terms of chaotic attractor
structure) has been pioneered by James Hansen (Hansen and Smith, 2001; Hansen, 2002).
Recently, there has been a lot of interest in the weather and climate model community to use
multimodel approaches to improve forecasts (Krishnamurti et al., 2000). The models used
by these researchers to construct the multimodel ensemble (MME) usually differ from each
other in more than one way. The models could be different in resolution, parameter values,
parametrizations, etc. It is very hard to interpret the sensitivity obtained using these MME.
Therefore, I have used low-dimensional systems, namely Ikeda system and the Lorenz 1963
system (L63), to investigate the science and engineering of MME, where the models differ from
each other only in the value of one parameter. A new method to estimate the state-dependent
model error, the parametric vector method (PVM), is also introduced. The PVM is based on
the linear sensitivity of the state to perturbations in parameters. The static method (SQM)
is a method to obtain a state-independent estimate of the model error. Both the MMM and
PVM involve interesting aspects of off-attractor (transient) and on-attractor dynamics. The
MMM, SQM and PVM are intercompared in the framework of AEA using Ikeda and Lorenz
1963 models. The work about MMM follows immediately from the results and suggestions
made in Hansen (2002).
The effect of model error on the analyses and forecasts can be mitigated by employing the
other technique, namely the reduction of model error. The reduction of model error technique
is investigated in the Ikeda model and the Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction
System (NOGAPS) model (Peng et al., 2004). Parameter estimation is a typical example
of reduction of model error. Experiments with the Ikeda model illustrate the usefulness of
parameter estimation to reduce both parametric and structural model error. Parameter esti-
miation is successful in reducing the model error when the model is parametrically imperfect.
Parameter estimation in the presence of structural model is termed parameter tuning. Pa-
rameter estimation basically involves augmenting the model state with parameters. In the
Ikeda model, parameter tuning is able to partially offset structural model error. The state-
independent (or global) tuning and state-dependent (or local) tuning is explored in the Ikeda
model. The error introduced by parametrizations in real atmospheric models is a typical ex-
ample of structural model error. The lessons learned from model error reduction in the Ikeda
model are applied to the NOGAPS model. The structural model error in NOGAPS model
is introduced by changing the diffusion coefficient for momentum in the vertical direction.
The parameters in the convection parametrization are tuned to compensate for this struc-
tural model error. The NOGAPS model employs the Emanuel scheme (Emanuel, 1991) for
convection parametrization. The state-dependent parameter tuning of two parameters in the
Emanuel convection scheme is performed. This tuning results in a distribution of parameter
values. This distribution changes with the level of structural model error introduced in the
NOGAPS model. The change in the distribution of the parameters is consistent with the
physical mechanisms of convection. This tuning is successful in partially compensating for
the structural model error introduced by changing the diffusion coefficient.
The next section gives a brief outline of the chapters of the thesis.
1.3 Outline
Chapter 2 discusses linearized dynamics, chaotic systems and compares different indices of
error growth. The structure of initial error and its impact on predictability is discussed. A
comparison is drawn between theoretical idealizations and practical scenarios. The role of
initial condition error and model error is mathematically treated.
Chapter 3 deals with the accounting for model error technique. The Additive Error Ap-
proximation (AEA) is presented. The multimodel method (MMM) and parametric singular
vector method (PVM) to estimate state-dependent model error structure are introduced and
explored. These are contrasted with the SQM which gives a state-independent estimate of the
model error structure. The experiments carried out in the Ikeda and L63 models to intercom-
pare the MMM, SQM and PVM are described and results are presented. The chaotic dynamics
involved in MMM and PVM is delineated. The importance of state-dependent transient time
in chaotic systems is explained.
Chapter 4 deals with the reduction of model error technique. It first describes and imple-
ments the parameter estimation/tuning technique in the Ikeda model. Then this technique is
implemented in the NOGAPS model. This chapter presents a brief review of the NOGAPS
model and the Emanuel scheme. Parameter estimation in the Ikeda model is considered for
the cases when only parametric error is present and when only structural error is present. The
implications of these results for the parametrization in atmospheric and oceanic prediction are
emphasized.
Chapter 5 presents a summary of results and discusses further possible work.

Chapter 2
State-dependent predictability:
Impact of uncertainty dynamics,
uncertainty structure and model
inadequacies
The predictability of a system is defined by the divergence of nearby trajectories with time.
The distance (under some norm) between two trajectories at initial time is the error in the
initial condition. The divergence of the trajectories is quantified by the growth of the initial
condition error. In chaotic systems, an error in the initial condition grows, on average, ex-
ponentially fast. Any small but finite error in the initial condition tends to amplify rapidly,
thus frustrating attempts to accurately forecast a chaotic system. Many geophysical systems
appear to be chaotic.
One of the most popular diagnostics for quantifying the evolution of error in initial conditions
for chaotic systems is the Lyapunov exponent (Oseledec, 1968). Several studies have used the
Lyapunov exponent formulation to analyze the growth of error in dynamical systems (Smith
et al., 1999). The Lyapunov exponent, as defined by Oseledec, gives the average growth rate
of infinitesimal error over the whole state space, for infinite time. However, from a practical
standpoint, this growth rate is not very useful, since in real life we are generally interested
in short term forecasts of finite error in some localized part of state space. The concept of
singular vectors and values (Strang, 1988) gives a more relevant measure for error growth than
the Lyapunov exponent. E.N. Lorenz (Lorenz, 1965) pioneered the interpretation of singular
vectors and values in the context of meteorology. The singular vectors are directions at a
particular location in state space that experience maximum growth over a finite time interval.
The singular vectors deal with localized dynamics and finite time intervals rather than global
dynamics and infinite time intervals.
2.1 Introduction
Much work on singular values and vectors in operational Numerical Weather Prediction
(NWP) has been done. But the sensitivity of singular values and their distribution over
state space to the shape of initial uncertainty and to model inadequacy remains by and large
unexplored, though some work has been done (Barkmeijer et al., 1998). Isotropic uncertainty
and perfect models are assumptions that can fail in the real world, resulting in misleading
estimates of singular error growth.
In the current study, the state-dependent singular error growth over finite time has been
studied in a 2-dimensional chaotic map, namely the Ikeda system (Ikeda, 1979). The Ikeda
system has been chosen to allow visual demonstration of the impact of practical constraints
on the distribution of the singular values. To begin with, the advantage of singular values over
Lyapunov numbers is demonstrated. Next, the impact of the above mentioned simplifications
(isotropic initial uncertainty and perfect model) on singular error growth is analyzed.
Section 2.2 outlines the dynamical system employed, namely the Ikeda map. It also introduces
the idea of linearization and the linear propagator. Section 2.3 delineates the theoretical
framework of Lyapunov and singular values. It is meant to introduce the mathematics behind
these concepts. The concepts presented in section 2.3 are applied to the Ikeda system in
section 2.4. Section 2.4 explains the methodology and some results of this study. Section 2.5
explores the issue of relative importance of the initial state error and the model error in
determining the final state error. Finally, section 2.6 summarizes the results.
The discussion and results in sections 2.2 through 2.4 has been published in Khade and Hansen
(2004).
2.2 Ikeda System and linearization
Though the exact nature of initial error growth will depend on the system under consideration,
some of its generic features can be understood and possible issues elucidated by studying low-
dimensional chaotic systems. Of course, the solutions obtained by using these systems need not
scale to high-dimensional and more complex models, but the generic results obtained can be
illuminating. The Ikeda system has been used by several authors (Smith et al., 1999; Hansen
and Smith, 2001) to elucidate predictability studies. All work in this chapter is restricted to
the Ikeda system. A description of the Ikeda system and its linearization is given below.
The equations of the Ikeda system are
S+l1 = 1 + I(x, cos 0 - y sin 0) (2.1a)
Ys+l = t(x, sin 0 + y, cos 0) (2.1b)
where
bP--a--
(x y + y2 + 1)
a = 0.4, b = 6, IL = 0.9 and s denotes the step number. Note that this system is a map as
opposed to a flow. A map is discrete in time while a flow eg. the Lorenz 1963 system (Lorenz,
1963), is continuous.
Linearization of the Ikeda system is a crucial concept since singular and Lyapunov error growth
hinge on its validity. Linearization can be explained as follows. The state space is defined
by (x, y). Consider a point (xS, y,) in the phase space. Consider the perturbed point given
by (f.,; ) = (X8 + ex"I Ys + Ey,). ex, =c s - x, and E, = , - y, denote the perturbations (or
the errors). The evolution of (xs, ys) and (x8 + ex,, Ys + e,.) is described by the nonlinear
equations (2.1a) and (2.1b). Since xs+ and ys+i are functions of x, and yo, one can introduce
the notation,
xs+1 = Fi (xs, Ys)Ys+l = F2(xs, y).
Using the Taylors series the evolution of linearized error is given by
x8+ [Fx(x8s, ys) Fj,(xs, ys) e [ (2.2)L Ys+1 F2x (X, y) F2, (Xs, y) LYs
where
F = x etc.
The matrix on the rhs of equation (2.2) (which is the Jacobian of equations (2.1a) and (2.1b))
is called the linear propagator,
M =_F_ , (x , ,y) F (x,,y,,)
Suppose the error at the sth step is
Then the error at the (s + l)th step is approximately
Es+1 = ME, (2.3)
assuming that the magnitude of es, denoted by 1E1sll is small enough so that the linearity
assumption holds. Though this relation holds approximately for finite perturbations, it holds
exactly for infinitesimal perturbations. Equation (2.3) is the linearization of the system equa-
tions about a nonlinear trajectory.
The number of steps (or time in the case when the system is a flow) over which M is constructed
is called the optimization time 7. M is also called the tangent linear model. M depends on
the initial conditions and the optimization time T, that is, M = f(x,, y,, 7). The tangent
linear model is particularly useful because of the property (which is mathematically expressed
by equation (2.3)) which states that the linearized error at the nt h step can be evaluated
by knowing the initial error and the linear propagator over each of the intermediate steps.
The validity of this linearization (that is, the proximity of the linear error evolution to the
nonlinear error evolution) depends on the magnitude and direction of the initial error and 7.
In general, for a given -, the smaller the initial error, the better the validity. The number of
steps over which linearity holds has to be ascertained before the linear propagator is actually
utilized. In the current work the initial magnitude of errors has been chosen small enough so
that linearity holds for the number of steps over which M is constructed.
2.3 Indices of error growth
A finite error in initial conditions ultimately grows nonlinearly. One needs to define indices
of error growth to quantify this error growth. Lyapunov numbers and singular values are
such indices of error growth, defined under linearized dynamics. These accurately quantify
the nonlinear growth of errors insofar as linearization holds.
2.3.1 Lyapunov numbers
Lyapunov vectors and numbers have been discussed in many papers. The following discussion
has been adapted from Ziehmann et al. (1998).
Consider an m-dimensional state space. The Lyapunov exponents are defined assuming in-
finitesimal perturbations at time t= 0. As discussed in section 2.2, the linear propagator M
evolves forward the initial error (or perturbation) linearly along the nonlinear trajectory over
time r. Consider the matrix,
O(x, T) = [M(x, T)TM(x, 7)] 1/27
where the superscript T denotes the transpose of the matrix. Oseledec (Oseledec, 1968)
showed that if the limit of 7 -+ 0o exists, then the m eigenvalues say Pi , i = 1... m of,
O(x) = lim O(x, 7)
are independent of the state x. Then the Lyapunov exponents are defined as
Ai = -ln(pi)
as 7 --* co for i = 1... m. By convention, Ai > Aj for i < j.
The leading Lyapunov number is defined as
L1 = e(1/T)A l = i.
L1 gives the average one step factor of growth of the fastest growing direction. i.e. if A1 has
been calculated for a finite time 7 = kAt, say where k is the number of steps and At is the
time step, then at each step the error grows by a factor of L 1, so that at the end of k steps it
has grown by a factor of Lat.
Figure 2-2 (page 31)(a) shows the one step growth factor as given by the Lyapunov number.
The points shown are on the attractor and each one is colored by the single leading Lyapunov
number. According to this picture, an error at any point in the state space would grow by a
factor of 1.66 over r= 1. In general it would grow by a factor of 1.66' over r steps. Note that
by definition the error growth given by the Lyapunov number is uniform over the whole state
space.
2.3.2 Singular vectors and values
The subject of singular vectors has been treated by numerous authors in linear algebra texts
and scientific literature (Strang, 1988). The singular vectors and values are defined for the
linearized system of equations. Having calculated M over optimization time r, the singular
vectors and values are defined as follows.
M = UyEVT (2.4)
where E -= vA.
U and V are called the left (or final time) and right (or initial time) singular vectors respec-
tively. The elements of A, which is a diagonal matrix, are the square of the singular values
of M. These can be obtained by either the Singular Value Decomposition i.e. SVD(M) or
through the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of MTM and MMT. Note that U and V define
orthonormal bases. The Singular Value Decomposition will be referred to as SVD, for brevity.
In the context of the Ikeda system, given a linear propagator constructed over a particular 7,
U is 2 x 2, V is 2 x 2 and there are 2 singular values. From equation (2.4),
Mvi = criui where i= 1, 2.
The singular values can be written as,
IIMv = I where al > a2.
The singular values al and a2 give the ratio of magnitudes of vectors aligned along vi at, initial
time to those aligned along us at final time. The interpretation of these vectors and values is
of immense importance from the standpoint of error growth under linearized dynamics. Given
an isotropic (that is, having the same magnitude in all directions) distribution of uncertainty
at initial time, the errors aligned along vl grow largest and at optimization time align along
ul (Note that this assumes a norm, which is discussed in more detail in the section 2.3.3).
The corresponding growth factor is given by al. The errors aligned along v 2 grow the least
with the corresponding growth factor given by a2. All other directions grow by factors that
are between al and aU. The leading singular value places an upper limit on the prediction of
the system under linearized dynamics given an isotropic uncertainty. It provides us with an
estimate of how much maximum error one can expect in the forecasts.
In the case of n dimensions, the n singular values give the n growth factors associated with the
n singular directions which form an orthonormal basis. The isotropic n-dimensional sphere
evolves into an ellipsoid at final time whose n axes are given by the U vectors.
2.3.3 Norms
There are several ways in which distance can be measured between two points in a phase
space. This distance is defined by a function known as the norm (Lipschutz, 1991). A given
uncertainty distribution may be isotropic with respect to one norm, while being non-isotropic
with respect to another. Thus it is very important to specify the norm while discussing
uncertainty structure.
Let X be a real or complex vector space. Suppose there is a function |Ix | which assigns to
each x E X a real number. This function is called a norm on X if (for x, y E X) it satisfies
the following axioms:
j]lxl > 0; and ijjxI = 0 iff x = 0 (2.5a)
Ilkx|I = kijxli where k is a scalar (2.5b)
lIx + yi 5 • lxii + 1ly|i (2.5c)
The vector space X with a norm is called a normed vector space. There can be several
functions which define different norms as long as they satisfy the above axioms. For instance,
if x 1 , x2, ... , xn are components of a vector x, then three possible norms are,
Ilxll = max(Ixzi),i = 1... n
Ilxll= IX11 + IX2 +... + Ixl
IlxllI = l2 + Ix2l2 +...+ Ixl2
These are called the L , L 1 and L 2 (or Euclidean) norms respectively. The distance between
two vectors x, y E X denoted by the function d(x, y) is dictated by the norm employed. If
the L2 norm is used then,
d(x,y) Vlxl - y2 +x2 - y2 2  ... + i 2 * n 2yn
It appears that the terms norm and metric have been used synonymously in the meteorology
literature (Palmer et al., 1998). Predictability studies using singular vector analysis involves
maximizing initial (i.e. analysis) perturbations (i.e. errors) over the optimization time. There
are several choices available for the physical dimension of these perturbations, like total energy,
enstrophy, streamfunction variance, etc. The state vectors can be operated on by appropri-
ate operators to obtain the perturbations in a particular physical dimension. The operator
chosen defines a norm on the space (L 2 norm, energy norm, enstrophy norm, etc. (Palmer
et al., 1998). In general, irrespective of the norm chosen, the analysis error structure may
be non-isotropic. SVD(M) where M is the linear propagator does not give the singular di-
rections and values which are relevant to predictability, since the non-isotropic nature of the
analysis error structure is not taken into consideration. This drawback can be overcome by
using the covariance, say pa, of the analysis errors in the chosen norm's space. If pa-i is
used to transform the analysis errors then the resulting analysis errors are isotropic. Thus
SVD(M Pa- -i ) gives the singular directions and values relevant to predictability, because
it accounts for situations in which large initial uncertainty (i.e. error) combined with small
error growth factors lead to larger final time errors than small initial uncertainty combined
with large error growth factors. Using pvai as a transform is equivalent to using pa-1 as a
norm. pa-1 is called the analysis error covariance norm (Barkmeijer et al., 1998). It is also
called the Mahalanobis metric (Palmer et al., 1998). Usually, in realistic atmospheric models,
it is numerically very expensive to calculate pa-1. Barkmeijer et al. (1998) explores some
methods of obtaining the estimates of pa-1. It so happens that if perturbations are measured
in energy then the analysis error distribution appears to be isotropic (Palmer, 1994), which is
advantageous since then pa-1 need not be calculated. In the work that follows, the L2 norm
is used and pa-T  is used to transform the non-isotropic analysis error distribution to an
isotropic one.
2.4 Singular vectors and values in the Ikeda system
The concept of singular vectors and values presented in section 2.3 has been applied to the
Ikeda system. Basically, the question addressed is, do the (leading) singular values change
over the state space? This represents the state dependence of error growth under numerous
operational constraints.
The concept of singular error growth in the Ikeda system is illustrated with the following
example. Figure 2-1 (page 29)(a) illustrates singular error growth at a particular point (x,, y,)
in the Ikeda phase space. The point (x,, Ys) is on the system attractor, that is, it is the truth.
A gaussian uncertainty distribution centered at (x,, ys), is generated at the initial time. The
perturbations to be evolved by M (not shown in the figure) are sampled from this distribution.
The blue circle in figure 2-1(a) shows the 2( bound of this gaussian distribution where (
stands for standard deviation. (x,, y,) lies at the center of this blue circle. This distribution
is propagated over a total optimization time of 7- = 3 using the tangent linear model. The
propagated distribution, the singular vectors and values are saved at each time step.
(a) Initial time
(c)
Figure 2-1: The evolution
(a) Isotropic distribution
(b) a = 2.95, u2 = 0.27
(c) ai =4.75, U2=O0.13
(d) al = 12.05, a2=O0.04.
(d)
of an isotropic distribution over 3 time steps.
(blue circle) at initial time and the V vectors.
At each step the 2( bound of the ensemble, centered at the propagated truth, is plotted. The
tangent linear model stretches (or shrinks) and rotates each of the perturbation vectors so
that at each step an ellipse is generated. Figure 2-1(b), figure 2-1(c) and figure 2-1(d) show
the ellipses at 7= 1, 7= 2 and 7= 3 respectively. First, one is interested in the direction in
the future which has the maximum variance at the forecast time (or optimization time 7).
The variance in this direction relative to the initial variance can be regarded as a quantitative
measure of predictability. Second, one is interested in knowing the direction at initial time
that grows into direction of maximum variance at 7. This knowledge can be used to help one
to reduce the error in this particular initial direction so that forecast errors at final time can
(b) 7=1
7T=3
be reduced.
The U, V and E are calculated by the SVD of M constructed over each r, using the L2
norm on the space and an isotropic distribution of uncertainty at initial time. The major and
minor axes of the final time ellipses are given by ul and u 2, respectively. The initial directions
that evolve into these directions at final time are given by vl and v 2, respectively. Note that
each time step has an unique set of U and V vectors with the corresponding growth factors
given by the u's. Hence, for instance, over one step any error aligned along v' direction in
figure 2-1(a) (shown in red, with arrowhead) will increase in magnitude by 2.95 (which is
the maximum o over = 1) while that aligned along v I direction (shown in red, without the
arrowhead) will shrink by a factor of 0.27 (which is the minimum a over 7 = 1). Note that
the superscripts indicate the optimization time r while the subscripts give the index of the
singular vector (subscript 1 indicates leading singular vector). At the final time, over 7 = 1,
these directions will align themselves along ul and u'. These final time directions for 7 = 1
are shown in figure 2-1(b). For 7= 2 an error aligned along the direction shown in black (with
arrowhead) in figure 2-1(a), will grow the most (by a factor of 4.75) and align itself along
the direction u1, shown in figure 2-1(c). Similarly the directions shown in magenta color in
figure 2-1(a), evolve to those in figure 2-1(d) over r = 3, with the maximum growth factor
of 12.05 and a minimum of 0.04. These singular values, calculated by assuming an isotropic
initial uncertainty distribution, are called the isotropic or the plain singular values. As -+ o00
the U converges to the same vector. Similarly, as Tr--* o the V converges to the same vector.
Thus the singular vector formulation is very remarkable in that it gives (1) the directions at
initial time that would grow the most over a specified 7 (2) the directions to which they would
grow and (3) the factors by which they grow. The leading singular value represents the worst
case scenario for forecast error under the linearization assumption.
2.4.1 Isotropic initial uncertainty
The procedure of calculating the leading singular value described in section 2.4 is applied
to a number of points in the Ikeda state space so that its variation can be inspected. This
motivates the superiority of singular values over the Lyapunov number in so far as finite time
forecast error studies are concerned. Consider figure 2-2 (page 31)(a). The average over space
via an average over time implicit in the definition of the Lyapunov number, gives this uniform
distribution, which belies the true nature of finite time error growth, state-dependent growth
as is evident in figure 2-2(b). Figure 2-2(b), shows the leading singular value for 7 = 1 at
many points, as calculated assuming isotropic initial uncertainty. This work has been done
earlier (Smith et al., 1999); but has been presented as a background to the results to follow.
The L 2 norm, as defined in section 2.3.3, has been used to measure distances in the phase
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Figure 2-2: The distribution of the different indices of error growth for the perfect Ikeda
model. Points in black have al < 1. (a) The leading Lyapunov number. The error growth
is uniform over the attractor. (b) The leading singular value calculated using SVD(M) i.e.
by assuming that the initial uncertainty distribution is isotropic. (c) The relevant leading
singular value calculated using SVD(Mpa-I ). pa, in general is non-isotropic. (d) The
relevant leading singular value if pa is rotated by an angle 0 drawn from N(O, 200).
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space. The error growth factor as given by the singular value in figure 2-2(b) shows significant
structure and variation. The errors in some parts of the state space could grow by as much
2.97 while in other parts they could actually shrink (these areas having aO < 1 are colored in
black). A comparison of figure 2-2(a) and figure 2-2(b) shows that the Lyapunov number is
in fact quite a dubious measure of finite time error growth. Note that the Lyapunov number
has the same value of 1.66 everywhere in the state space. In areas like those around the origin
(0, 0), al < 1, and consequently the forecast launched from this region for 7 = 1 would be
very good, as is evident from figure 2-2(b). The Lyapunov number gives a false impression
that the forecast will be poor in this region. On the other hand, in regions like those around
(1, 0.5) the Lyapunov number artificially enhances the forecast quality, while in reality the
forecast will be quite poor as is evident from figure 2-2(b). The Lyapunov number is all the
more misleading for longer optimization times (results not shown). For instance, over 2 steps
the Lyapunov factor would be 1.662 while it is seen that singular value varies quite a lot over
the state space. This comparison gives cogent reasons to decisively discard the Lyapunov
number as a measure of finite time error growth and adopt the singular value as a far better
substitute. The error growth as given by the singular value is state-dependent and forecast
time-dependent. The information given by the singular values not only diagnoses the forecast
quality over state space, but also could be useful for data assimilation or targeting. Thus if
the initial distribution of errors is isotropic (in the L2 norm on the space), then figure 2-2(b)
indeed gives a genuine picture of forecast quality.
The discussion in this section assumed an isotropic initial uncertainty distribution. If data
assimilation is used to generate the initial uncertainty distribution then the uncertainty dis-
tribution is rendered non-isotropic with respect to the L 2 norm. The next subsection (2.4.2)
gives a brief overview of data assimilation using the Ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF).
2.4.2 Data assimilation
In this work, the EnKF data assimilation (Evensen, 1994; Houtekamer and Mitchell, 1998)
will be used to produce the analysis. The EnKF equations can be described as follows. For
i= 1...N,
x =(t)  F[xa(t - 1)] (2.6a)
Pf(t) 1 [EN(t) - Mf(t)][Ef(t) - MI(t)]T (2.6b)N-1l
K(t) = Pf(t)H(t)T[H(t)Pf(t)H(t)T + R(t)]- ' (2.6c)
xa(t) = xý(t) + K(t)[y?(t) - H(t)xý(t)] (2.6d)
PO) = 1 [Ea(t) - Ma(t)][Ea(t) - Ma(t)]T  (2.6e)N- 1
In these equations, N is the number of ensemble members, n is the dimension of the system and
xf(t) is the first guess generated by a short term forecast. The nonlinear model is represented
by the operator F in equation (2.6a). Ef(t) and Ea(t) are n x N matrices which give the
ensembles before and after assimilation. Thus each column of Ef(t) and Ea(t) is an ensemble
member i.e. a different realization of the state and each row is a state component. M (t)
and Ma(t) are n x N matrices having the corresponding ensemble mean of Ef(t) and Ea(t)
respectively, in each of its columns. The mean is calculated by averaging over each row of Ef(t)
and Ea(t). Thus a particular element in each column of Mf (t) (which is the same as each of
other N columns) is an average over the corresponding row in Ea(t). Pf(t) (dimension n x n)
gives the uncertainty in the first guess in the form of its covariance matrix. R(t) (dimension
nxn, assuming all the state variables are observed) gives the uncertainty in the observations.
The Kalman gain term K(t) (dimension n x n) gives measures of confidence one should place
in the first guess and the observations depending on their respective uncertainties. H(t) is a
map from the model space to observation space. y?(t) are the perturbed observations. xa(t)
is called analysis. x4(t) combines the first guess and the observation, thus providing the
best estimate of the initial condition. Finally pa(t), is the covariance matrix that provides an
estimate of uncertainty in the analysis. The equations of EnKF data assimilation methodology
presented in equations (2.6a) through (2.6e) assume a perfect model, that is, the step forward
equations contained in F are perfect.
NWP centers employ data assimilation to produce the best possible initial conditions. It is
difficult to imagine that the initial condition error produced operationally by data assimilation
is isotropic. This is because the first guess is produced by propagating the model state
forward and the evolved uncertainty distribution will be elliptical. It would take a very
special observational uncertainty distribution to render the analysis uncertainty distribution
isotropic. Hence, if one wants to carry out the singular analysis in a realistic scenario, then a
non-isotropic error distribution has to be assumed rather than an isotropic one (with respect
to the L2 norm in this case).
2.4.3 Impact of non-isotropic distribution
As stated above, when data are assimilated, the initial uncertainty distribution does not
remain isotropic. The question then is whether the directions given by the SVD(M) still give
the relevant singular values and initial and final time singular vectors. The methodology to
find these relevant values is discussed below and illustrated in figure 2-3 (page 35).
Figure 2-3(a) shows an isotropic (blue circle) and a non-isotropic (green ellipse) distribution of
uncertainty at initial time (the circle and ellipse shown are the 2( bounds for the ensembles).
The initial time singular vectors as given by the SVD(M) satisfy,
M = UEVT so that,
Mvi = oiui where i = 1, 2
The uncertainty distribution is propagated over one step (T = 1). The resulting distribution
(2( bound) is shown in figure 2-3(c). The blue arrows, vl and v 2 in figure 2-3(a) are the initial
time singular vectors for the isotropic distribution (that is, by using SVD(M)). The solid
blue line with arrow head is the leading vl and the dashed blue line is v 2. The corresponding
singular values are given by ol = 2.59 and U2 = 0.18. Any errors (whether in the isotropic
or non-isotropic distribution) aligned along vi in figure 2-3(a) will grow by a factor of 2.59
and align themselves along ul in figure 2-3(c). Accordingly, the blue ellipse in figure 2-3(c)
corresponding to the initial isotropic distribution in figure 2-3(a) has its major and minor axis
along the U vectors. But the initial time non-isotropic distribution (green) ellipse in figure 2-
3(a) does not have its major and minor axis along U vectors at final time in figure 2-3(c). In
fact the major axis of the green ellipse in figure 2-3(c) is aligned along a different direction
labeled u 1l.
The variance that is maximum along this direction ( 1il) characterizes the operationally rele-
vant predictability, rather than that along ul. The next question is, what is the direction at
initial time in figure 2-3(a) that evolved into the il direction at final time? The procedure to
find these directions is delineated below.
First, the non-isotropic distribution (green ellipse) in figure 2-3(a) is operated on by p-a-i
where pa is the covariance matrix of the non-isotropic distribution. This operation converts
the non-isotropic distribution to an isotropic distribution. This isotropic distribution is shown
in figure 2-3(b) as the red circle. The red circle is 2( bound.
The singular vectors and values are then given by the SVD(M Pa -11 ). Thus,
M0i4 = adii where i= 1, 2
Hence the initial direction (in the transformed space) that grows most over 7 = 1 is given
by vil (shown in figure 2-3(b) by the solid red arrow). But this direction is valid only
in the transformed space. The corresponding direction in the original space is given by
V1 = (V/P-1')iVl.
(b) Transformed space
X X
(c) Forecast at time 7 = 1 (d) Forecast at time 7 = 1
X X
Figure 2-3: The evolution of a non-isotropic distribution. The non-isotropic distribution(green) in (a) evolves to the green ellipse in (c). The isotropic distribution (blue) in (a) evolvesinto the blue ellipse in (c). The magenta ellipse in (a) which is the rotated version of the green
ellipse in (a), evolves to the magenta ellipse in (d). The green ellipse in (c) is reproduced in (d).
(a) IIvfll =0.07, a-1 =2.59fi11i 0.18, -'= 1.47
lvrot =ll0.11, ar' =1.60
(b) The green ellipse in (a) is the red circle in the transformed space.
(c) lui = 0.07 x 2.59= 0.181i 11 =0.18 x 1.47=0.26
(d) iilrot=0.11 x 1.60=0.17
(a) Initial time
It follows that
1r - (2.7a)
02r = (2.7b)
V2
In equations (2.7a) and (2.7b) the superscript r stands for relevant. The relevant singular
values are also called the normed singular values.
The vl and i' 2 are shown as solid green and dashed green arrows respectively in figure 2-
3(a). Note that they are not orthogonal. These directions can be interpreted as follows. A
perturbation along Vi grows by a factor of a' 1.47 which is smaller than the factor by which
an error aligned along vl grows (uo = 2.59). But, the error along Vz which ends up aligning
itself along the 1il at final time happens to be larger than that along ul. This is because
though vl has a much larger growth factor than the V1 direction, the error in that direction
is smaller at initial time. The size of uncertainty along a particular direction at final time is
the product of the size of uncertainty along the corresponding initial time direction and the
corresponding singular value. For example, the size of the solid blue arrow in figure 2-3(a),
that is v ll- = 0.07 units. Therefore the size of solid blue arrow in figure 2-3(c) is given by
Iu1 ll Ilvl1 x a = 0.07 x 2.59= 0.18. On the other hand, the size of the solid green arrow in
figure 2-3(a), that is Ii ll1= 0.18 units. Therefore the size of solid green arrow in figure 2-3(c)
is given by |I ,11 = 1K 1V x o'= 0.18 x 1.47=0.26.
So the direction at initial time (in figure 2-3(a)) that ends up as the direction of maximum
variance at final time (in figure 2-3(c)), is dictated both by the model dynamics and the
structure of the initial uncertainty. In fact, there are many directions in figure 2-3(a) which
have higher growth factors than vl and there are also directions which have larger initial
uncertainty (eg. the major axis of the green ellipse in figure 2-3(a)), but z1 is the direction
that has the right combination of these two properties and thus it aligns itself in the direction
of maximum variance at the final time. Thus the relevant singular directions and values when
the initial uncertainty distribution, is non-isotropic is given by SVD(M Pa- 1 ) rather than
by SVD(M). The V, U and E' take into account both the uncertainty structure and the
dynamics of error growth. Note that the singular vector and values given by SVD(M) are
correct, in the sense that perturbations in the non-isotropic distribution aligned along vl
grow by a factor of ol; it is just that they are not relevant from the stand point of finite time
forecasting for this case.
The fact that the singular vectors and values relevant for the non-isotropic case are different
from those for isotropic case has important implications for forecasting. Assuming an isotropic
distribution, when it is actually not, misinforms one about the direction at initial time that will
end up having maximum variance at final time and the singular values could actually lead to
suboptimal estimates of forecast error. As explained in the preceding paragraph, the direction
having the largest growth factor may not grow into the direction having the largest error at
forecast time, because there could be a direction which has a smaller growth factor but larger
error aligned along it at initial time that grows in the largest error at forecast time. SVD(M)
gives the largest growing initial time direction while SVD(M VF - 1) (Ehrendorfer and
Tribbia, 1995) gives the initial time direction which results in the largest error at forecast
time. SVD(M) considers the dynamics but neglects the uncertainty structure i.e. assumes
it to be isotropic. SVD(Mv-P-_ '- l ) gives the relevant information from the point of view
of predictability - it tells what current errors are going to influence the forecast the most.
SVD(MX/VF - 1) takes into account both the dynamics and non-isotropic structure of the
initial uncertainty distribution.
The operational reality of non-isotropic initial uncertainty has been accounted for in figure 2-
2 (page 31)(c). The EnKF procedure outlined in section 2.4.2 is implemented at each step
with N= 100. To begin with, an initial isotropic ensemble is constructed around a point (i.e.
truth) with a prescribed standard deviation (1% of attractor size) in the x and y components,
by drawing from a standard normal distribution. Then the step given by equation (2.6a) is
implemented by propagating each of the ensemble members forward using equations (2.1a)
and (2.1b) (page 23). The truth is propagated forward as well. Data are generated artificially
by first displacing the truth in a random direction by 1%, and then an ensemble of observations
is generated around this displaced value of truth, with a prescribed standard deviation (1% of
attractor size), drawing from a standard normal distribution. The matrix R has the variances
of x and y observational errors along its diagonal. The gain term K is evaluated by using R
and the covariance of the ensemble, pf (H is set equal to the identity matrix). Finally data
are assimilated using equation (2.6d), to produce the best ensemble i.e. assimilated ensemble.
The data are assimilated at each step (-7 = 1) . At each step a forecast (7 = 1) is launched
from the mean of the assimilated ensemble and the resulting singular vectors and values are
calculated according to the method outlined above (the ensemble pa is used as uncertainty
norm). The ensemble mean analysis is then colored by the leading singular value, which is
shown in figure 2-2 (page 31)(c).
The picture in figure 2-2(c) is profoundly different from the isotropic case in figure 2-2(b).
There are many more regions where the growth factor associated with the initial direction
that grows into major axis of final time ellipse, is less than 1. (This information can be used,
for example, for deciding the direction in which the errors need to be reduced in order to get
better forecasts). The average of the leading singular value over the attractor in figure 2-2(a)
is ZT = 2.47 while that in figure 2-2(b) is a r = 1.91. The differences are more striking for higher
values of T (results not shown). This is the relevant picture of the variation of 1 step forecast
error over state space; not the isotropic case of figure 2-2(b).
By considering the non-isotropic uncertainty distribution, one has taken an important step
toward simulating operational reality, but there are other issues that remain to be addressed.
For instance it would be overly cavalier to assume that one has access to the correct covariance
matrix in operational forecasting. Most probably there would be errors in the covariance
matrix such that the actually accessible matrix is rotated from its original form. Of course,
apart from a mere rotation of the accessible matrix, there could be other errors; in general
the accessible matrix can be totally wrong. But here only one of the possible issues, that
of rotation of the accessible matrix, has been considered. The direction (in magenta, with
arrowhead) in figure 2-3 (page 35)(a) denoted by l,,ot corresponds to the leading initial time
singular vector as calculated by rotating pa through an angle of 0 = 200 (the 2ý bound of this
rotated distribution is shown as the magenta ellipse in figure 2-3(a)). This rotated distribution
is propagated forward by using the tangent linear model. The 2C bound of this propagated
distribution is shown in figure 2-3(d) as the magenta ellipse. The corresponding final time
singular vector is shown as iLlrot. It is observed that though the singular directions change
dramatically, the singular values remain almost the same (ao K-arot). Figure 2-2 (page 31)(d)
and figure 2-4 (page 39)(a) show the distribution of oa when pa is rotated through an angle
drawn from N(0, 200) and N(0, 300) respectively. This means at each point from which the
forecast is launched, pa is rotated through a different angle chosen at random from a gaussian
distribution with standard deviation 200 and 300. Higher the angle of rotation higher is the
change in the distribution of singular values.
A variant of this operational issue is when the error variances are available but the error
covariances are not. In this case, the distribution of singular values will look like those in
figure 2-4(b). Note that it looks intermediate to the isotropic and non-isotropic case. For this
model, using variances only is better than ignoring the uncertainty structure altogether. The
above discussion took into consideration some important aspects of finite time operational
forecasting, which mainly concerned the initial condition uncertainty. Model inadequacy re-
mains one of the most important stumbling blocks in the path towards accurate forecast. In
fact, it is speculated that model inadequacy could be vitiating the forecast more seriously
than the initial condition uncertainty (Orrell et al., 2001). The next section deals with the
influence of model inadequacy on forecast errors.
2.4.4 Influence of model inadequacy
An idea about the influence of model inadequacy on predictability can be obtained by looking
at its effect on the singular value distribution. The model error is broadly classified into
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parametric and structural categories. Parametric model error pertains to having the wrong
values of constants in a given model. In the Ikeda system, the constants are given by a, b
and p. The sensitivity of singular values to change in these parameters is studied. The Ikeda
system given by equations (2.1a) and (2.1b) (page 23) is treated as a perfect model (or the
system). Figure 2-4 (page 39)(c) shows the distribution of singular values calculated from the
Ikeda system in which the value of parameter p is lower by -0.05% as compared to that in the
perfect model, that is, the parametric error is Ap= -0.05. Data assimilation is performed as
in section 2.4.3, so that figure 2-4(c) shows the impact of having both an initial non-isotropic
distribution and an imperfect model.
Comparing figure 2-2 (page 31)(c) with figure 2-4(c), one notes that the singular values do not
change much with small changes in p. Similarly, it is noted that for small changes in values
of a and b the singular values do not change appreciably (result not shown). Hence, one
can conclude that the parametric error does not affect the singular values to a large extent,
for this range of parametric error for this model. The impact is of course dependent on r.
Larger impact is seen for longer 7, which means that models with parametric error are good
models for this system for short r. It has to be noted that, though it appears that attractor
in figure 2-4(c) is same as that in figure 2-2(c), in principle the attractors are different. The
system attractor is different from the model attractor.
Structural model error pertains to a situation in which the functional dependence of one or
more terms in the model is different from the correct dependence. In the Ikeda model, such
an error is introduced by replacing the cosine and sine terms in the model (equations (2.1a)
and (2.1b) (page 23)) by the first 7 terms in their series expansion. Thus the model with
structural error is given by
x,+1 = 1 + A E 2n! E ( 2n + 1)!(2.8a)
n=o n=•o (2 1)!
7( (- = o n'l 7 -1)-On+1 (2.8b)= (2r + 1)! n!(2.8b)
n=o n=o
where
b
0 -
a-- (x2 + y2 + 1)2
and a = 0.4, b = 6.0, p = 0.9.
Data are assimilated as in the case of parametric error discussed is section 2.4.4. The data
for assimilation are drawn from the system (that is truth) and the ensemble members are
propagated using equations (2.8a) and (2.8b).
Results are shown in figure 2-4(d). Comparing figure 2-2(c) to figure 2-4(d), one sees that there
is a large difference between the distributions of singular values. Particularly in the region
centered around the point (0, 0), the regions of shrinking errors have decreased considerably.
Also note that the structural error changes the attractor structure and its effect is seen clearly
in the region around the point (1, 0). For longer optimization times, the impact of structural
model error is more spectacular. Figure 2-4(d) shows the impact of having a structurally
imperfect model and non-isotropic initial condition. This is the scenario which is closest to
operational reality. Note the big change in the distribution of the leading singular value in
going from theoretical simplification (Figure 2-2(a)) to operational reality (Figure 2-4(d)).
In section 2.4, the impact of the initial error in state (x) was examined under various scenarios
of initial error structure and model imperfections. In section 2.4.4, the implicit effect of model
error on singular value distribution was considered. The effect of model error is implicit
because the singular value only with respect to the state was considered. In the next section,
we will examine the explicit influence of model error on forecast error vis-a-vis the influence
of error in the initial state.
2.5 Initial condition error versus model error
In the preceding sections, the effect of the shape of initial uncertainty and model error on the
predictability of the Ikeda system was explored. This exploration did not explicitly include
the effect of model error on predictability. That is, the forecast error was solely due to initial
condition error. In this section, the forecast error due to the initial condition error and the
model error are considered. Particularly, the effect of initial condition error and that of model
error on forecast error is compared. The linearization tools presented in sections 2.3 and 2.4
were in the context of the 2-dimensional state. In this section, these linearization tools are
extended to a 3-dimensional (augmented) system so that the impact of parametric model error
on final time error can be calculated under linearized dynamics.
Let us assume that the parameter y in the Ikeda system given by equations (2.1a) and (2.1b)
(page 23) is imperfect. Let the 2-dimensional Ikeda system be augmented by A, that is, let
us consider y as a variable rather than a parameter. Consider the 3-dimensional augmented
Ikeda system,
,8+1 = F1 (xz, y,) = 1 + p(xz cos8 - y, sin 8)
Ys+1 = F2(xs, ys) = (xs sin8 + y8 cos 0)
1s+1 = F3 = 11s
(2.9a)
(2.9b)
(2.9c)
Note that the step forward equation for p (equation (2.9c)) holds the value of y constant in
time.
Let the 3-dimensional vector in the augmented Ikeda space be denoted by w. The linear
propagator for the augmented system given by equations (2.9a), (2.9b) and (2.9c) is
F2x
M= FW
F'x
ly F~ J
Fy FF,1
3y F3m-
A1 A2 A3
=~ B1 B2 B3
0 0 1
Let the error in w at time s be Ew=[E[x, sy, eJ]. The linearized error in w at time s + 1 is
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The above equation (2.11) can be written as
w= MWEwx W+ ME 1 = E WX + EwEs+ 1 = -s++ s+ (2.13)
In the above equation (2.13), Ex should be read as the error in w at time s projected onto
x at time s. Similarly E"'" is the error in w at time s projected onto /t at time s.
Taking the first 2 components of E• • in equation (2.13) (that is, taking the x, y components
(2.10)
A1
S+1 = B1
0
Es+ 1 =
of El+1 in equation (2.11)),
E+ = es+ + Ew+'X (2.14)
For brevity, equation (2.14) is written as
fwx = Ex + Ex* (2.15)
In words, equation (2.15) says that the total error in the state at final time s+1 due to the
error in w at time s, is the sum of the state error at final time, due to error in x at time s
and due to error in p at time s.
The term cx1 needs further explanation. elX, gives the error in the final state due to the
error in I at time s namely ck,. That is, the state x at time s is perfect. However, as soon as
the state is propagated forward with the error in i, e,s induces an error in state. This induced
error evolves with time. Therefore c 1s+ contains the effect of c,, and subsequent perturbations
it induces into the state.
Each vector in equation (2.15) is 2-dimensional while each vector in equation (2.13) is 3-
dimensional. The vectors in equation (2.15) are given by
wx Al•,, + A26ys + A36psEs+l = (2.16)
B1iE, + B 2cys + B3EJ
exx AlcE, + A 2Ey1 (2.17)
B1l., + B 2E6
=S Z A 3•e" (2.18)
Ba E,,
From equation (2.17), the square of the magnitude of Ec 1 is
IExx 12 = A ~e2 + A 2E2 + 2A1 A2c•,,s + Bl2s2 + + 2B 1 B2ct.sy, (2.19)
From equation (2.18), the square of the magnitude of Ex, is
I•x 1 2 = A12 2 + B 2es (2.20)
From equations (2.17) and (2.18) define the vector
Ex -AX = AlEcX + A 2Ey - A3(2.21)
BEzs, + B2Eys - B364,
Define
2 = Exx 12 + II lx 1I2 -I EI 1 12 (2.22)
Using equations (2.19), (2.20) and (2.21) it can be shown that
r2 - 2[A 1A3 + BjB 3] Ex,Ej, + 2[A 2A3 + B 2B 3]Eys•p, (2.23)
From equations (2.16), (2.19), (2.20) and (2.23),
xx 112 + I lix 2 + 72 7= 1wx1) (2.24)
Il wx is the magnitude of the total state error at final time. Dividing equation (2.24) by
IIE+ 11|2 and using
( +2 s 112 (2.25a)
I •x E 2 12(2.25b)11 s+1 1 1
C(U2 1 s+1 (2.25b)Ewx 112111 +111
2 -- 72(2w= 7 (2.25c)
s wx- 112
one obtains
( + ( + (x = 1 (2.26)
In equation (2.26), ( is the contribution to the total state error (at final time) from the
initial error in x. ( is the contribution from the model error in A. From equation (2.23),
it is clear that 2, is the contribution to the model error from the interaction between the
model error and initial condition error. I will refer to ( as the (contribution of) state error,
C as the (contribution of) model error and 2, as the (contribution of) interaction error. It
is important to realize that equation (2.24) (and consequently equation (2.26)) is a statement
about the square of the magnitude of the total state error at final time. This is a basic result
that has not appeared in the predictability literature.
Using the axioms of norms given by equations (2.5a), (2.5b) and (2.5c) listed in section 2.3.3
(page 27), it is proved that
772 > -211'E+11111EX11 (2.27)
The physical interpretation of equation (2.27) is interesting. r2 < 0 represents the case when
the error due to ex and that due to E,c cancel out. If rf2 < 0, then from equation (2.24) the
interaction error decreases the total error.
A comparison between state-dependent contributions of the state error, the model error and
interaction error is presented next. The data assimilation is done as in section 2.4.4. The
model is parametrically imperfect, with Al = -0.07 expressed in % of M = 0.9. The analysis
covariance gives the non-isotropic uncertainty structure for the initial state. This analysis
covariance, pa which is 2 x 2, is augmented with the parametric variance to obtain a 3 x 3
analysis covariance, namely P'a. The covariance between / and x is assumed to be 0. The
a -1- 1-SVD(MW VP-1i), where MW is given by equation (2.10), is carried out for an optimization
time of =- 1 and the relevant (leading) initial time singular vector is determined. (4, 2 and 2,
corresponding to this relevant singular vector are computed. The distribution of @, ' and X,
over the model attractor is presented in figure 2-5 (page 46). Figure 2-5(a) shows considerable
variation of the contribution of the state error. It is interesting that the regions resulting in
high contribution of state error (red regions) tend to cluster together. The average value of
x2 is 0.53. Figure 2-5(b) shows the variation of contribution of the model error. The average
value of 2 is 0.35. This means that, on average, the contribution of model error in rendering
the forecast wrong is 35%, which is quite high. Note that because these contributions are
state-dependent, the average values are misleading. There are regions in the attractor (like
near (1.5, -1.25) in figure 2-5(b)) where the contribution of model error is almost 1. Therefore,
in some regions of the attractor, the model error could be the dominant factor in rendering
the forecast wrong. Figure 2-5(c) shows that the contribution of interaction error is relatively
low. Finally, figure 2-5(d) shows the total contribution of the model error and interaction
error taken together. In general, given a state, these contributions depend on the level (or
magnitude) of model error and optimization time.
The variation of the average of (, , and ~, over the attractor as a function of T for two
values of parametric model error is shown in figure 2-6. The dashed curves are for the lower
model error of A• = -0.05. The solid curves are for higher model error of Ap = -0.07.
Consider the lower model error curves. As r increases, C2 decreases. ( 2 > 2 for all values
of T. Consider the higher model error curves. 2 > (, for -r < 2 and A < 2 for T > 3.
Therefore the importance of model error vis-a-vis the state error in rendering the forecast
wrong depends upon the magnitude of the model error and the optimization time. When the
model error is decreased from AM = -0.07 to A~ = -0.05, C2 decreases by about 0.15. This
decrease is approximately constant with increase in 7. The interaction error (shown in cyan
color) does not change much with decrease in Ap. (, tends to saturate as T increases. Thus
the increase in AMp mostly leads to an increase in the model error and to a lesser extent an
increase in the interaction error.
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Figure 2-5: The distribution of the contribution of state error, model error and the interaction
error in the total final time state error for Ap= -0.07 and r= 1. (a) The contribution of the
state error. (b) The contribution of the model error. (c) The contribution of the interaction.
(d) The sum of the contribution of the model error and interaction error.
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Figure 2-6: Change of average (over the attractor) of <( (red color), C(4 (blue color) and x
(cyan color) with optimization time for two different levels of parametric model error. The
solid curves are for Am= -0.07 and dashed curves for Am= -0.05. The contribution from the
model error could be more than that from the state error depending on the level of model error
and r. The solid blue curve lies above the solid red for Apf= -0.07 and 7 > 3. Note that the
contribution of interaction error does not change much with the model error levels compared
to the change in contributions of state error and model error. The values for Amz= -0.07 and
7= 1 correspond to figure 2-5.
Thus the model error could be as important as the state error in determining the total forecast
error. In some regions of the attractor, the model error could be far more important than the
state error in determining the total forecast error.
2.6 Conclusions
A cascade of predictability scenarios was presented in the context of a 2-dimensional chaotic
map, ranging from theoretical idealization to something akin to operational reality, thus elic-
iting some of the issues impending accurate forecasts.
Singular value does a far better job in representing finite time forecast errors than does the
Lyapunov number. The leading singular value calculated assuming isotropic initial uncertainty
distribution changes over the phase space. Thus forecast errors under linearized dynamics are
state dependent, over finite time scales. In some regions of the state space, all initial errors
-- A= -0.07
S--m- A/= -0.05
I
decay, showing local enhanced forecast quality. The regions of decaying initial errors persist
(though they change location) for longer optimization times. The singular error growth in
most parts of the attractor is rapid, in that errors can grow almost by a factor of 3 over one
step. The singular values calculated assuming an isotropic initial uncertainty are called the
isotropic or plain singular values.
The initial uncertainty is always non-isotropic. The shape of this non-isotropic uncertainty
is dictated by the local attractor structure. An estimate of the shape of this non-isotropic
uncertainty is obtained by employing the EnKF. The leading singular direction gives the
direction of maximum growth of initial errors. It is shown that these relevant directions are
different from those calculated assuming an isotropic distribution. These directions depend
both on the growth factor given by the local dynamics and the error magnitude given by the
uncertainty structure. The method to obtain these relevant directions and growth factors is
the SVD(M Pa-1) rather than SVD(M). The leading singular value distribution is quite
different in the non-isotropic case. Given the fact that calculation of the covariance matrix
might be very expensive, using only the variances is a reasonable approximation to using
the full covariance matrix. It is found that the singular values are robust to small rotations
of the covariance matrix, while the singular vectors are fragile to such rotations for this
system. The isotropic singular values and relevant singular values are different quantifications
of predictability.
Model error changes the distribution of singular values as compared to the perfect model case.
Qualitatively, it appears that for the level of parametric and structural errors specified in
section 2.4.4, the structural error induces more change in the distribution of singular values as
compared to the perfect model than does the parametric error for this model. It is, of course,
impossible to generalize this result to other models. For longer forecast times, the perfect
model assumption gives a highly misleading picture of error growth.
Though a method to find the relevant singular values and vectors for initial non-isotropic
uncertainty is available, it seems difficult to get around the model inadequacy problem. When
only an imperfect model is at hand, one is doomed to get the wrong singular values. The
comparison of scenarios presented here clearly shows that idealizations (isotropic initial un-
certainty and perfect model) can seriously hamper accurate forecasts and motivates research
into ways to reduce model inadequacy.
A comparison between the contribution of parametric model error and the initial state error
to the total forecast error shows that the model error could be as important as the initial state
error, to say the least. For a higher level of model error, the contribution of model error to
forecast error could be more than that of initial state error.
It is very important to mitigate the effect of model error. In chapter 3, the technique of
accounting for model error in the EnKF is investigated. Chapter 4, explores the technique of
reduction of model error in ensemble-based filters.

Chapter 3
Accounting for model error in the
EnKF
The critical importance of determining the initial state accurately has prompted the applica-
tion of techniques to pin down the initial state with as much certainty as possible. Prominent
among these techniques are 4dVar (Le Dimet and Talagrand, 1986), the EKF (Evensen, 1992)
and the EnKF (Evensen, 1994). In this chapter the modification of EnKF to account for
model error is discussed. It is shown that lower analysis and forecast errors are obtained if
the model uncertainty is accounted for in the EnKF. The various extant and novel methods
to obtain model uncertainty are discussed and intercompared.
3.1 Introduction
Recently, there has been a lot of active research in the broad field of ensemble-based filters
as tools for state estimation. Among all the different ensemble-based filters, the EnKF has
occupied a central position. Typically, the EnKF has been used with atmospheric and oceanic
models assuming that these models are perfect. This is not to say that the researcher believed
that the models are perfect. This is rather because accounting for model error in the EnKF
framework has not been as well researched as accounting for initial condition error.
As discussed in sections 2.5 (page 41) and 2.6 (page 47), model errors play an important role
in rendering the model forecast wrong. This chapter addresses the question of accounting
for model error in EnKF. Section 3.2 discusses the correct approach to accounting for model
error in EnKF. This section also discusses a simplistic, but approximate approach called the
Additive Error Approximation (AEA). The AEA requires an estimate of the model error.
Various techniques of obtaining estimates of model error are discussed in sections 3.3 (page
57), 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. The multimodel method is introduced and discussed in section 3.5. A
novel method termed the parametric vector method is introduced and discussed in section 3.6.
The performance of the various methods of estimating the model error is intercompared within
the AEA framework in section 3.7. This intercomparison is done in the low-dimensional Ikeda
and Lorenz 1963 models. Section 3.8 (page 86) presents the conclusions of this chapter.
3.2 Approaches to accounting for model error in the
EnKF
The EnKF equations were presented and discussed in section 2.4.2 (page 32) given a perfect
model. In this section the issue of accounting for model error in the EnKF is discussed.
Accounting for model error in EnKF is easier to discuss if the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
is understood (Hansen and Smith, 2001). The following discussion is adapted from Hansen
and Smith (2001). The EKF equations are discussed below. Consider the system given by
xt (t) = G[x t (t - 1)] (3.1)
where xt is the truth. The rhs of equation (3.1) should be read as the (nonlinear) system
operator G acting on the truth xt at time t-1. Consider the nonlinear forecast model given
by
xf (t) = F[xa(t - 1)] (3.2)
where xa(t - 1) is an initial condition. Let the imperfect observation of the truth at time t be
available. This observation is given by
yo(t) = Hxt(t) + co (3.3)
where E(co)= 0 and E(coE) = R , where E is the expectation operator. H maps the model
space to observation space.
If the model is perfect, that is, F= G, then the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) equations are
as follows.
xf (t) = F[xa(t - 1)] (3.4a)
Pf (t) = F'Pa(t - 1)F'T  (3.4b)
K(t) = Pf(t)H(t)T[H(t)Pf(t)H(t)T + R(t)]- ' (3.4c)
Xa(t) = xf(t) + K(t)[yo(t) - H(t)xf(t)] (3.4d)
pa(t) = Pf(t) - K(t)H(t)Pf(t) (3.4e)
Equation (3.4a) propagates the initial condition Xa from time t -1 to time t. xf(t) is the
forecast or the first guess. pa(t - 1) is a measure of uncertainty in xa(t - 1). Equation (3.4b)
propagates the uncertainty in Xa from time t-1 to time t. F' is a linearization of F. Pf(t) is
called the forecast error covariance. The gain matrix K is calculated in equation (3.4c), which
gives the relative weight given to the forecast and the observation. Equation (3.4d) "blends"
the forecast with the observation yo(t) to give the best estimate of state at time t, namely
the analysis or the update xa(t). Equation (3.4e) gives the uncertainty in the analysis. Pa(t)
is called the analysis error covariance. xt, xf , yO and xa are n-dimensional vectors, where n
is the dimension of the model. Pfand pa are n x n matrices. R is m x m matrix where m is
the number of dimensions observed (m < n). Note that as the dimensionality n of the model
increases, the solution of equation (3.4b) becomes computationally expensive. The EnKF
(Evensen, 1994) was formulated to avoid this expensive calculation, among the other reasons
discussed in section 1.1 (page 9). The EnKF equations for the perfect model were presented
and discussed in the section 2.4.2. They are reproduced below to compare and contrast with
the EKF equations from (3.4a) through (3.4e). For i=1 ... N,
x(t) = F[xa(t - 1)] (3.5a)
Pf(t) = 1 [E (t ) - Mf(t)][Ef(t) - Mf(t)]T (3.5b)
N-1l
K(t) = Pf(t)H(t)T[H(t)Pf(t)H(t)T + R(t)]- 1  (3.5c)
xa(t) = x{(t) + K(t)[yj'(t) - H(t)x[(t)] (3.5d)
Pa(t) = [Ea(t) - Ma(t)][Ea(t) - Ma(t)]T  (3.5e)N-1l
The EnKF propagates N samples (xq) drawn from Pa(t- 1) under the model dynamics given
by F. These samples are called the ensemble members. The forecast ensemble members are
denoted by xf. The expected value of the forecast and its uncertainty (Pf(t)) are given by
the first two moments of x . Therefore Pf(t) in the EnKF is obtained without implement-
ing equation (3.4b), thus saving computational expense. The analysis is performed on each
forecast ensemble member separately using perturbed observations (equation (3.5d)).
The equations of EKF ((3.4a) through (3.4e)) assume that the model is perfect (that is,
F= G). If the model is imperfect, then F 7 G. The difference between F and G is quantified
as follows. Let us assume that we have access to the truth at time t-1. Consider G[xt(t - 1)]
and F[xt(t - 1)]. Since F and G act on the same initial condition xt(t - 1), the difference in
the forecasts must be due to difference between G and F, that is, due to the model error.
Let us assume that the difference between the system and model can be written as
G[xt(t - 1)] = F[x t (t - 1)] + r(t) (3.6)
where rl is a Gaussian noise process. Let us assume that qr has been obtained with some
methodology that calculates the discrepancy between the system and the model. Let us
assume that the first two moments of qr are given by E(qr)= 0 and E(qrlT) = Q. Given that F
is imperfect the forecast uncertainty as given by equation (3.4b), should be modified to reflect
the uncertainty in the model state due to the model error. If the observation error and the
model error are uncorrelated, that is, E(rE,) - 0, then it is shown that,
Pf(t) = F'Pa(t - 1)F 'T + Q(t) (3.7)
In equation (3.7) the first term on the rhs gives uncertainty in the forecast because the initial
condition is wrong. The second term (Q(t)) gives the uncertainty in forecast because the
model is imperfect. It is assumed that the total uncertainty in the forecast can be obtained by
linearly combining the uncertainty due to initial condition and that due to model error. How
can one modify the equations of the EnKF (equations (3.5a) to (3.5e)) given an imperfect
model to account for model error? The forecast covariance obtained by such a modification
should be equal to that given by equation (3.7). This is possible if one adds noise to each
ensemble member given by equation (3.5a), which is consistent with the model error statistics.
Thus, for i= 1,..., N,
x{(t) = xf(t) + ;, (3.8)
where E(§)= 0 and E(§qT)= Q(t) (Palmer and Hagedorn, 2006).
There are, broadly speaking, two different approaches to account for model error in the EnKF.
The first approach is to account for the model error so that model error noise is integrated
along with the ensemble of initial conditions (Hansen and Smith, 2001). This is equivalent
to modifying the model F so that the model error noise is integrated forward in time. The
model F as implemented in equation (3.5a) is deterministic. The model F should be modified
to a stochastic dynamic form to include additional forcings due to model error. This approach
is equivalent to solving the Fokker-Planck equation. The Fokker-Planck equation evolves the
PDF of initial condition under the model dynamics and simultaneously modifies the evolved
PDF to reflect the model error. If the model is perfect then the Fokker-Planck equation
reduces to the Liouville equation (Palmer and Hagedorn, 2006). This is the correct approach
to accounting for model error in the EnKF. For a given model F, the implementation of
this approach would imply recasting F as stochastic equations. In an operational model, the
equations of the operational model would have to be recoded. There has been little work
done to explore this approach in operational models. Conceptually, this approach has been
explained (Penland, 2003) and its potential elucidated (Palmer, 2001). Some approximate, but
efficient numerical algorithms to integrate stochastic equations have been proposed (Hansen
and Penland, 2006).
The second approach is to integrate the deterministic model without the stochastic model
noise and add noise to the forecast ensemble at the data assimilation time (Palmer and Hage-
dorn, 2006). This noise should be structured so that it compensates for missing model error
that would have been present if the first approach had been employed. This approach of
additive noise at the data assimilation step has been used in a real weather model by Hamill
and Whitaker (2005), (hereafter HW). This approach has also been tested in another model
by Houtekamer et al. (2005), (hereafter HM), In HW, one of the sources of model error is
the low resolution the model used. In HW, the differences between a high resolution and a
low resolution model have been used to construct the additive model error noise. In HM,
the additive model error has been used to compensate for model error arising from different
sources. In both HW and HM, the model error (that the additive noise seeks to compensate)
is potentially multiplicative. The additive noise approach appears to give good results in
the EnKF framework. This approach of adding noise to forecast ensemble members at the
data assimilation step is called the additive error approximation (AEA). The AEA entails
modifying equation (3.5a) so that,
xf (t) = F[xa(t - 1)] + ;, (3.9)
The pf obtained from equation (3.5a) is different from that obtained using equation (3.9).
The Pf obtained from equation (3.9) is in general larger and different in direction than that
obtained using equation (3.5a). The first approach to account for model error in EnKF is
the correct approach, but it is difficult to implement in real models. The second approach,
namely AEA, is only approximate but it is easier to implement in real models.
The equations for the EnKF which employs the AEA approach to account for model error
are,
xf(t) = F[x(t - 1)] + (3.10a)
Pf(t) = [El(t) - Mf(t)][Ef(t) - MfI(t)]T (3.10b)N-1l
K(t) = Pf(t)H(t)T[H(t)pf(t)H(t)T + R(t)]-I (3.10c)
xa(t) = x (t) + K(t)[y'(t) - H((t)x](t) (3.10d)
Pa(t) = 1 [Ea(t) - Ma(t)][Ea(t) - Ma(t)]T (3.10e)N-1l
Here q is sampled from Q(t). Q(t) is the probability distribution function that quantifies the
uncertainty in the forecast due to the model error. The methods to obtain Q(t) are discussed
in sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. The current work proposes and uses a modified form of AEA,
named the modified additive error approach (MAEA). The MAEA replaces equations (3.10a)
and (3.10b) by the following equations:
xý(t) = F[xa(t - 1)] (3.11a)
Pf (t) = [Ef(t) - Mf(t)][Ef(t) - Mf(t)]T (3.11b)N-1l
Pf(t) = Pf(t) + Q(t) (3.11c)
The ensemble members xf(t) are resampled from the Pf(t) given by equation (3.11c). Then
equations (3.10c) through (3.10e) are implemented. If the number of ensemble members N
is large enough (compared to the dimensionality n of the model), then the AEA and MAEA
give the same result, that is, the same forecast and analysis errors. In this work MAEA, is
employed for accounting for model error. Because in this work, N >> n, using AEA would
have given identical results to those presented.
The next question is, how can one estimate Q(t)?
There are a few methods to estimate the model error which are explored in sections 3.3 through
3.6. These are the Covariance Inflation Method (CIM), Static Q Method (SQM), MultiModel
Method (MMM) and Parametric Vector Method (PVM). The MMM and PVM are introduced
in this work. The simplest of these methods is the covariance inflation method (CIM). Another
method is the static Q denoted by Qst and called SQM. Qt is a state-independent estimate
of the model error. The model error is a probabilistic estimate of the sensitivity of the state
to the imperfections in the model. In general model error is state-dependent. The estimate
of Q obtained by the multimodel method (MMM) is denoted by Qmm,,. The MMM is inspired
by suggestions made in Hansen (2002). A new method to estimate Q, named the parametric
vector method (PVM), is introduced and investigated.
3.3 Covariance inflation method (CIM)
The covariance inflation method (Anderson and Anderson, 1999), hereafter referred to as CIM,
is one of the simplest methods of estimating Q. Q is a nxn covariance matrix, where n is the
dimensionality of the model. Q can be constructed if the n eigendirections (or eigenvectors)
and the corresponding eigenvalues (or sizes) are known. Two different covariance matrices are
said to have the same directionality if they have the same eigendirections. They may have
different eigenvalues.
In the covariance inflation method, it is assumed that Q has the same directionality as Pf.
Q is factored into pf with the following equation.
pf = apf (3.12)
a is a vector that modifies the size of Pf. a is called the inflation factor. The elements of a are
chosen to suitably modify the size of pf in different directions. The size of Pf in a particular
direction can be increased by choosing the corresponding element of a > 1. Similarly, the size
of pf in a particular direction can be decreased by choosing the corresponding element of
a <1. The elements of a are also called the boost factors.
The CIM is simplistic because it does not change the direction of pf. It assumes that the
model error lies in the same subspace as that spanned by Pf. If all the elements of a are > 1,
then the covariance inflation method, as the name suggests, increases IIPf 1. In general, the
model error spans a different subspace compared to that spanned by Pf. The boosting of Pf
could subsume the uncertainty due to the model error, if the boost factors are large enough.
But this is not guaranteed, especially in higher dimensional models. If Q lies in the null space
of pf, then even for very high boost factors, the resulting Pf will not be able to account for
the model error uncertainty. The CIM can be looked upon as a method to give more weighting
to the observations compared to the first guess at the analysis step (equations (3.10d)). In
the next section, the SQM is discussed.
3.4 Static Q method (SQM)
Q,t is a state-independent measure of the model error covariance. The difference in the state
due to the difference between the model and the system are sampled at a number of points
in the phase space of the model. A covariance is constructed using these differences. This
covariance, denoted by Qat and called the static Q, is a state-independent estimate of the
uncertainty in state due to model error.
In the Ikeda system, Qst due to the parametric model error in p is estimated as follows. The
truth x t is stepped forward using equations (2.1a) and (2.1b) (page 23) with the correct value
of p = 0.9 over time Tob. This results in xt(s + rob). The same initial state is also stepped
forward using the model, that is, using the imperfect value of the parameter say ipt = I + A/Z,
over Tb. This results in x t (s + Tob). The difference xt(s + Tob) - x s,(s + Tob) is stored.
This is repeated for several points in the phase space. The covariance of the stored values of
xt(s + Tob) - Xtt (S + Tob) gives Qst. Note that the same initial condition (truth) is stepped
forward using the system (i.e. correct value of p) and the model (with st). The estimate of
model error uncertainty given by Qst is state-independent. For a given ast and Tob there is one
value of Qst. The computational expense for the calculation of Qst is very small compared
to the multimodel method (MMM) which is presented in the next section. In operational
models one does not have access to the perfect model. In that case a particular version of the
model can be defined to be the perfect model. Then Qt can be constructed by sampling the
differences between this perfect model and a slightly different version of the perfect model.
Q,t is gives a state-independent estimate of model error. The next section introduces the
MMM which gives a state-dependent estimate of model error.
3.5 Multimodel method (MMM)
The MMM can be understood by first understanding the interpretation of model error di-
rection. Consider the perfect Ikeda model defined by equations (2.1a) and (2.1b) (page 23)
and the correct parameter value p = 0.9. The attractor corresponding to this perfect model
is shown in figure 3-1(a) in black. An imperfect model is defined by equations (2.1a) and
(2.1b), but with an imperfect parameter value p= 0.895. The attractor corresponding to this
imperfect model is shown in red in figure 3-1(a). Note that the perfect (black) and imperfect
(red) attractors, in general, do not overlap. The error in p displaces the perfect attractor.
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Figure 3-1: Perfect (black) and imperfect (red) Ikeda attractors. The perfect and imperfect
attractors in general, do not overlap. (a) Black shows the perfect attractor (p=0.9) and red
shows the imperfect attractor (p = 0.895). (a) Local attractors in the neighborhood of the
green dot in panel(a). The green arrow gives an estimate of the displacement of the local
attractor due to error in tp.
This displacement is estimated by finding the dislocation of the red dots with respect to the
black dots. Note that the direction of this dislocation is different at different locations of the
attractor. The attractors in the neighborhood of the green dot (0.2232, -0.014) are magnified
and shown in figure 3-1(b). The green arrow shows an estimate of direction of the dislocation
of the attractor. The green arrow is the model error direction at this location. The green
arrow gives an estimate of the sensitivity of this attractor location (x) to p. This sensitivity
(ax/ap) is state-dependent. The MMM is a method to estimate the state-dependent ax/lap.
The calculation of Qmm in the context of the Ikeda system is described below.
Assuming that the model imperfection is only due to a parameter, the MMM basically involves
constructing an ensemble in the parameter space. At the initial time (i.e. s = 0), nmm = 5
identical ensembles (say Ej, j = 1,..., 5) of size N =100 each are constructed. An ensemble
of size nmm = 5 is constructed in the parameter (pt) space. Let the parameter ensemble
members be denoted by pf, j= 1,.. . , 5. I have chosen Y'l as pf = p + Aptj where Apj =
-0.01, -0.005, 0, 0.005, 0.01. The AZuj is a % of the perfect value of /t = 0.9 for j = 1,..., 5.
Therefore, pt = - + A+ i = 0.9-0.01 x 0.9/100 and so on. The ensemble Ej is stepped forward
using /pt. The ensembles in the state space (Ej, j = 1, . .. , 5) constitute the the MultiModel
Ensemble (MME). Note that Ap 3 = 0.0 and therefore pt' = /i, that is, one of the perturbed
parameter values happens to be the perfect value of the parameter.
The j = 3 member of the MME corresponds to the perfect model. Consequently, E 3 will be
referred to as the perfect model ensemble.
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The EnKF as given by equations (3.5a) to (3.5e) (page 53) is implemented for each of the
MME. Each Ej is stepped forward using equations (2.1a) and (2.1b) (page 23) using the
corresponding value of p'. Thus E1 is stepped forward using 1t, E 2 is stepped forward using
A/ and so on. It should be remembered that each of Ej has N = 100 ensemble members in
the state. The stepping forward of El using p' means stepping forward each of the N= 100
members of El using p'. E3 is stepped forward using the correct value of P= 0.9.
The Ikeda system is a discrete system. Therefore, the time is expressed in steps. Let the
number of steps between consecutive observations be Tob = 1. Thus the data assimilation is
performed at every step. The size of R is 1% of the attractor size. The same observations are
assimilated into each of the n,m = 5 MMEs. The observations are drawn from truth, that is,
the local attractor corresponding to p= 0.9 . Note that the DA cycles for each of the MMEs are
completely independent of each other. In the context of operational DA and forecasting this
is similar to different operational centers producing different forecast ensembles. Irrespective
of whether the DA is ensemble based, these operational forecast ensembles can be considered
to be a MME. Though each of the MMEs is identical at s = 0, they diverge from each other
because each is stepped forward using a different value of P. The forecast MME at one of the
locations in the Ikeda state space is shown in figure 3-2(a). The black dots show the perfect
Ikeda attractor, that is, corresponding to p= 0.9. The MME is shown in five different colors.
The perfect model ensemble E3 is shown in the yellow. There are N= 100 yellow colored dots
corresponding to the N= 100 ensemble members. The red circle (on the yellow ensemble) on
the left. of the red arrow is the truth x t . The red colored ensemble is El. It shows the ensemble
propagated with tt'. The cyan colored dots are the ensemble E5 propagated with /4. The
green ensemble (E2) is bounded by the red (E1 ) and yellow (E3) ensembles. The magenta
ensemble (E4) is bounded by cyan (Es) and E3 ensemble. This is because p' < /, < P'. For
similar reasons, the E2 ensemble (green dots) is bounded by El and E3. The mean of each
of the MMEs is calculated. These means are not shown in figure 3-2(a), but are shown in
figure 3-2(b) as colored stars. These forecast means are denoted by m{, j= 1, ... , 5. The cyan
star is the mean of the cyan ensemble shown in figure 3-2(a), the magenta star is the mean of
the magenta ensemble shown in figure 3-2(a) and so on. The covariance of m, j= 1,..., 5,
denoted by Qmm is computed. Qmm is shown as the magenta ellipse in figure 3-2(b). The
eigendirections of Qmm,, are shown as the red and green arrows in figure 3-2(c). The leading
eigendirection is shown in red and denoted by umm. umm is reproduced in figure 3-2(a) as the
red arrow. Note that the second leading direction (green arrow) in figure 3-2(c) is quite short
compared to the leading direction. Let us try to understand the physical significance of um,m.
The MME shown in figure 3-2(a) is the forecast MME at time s. These forecasts were launched
from the analyses MME at time s-1. Consider a particular member of MME, say E3. The
analysis ensemble E3 at time s may not be on its attractor. The process of analysis typically
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Figure 3-2: Forecast Multimodel Ensemble (MME), the means of MMEs and the multimodel
direction umm (red arrow) at a particular location in the Ikeda phase space. (a) Different
MMEs are shown in five different colors. The yellow ensemble corresponds to the perfect
model. The black dots show the perfect attractor. The yellow ensemble tends to lie on the
black dots. Each of the other MME tend to lie on its own attractors, which are not shown.
The red arrow shows the multimodel direction umm. u1 mm emanates from the mean of the
perfect ensemble that is shown as the yellow star in panel(b) and panel(c) . (b) The means
of the forecast MMEs in panel(a) are shown as stars. The attractor region shown is the same
as the region near the red arrow in panel(a), but magnified. The covariance of these means is
the magenta ellipse denoted by Qmm. (c) The eigendirections of Qmm,, are shown in red and
green. Qmm from (b) is reproduced here. The leading direction (red) umm is also shown in(a) in red. umm estimates &x/8up at this location of Ikeda attractor.
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displaces the ensemble members from its attractor. When each ensemble member of E 3 is
propagated forward by equations (2.1a) and (2.1b) (page 23), it tends to fall on its attractor,
that is, the attractor corresponding to p = 0.9. The members of the ensemble (E3 ) shown in
yellow, tend to be on the perfect model attractor (shown by the black dots). Similarly, each
of the other MMEs tend to lie on their own attractors. These attractors are not shown in
figure 3-2(a). The red dots (El) tend to lie on the model attractor corresponding to P1, the
green dots tend to lie on the model attractor corresponding to P2 and so on. In short, the
spread across the MMEs gives the sensitivity of the local attractor structure to the parameter
p. The sensitivity of the local attractor structure is mathematically represented by Ox/atp.
Therefore the red arrow denoted by umm is an estimate of Ox/Oa. umm is a linear fit to forecast
means, m. The covariance of m quantifies the uncertainty in the state due to imperfection
in p. This covariance, denoted by Qmm is the multimodel Q. Qmm is a probabilistic estimate
of Ox/a•p. The leading eigendirection of Qmm is umm. Since the second leading direction
(green arrow) in figure 3-2(c) is very short compared to the leading direction, it is assumed
that Ox/Op is quantified by the leading direction alone.
The interesting property of umm is that it neglects the spread within each MME. For example,
the cyan ensemble has a spread on its attractor. The Um, direction does not indicate this
spread or for that matter the spread in the red or any other MME. In other words, umm tells
how the final state would be affected if the perturbations were in p only; it ignores the effect
of initial perturbations in state on the final state.
3.6 Parametric vector method (PVM)
As seen in the last section (3.5), Qmm gives a state-dependent estimate of x/lap. As the
dispersion within the parameters used to step forward the MME decreases, umm gives the
linear sensitivity of the state x to the parameter p. In principle, this sensitivity should be
obtainable by using the linearization tools described in section 2.3.2 (page 26). In this section,
a new method (PVM) to obtain an estimate of model error based on this linear sensitivity is
presented. The linearization tools presented in section 2.3.2, were used to find the sensitivity
of the final time state to perturbations in the initial time state. These linearization tools
are modified appropriately to find the linear sensitivity of the final state to the perturbations
in parameter p. The next section (3.6.1) introduces and describes the notion of parametric
singular vectors.
3.6.1 Parametric singular vectors
The concept of SVD, singular vectors and their application to linear error dynamics in the
Ikeda system was presented in section 2.3.2 (page 26). In this section, the concept of SVD
and singular vectors is extended to include the parameter /,.
Consider the Ikeda system given by equations (2.1a) and (2.1b) (page 23). Consider augment-
ing the state with the parameter /. The concept of augmenting the state with the parameter
is briefly discussed in section 2.5 (page 41). The parameter is treated as a variable, which in-
creases the dimensionality of the phase space by 1 (In general the dimensionality of the phase
space increases by the number of parameters used to augment the state). The equations for
the augmented state, denoted by w are given by equations (2.9a), (2.9b) and (2.9c), which
are reproduced below.
xs+1 = Fi (x,y) = 1 + p(xs cos 0 - y8 sin 0) (3.13a)
Ys+i = F 2(xs, ys) = Y(xs sin 0 + Ys cos 0) (3.13b)
,t,+1 = F3 = Y, (3.13c)
Then the augmented linear propagator Mw is given by equation (2.10) (page 42). Consider
the SVD of Mw. Let the final time singular vector matrix, the initial time singular vector
matrix and the singular value matrix resulting from the SVD(Mw) be denoted by Uw,Vw and
Ew . Note that Uw,Vw and Ew are 3 x 3 matrices. In general the dimensionality of Uw,V"
and Ew depends upon the number of parameters used to augment the state. In the case
considered here only one parameter, namely /a is used to augment the state. Then, analogous
to equation (2.4) (page 26),
MW = UwEwvwT (3.14)
The final time leading singular vector in U gives the sensitivity of the augmented state to initial
time perturbations in the augmented state w. Consider the following projection operators Pr i
and Prf.
0001
Pr'= 10 0 o (3.15)
001[1001
Pr =  0 1 0 (3.16)
000
(In the case of multiple parameters Pr i should contain relative weightings given to each
parameter in the place of non-zero entries.) Let,
(3.17)
i and f in Pri and Pr f denote initial and final time respectively.
1F 0 0 0
F M 0 0 0
F1M 0 0 1
(3.18)
I F
Ex
L 3
Carrying out the matrix multiplication on the rhs and using equations (3.13a) and (3.13b),
0 0  xs+:/&l
0 0 aYs+1/Ol
00 0
(0 ys+l/Ia)Ay
0
-t
0 ys+1/p
0
Ax
Ay
A •
Consider an initial time error in w given by Aw = [Ax Ay Apb]. The application of M"x to
Aw gives the change in x at final time due to the perturbation in I, Ap.
Taking the first two components of the above equation and writing the vector as a row,
MAXAW = [ axxs A aYs+l Ay](9 (3.20)
The rhs of equation (3.20) should be read as the vector change in x at final time due to
the change in /t alone. x,+l is a function of x, and p. The above equation gives the partial
sensitivity of x,+l to p, thus ignoring the effect of perturbation in x at initial time. The partial
sensitivity is also called the adjoint sensitivity. MAx could be called the adjoint operator.
Henceforth MAx is referred to as the parametric linear propagator rather than the adjoint
operator.
The vector on the rhs of the equation (3.20) can be obtained by performing SVD(MIX). Let
MAx = PrfMwPrri
MAX_ [
MAX [ F20
0
MAXAw =
MAXAw =
(3.19)
the leading final time singular vector be denoted by u x , the leading time singular vector be
denoted by v' x and the corresponding singular value be defined by aI x . Then the following
equation holds true.
M"xV x = oXUALX
The final time leading singular vector denoted by ulX is called the parametric singular vector
because the initial time perturbations are in parameter only and the final time perturbations
are in state only (which is emphasized by the superscript px). If MI1X is constructed over an
optimization time of Top, then the sensitivity of the state at time s = op, to the perturbation
in p at time t= 0 is given by u1x. Note that the initial time singular vector is v1x = [0 0 1],
irrespective of the Top. This is because the error at initial time is in p only. Since the definition
of MAx permits only one initial time singular direction v x, the SVD(M/x) results in only
one parametric vector upx .
The concept of parametric vectors is further explained as follows. An ensemble in state space
with N= 100 is constructed. Let this ensemble be denoted by Ee. The ensemble Ee is stepped
forward with an imperfect value of p, given by Pe = P + AMie, where Ape = -0.08. The analysis
is performed after every Tob = 1.
The DA experiment for Ee is run in parallel with the multimodel DA experiment described in
section 3.5 (page 58). This implies that the the initial ensemble for Ee is constructed at the
same location in state space as that of the MME. The DA cycles for the MME are independent
of the DA cycles for Ee except that the same observations are assimilated into the MME and
Ee, every Tob = 1. This means that the analysis MME at a given time (i.e. a given DA cycle)
corresponds to the same truth as Ee at that time. Consequently, the forecast MME tends to
lie at the same state location as the forecast Ee, for the same forecast lead time. Let the mean
of the analysis Ee at time s be denoted by m'(s). As the DA cycles proceed, the ml(s) is
stored for each DA cycle. As a result at any given time, we have access to the analysis means
m?(s) in the past. To put it concretely, at, time s we have access to m!(s- - b), ma(s-2Tob)
ma(s-- 3 Tob) and so on. The Tob is chosen to be Tob= 1. Therefore we have access to ma(s-1),
ma(s-2), ma(s-3) and so on. This procedure is shown schematically in figure 3-3 (page 66).
The black curve shows the trajectory of the forecasts through the Ikeda phase space. The
rightmost black circle is time s. The analysis in the past are marked ma(s-1), ma(s-2),
me(s-3) and m (s-4). The analysis at time (s -l) is the latest analysis.
Consider the analysis at time (s - 1). The parametric linear propagator (given by equa-
tion (3.17)) linearized around ma(s- 1) is constructed over an optimization time of Top = 1.
This linear propagator is denoted by MI"x(s - 1, 1).
u'j'j(3~ tm
u'; (2)M~X(s - 3, 3)
Analysis
Figure 3-3: A cartoon of the parametric vector method (PVM). The black curve shows a trajectory in the phase space. The black dots
are the analysis means. The parametric linear propagators are launched from analysis means in the past such that they verify at time
s. The red arrow shows the multimodel direction. The cyan, magenta, green and blue are parametric singular vectors corresponding
to different lag times.
U,,
M"X(s - 4,4)
In the notation Max (s - 1, 1), s-1 denotes the time from which M ax is launched and 1 denotes
the optimization time. Max(s - 1, 1) verifies at time s. The parametric vector obtained from
Max(s - 1, 1) is valid at time s. This parametric vector is shown as cyan arrow, named uAx(1)
in figure 3-3. Consider the analysis at time s - 2. MAx(s - 2,2) is constructed linearized
around ma(s - 2) over an optimization time of rTp = 2. This linear propagator launched at
time s-2 verifies at time s. The parametric vector corresponding to MAx(s - 2, 2) is shown
in magenta color and is named u' (2).
Similarly, the linear propagators M/PX(s-3, 3) and MAx(s-4, 4) are constructed linearized
around ma (s-3) and ma(s-4) respectively. The parametric vectors u~X( 3 ) and u"X(4 ) are
shown as green and blue arrows respectively.
In short, the parametric linear propagators, MAx(s --r,, -Tp) are constructed linearized around
ma(s - rp) for -Tp = 1, ... , 4. The parametric vectors u 1x(Top), for ,,p = 1,..., 4, are valid
at time s. From the point of view of the the state location corresponding to time s, the
parametric vectors have arrived with increasing time lags from the past. For example, the
parametric vector u14 X(1) has arrived with a time lag of p = 1 and ux (2 ) has arrived with a
time lag of 0p = 2.
u"X(1) gives the sensitivity of the state at s to perturbation in A at time s - 1. The ux'(2)
gives the sensitivity of the state at s to perturbation in /Z at time s-2 and so on.
Because the MME DA cycle is run on the side, we have access to the multimodel direction
umm at time s. The umm is shown as the red arrow. As described in the section 3.5, Umm is
an estimate of Dx/1ai. But u"x is also an estimate of Ox/da. How does uAx compare with
umm as an estimate of ax/8p? In fact, at a given time s we have four different uAx which
estimate &x/lo&. Which of these four, if any, is correct? These questions are very interesting
and are discussed further in the next section (3.6.2).
3.6.2 Optimal model error time
Let us assume that the umm is the best available estimate of Dx/lau. Then the question of
which of the four available u"x best estimates dx/d1a at a given state is answered by calculating
the angles made by a particular u"x with umm. The angle 0 between a given ul x and umm
is calculated. The angle between ulX(1) and umm is denoted by 81. The smaller the value of
81 better the estimate of 8x/N a as given by uax(1). Similarly, the angles 82 (angle between
u'X(2 ) and umm), 03 (angle between u~x(3 ) and umm) and 04 (angle between u~( 4 ) and umm)
are calculated. The idea of using 0 to find the best u'j' is shown schematically in figure 3-3
(page 66), in which 03 and 82 are shown.
Consider figure 3-4 (page 69). The panel (a) shows the idea of calculating the angle between
the umm and the parametric vectors at a particular DA cycle in the Ikeda model. This DA
experiment was explained in the last section (3.6.1). Figure 3-4(a) shows the umm (red arrow)
at a particular location in the Ikeda state space at time s. The cyan, magenta, yellow, green
and red dots are the forecast MME at time s. These forecast MMEs were launched from the
analysis MME at time s - 1. The black dots show the perfect attractor. The four u4x are
shown as the cyan, magenta, green and the blue arrow. These u" x have arrived from the
"past" with different time lags. Consider the angle between the blue and the red arrow. This
angle 04 = 6.6o. 04 is the least among 01, 02, 03 and 04. For this particular state, ulx( 4 ) best
captures the model error direction compared to ulx(1), u•x( 2) and u`x( 3). This is because
uX(4 ) lies closest to umm for this state. The implicit assumption is that umm is a good
estimate of the model error direction. The cyan arrow Ul•(1) makes an angle of 01 = 37.6'
with u,mm. Among the parametric vectors, ulx(1) is the second best estimate of the model
error direction. The parametric vectors u'aX(2) and u~x( 3 ) do not give a good estimate of the
model error direction. They make large angles with umm (02=56.70 and 03 =49.5°). For this
particular state Utlx(4) is the best estimate of ax/&lp.
Consider another state location at a particular time s shown in the figure 3-4(b). For this
particular state location u`X(3 ) makes the least angle with umm (03= 4.5). Therefore, u•x( 3 )
is the best estimate of the model error direction at this location in state space. The parametric
vector ux(4) (04=4.6) is almost as good an estimate of the model error direction as U•x( 3 ).
The parametric vector u'X(1) is the worst estimate of the model error direction (04= 53.4)
for this state.
Panel (c) shows a particular location in state space where U'x(2) (02 = 13.9) is the best
estimate of the model error direction. Panel(d) shows an example where ux(1) makes the
smallest angle with u,mm (01 8.6).
The examples presented in figure 3-4 demonstrate that the parametric vector that best esti-
mates the model error direction is state-dependent. It is possible that at some state ulx(1)
best estimates ax/ap, while at some other states it is u~x(2) and for yet some other states
u~x(3 ) best estimates &x/&pt. The optimization time required for a parametric vector to point
correctly in the direction of model error is state-dependent. The optimization time required
for the parametric vector to correctly capture the model error direction is called the optimal
time. The difference between optimization time and optimal time should be noted. The op-
timization time is the time over which a linear propagator is constructed. The optimization
time is a well established terminology in the scientific literature. The optimal time is a defi-
nition introduced in the present work. The next question is, what it the physical mechanism
that decides the state-dependent optimal time? If we can understand this mechanism, then
(a) 04= 6.60 (b) 03=4.50
X X
(c) 02= 13.90 (b) 01= 8.60
X X
Figure 3-4: Parametric singular vectors and umm at four different locations in the Ikeda phase
space. The red arrow in each panel shows the multimodel direction. Parametric vectors withdifferent lags make the smallest angle with umm at different locations.(a) The blue (lag 4) makes the smallest angle (6.60). The magenta (lag 2) and green (lag 3)
are post-optimal. The cyan (lag 1) is pre-optimal.(b) The green (lag 3) makes the smallest
angle (4.50). (c) The magenta (lag 2) makes the smallest angle (13.9°). (d) The cyan (lag 1)
makes the smallest angle (8.6°).
possibly we can formulate a criterion to find the state-dependent optimal time. This physical
mechanism involves interesting chaotic dynamics.
Consider a DA cycle of the EnKF for a particular model. The forecast ensemble tends to
lie on the model attractor. The analysis performed on each ensemble member involves the
blending of a perturbed observation and the forecast ensemble member. The analysis step
typically tends to put the analysis ensemble member at an off-attractor site. This is because
the analysis step moves the analysis closer to the estimate (either the observation or forecast)
that has the smaller uncertainty (given by IIRII and IPfll ). In general, the analysis ensemble
member is moved away from the forecast ensemble member. Thus analysis ensemble member
is moved away from the model attractor. This is true of all analysis members and therefore
the mean analysis tends to be off-attractor.
As an example, consider the analysis mean ma(s - 4) as shown schematically in figure 3-3
(page 66). Suppose ma(s -4) is off the attractor. As it is propagated ahead in time, ma(s -4)
tends to fall towards the attractor. The time required for ma(s - 4) to get on the attractor
is defined as the transient time. Let us suppose that the transient time for ma(s - 4) is
4 steps. Then ma(s - 4) gets on the attractor at time s, shown in figure 3-3 (page 66).
Then u~x(4) correctly estimates ax/law. We should remember that the model error direction
is the displacement of the local attractor with respect to M. u~x(4) correctly estimates the
model error direction because ma(s - 4) is on the attractor at time s. I have referred to the
sensitivity ax/agp as the model error direction. To be more precise, ax/gp, as estimated by
the parametric vector, gives the model error direction at the state x if x is on the attractor.
What does &x/ap give if x is not on the attractor?
Let us suppose that the transient time for ma(s -4) is 5 steps rather than 4 steps. In this case,
ma(s - 4) is not on the attractor at time s; it is off the attractor. Then ax/agL as estimated
by u Ix(4) does not give the sensitivity of the local attractor to p; it gives the sensitivity of the
off-attractor point (wherever ma(s - 4) lies) to y. The sensitivity of the off-attractor point is
not the model error direction. The direction given by u•x(4) is a transient sensitivity, which
we are not interested in.
Let us consider figure 3-4 (page 69)(a). Among the 4 parametric vectors shown the model
error direction is most correctly given by u•x( 4 ) (blue arrow). The optimal time for ma(s-4)
corresponding to this state is 4 steps. The propagated ma(s - 4) is on the attractor at the
state location shown.
Contrast the blue arrow with the cyan arrow (u~x(1)), which has failed to capture the model
error direction. It appears that the propagated ma(s - 1) is undergoing a transient; it has yet
to get on the attractor. The transient time for ma(s - 1) is greater than 1 step. The transient
phenomenon is in evidence in each of the panels. In figure(b), U"X(1) and u~X( 2 ) appear to
be undergoing a transient phase while U"X(3) and u'x(4) give the approximately the correct
model error direction because the propagated ma(s - 3) and ma(s - 4) are on the attractor.
The state-dependent optimal time is the state-dependent transient time. Let the state-
dependent optimal time be denoted by Tom. If the state-dependent optimal time is known
then the model error direction is recovered if T7,= Tom is used to construct the M Ax linearized
around the appropriate mean analysis in the past. If op < 7o, then one obtains the transient
sensitivity. What happens if op > om ?
It is observed that if Top > Tom then the parametric vector tends to align along the local
attractor direction. Let us inspect figure 3-4 (page 69)(a), more closely. The correct model
error direction is captured by u~X( 4). The cyan arrow u•'(1) is undergoing a transient. Look
at the magenta arrow (u`X(2)). It is pointing in the direction of the local attractor. For
ma(s - 2), apparently -om < 2. The optimization time of o,,= 2 is too long compared to Tom.
The direction given by u~x( 2 ) does not give information about the model error, rather it gives
information about the direction of the local attractor. Similarly the green arrow (ulX(3))
tends to point in the direction of the attractor. Apparently, the transient time corresponding
to ma(s - 3) is Tom > 2.
The optimization time, Top used for a particular state can be divided into 3 categories, de-
pending on the optimal time for that particular state. If Top < Tom then the corresponding
u4 X is undergoing a transient and is termed pre-optimal. If op = rTo then the corresponding
u 1X is termed optimal; u 'x correctly gives the model error direction. If Top > om then the
ufX is termed post-optimal. The directions given by pre-optimal and post-optimal parametric
vectors are not useful to obtain the model error direction. The optimal parametric vector is
the important direction.
Let us try to further understand the mechanism of optimal time. Consider an initial condi-
tion given by an analysis mean. As soon as the initial condition is stepped forward using a
perturbation in p, an error is induced in the state. This error is termed the model-induced
state error. This model-induced state error grows with time and is part of the total model
error signal given by the parametric vector. For a given Top, the pure model error is defined as
the total model error signal less the model-induced state error. There is an interesting trade
off between the model-induced state error and the pure model error signal that decides the
optimal time.
As the state is stepped forward, the model-induced state error and the pure model error
evolve in time. At a particular time, the pure model error maximizes with respect to the
model-induced state error. This is the optimal time when the state arrives on the attractor.
During the pre-optimal phase, the pure model error undergoes transient behavior. At the
optimal time, the transient behavior of ul'* ends. For T,, > Tom, the model-induced state
error overwhelms the pure signal and therefore the total model error signal is dominated by
the model-induced state error. As time increases after Tom the model-induced state error is
huge compared to the pure signal and therefore u'1x points in the direction of the local attractor
structure. This can be mathematically understood in the light of the discussion in section 2.5.
Equation 2.18 gives the parametric singular vector, es+ I . E11, 2 is the magnitude of this
parametric singular vector that is given by equation (2.20). The pure and model-induced
state error signals are embedded in EoS,. It is not clear how these signals can be separated.
It has to be understood that neither the pre-optimal nor the post-optimal vector is "wrong".
The pre-optimal vector gives the transient sensitivity, that is, the sensitivity of an off-attractor
location to M. But it is not the sensitivity one is interested in -- one is interested in sensitivity
of the on-attractor point which is the model error direction. The post-optimal vector gives
the on-attractor sensitivity but it is not local. We are interested in the local sensitivity of the
attractor to the parameter. The optimal vector gives the sensitivity that is both on-attractor
and local.
In the next section, a methodology to construct Q using the concept of parametric vector is
described.
3.6.3 Construction of parametric Q
The criterion to calculate the state-dependent optimal time is not known. Therefore the
average optimal time for the Ikeda system is calculated by using the angle between umm and
U'.
The DA experiment is run for 14000 steps in the Ikeda system. For each step 01, 02, 03 and 04
are calculated. The histogram of these angles is shown in figure 3-5 (page 73) from panel (a)
to (d). The y-axis shows the fraction, say fr of total number of DA steps. Panel 3-5(a) shows
that uAx(1) makes an angle of about 50-600 for about 27% of the DA steps. u•x(1) is within
100 of umm for less that 5% of time. The fraction of time when 0 is within 00- 100 is denoted
by fr 10 . Panel (b) shows that u•x (2) is within 100 of umm for about 20% of time. The panels
(c) and (d) show the histograms for 83 and 04 respectively. The frlo has increased going from
81 to 03 from about 3% to about 45%. fr 1o has decreased going from 03 (45%) to 04 (40%).
This trend of decrease in frio continues for 85, 86 and so on (results not shown). Therefore,
on average, the "closeness" of Uo~X(Top) to Umm has increased going from 7,,= 1 to Top = 3 and
decreased for Top > 3. This means that for the Ikeda system, it takes 3 steps for the transient
to "die out", on average. The average optimal time is Tom = 3 when data are assimilated every
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Figure 3-5: (a) to (d) show the distribution
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of angles made by ux(1), UlX(2), uaX(3) and
Tob = 1 steps. For a given time, on average ux (3) makes the least angle with umm. Obviously,
ux(3) need not always make the least angle with umm. Let 0mi, denote the least angle out
of O,om, om= 1,..., 4. Figure 3-6(a) shows the distribution of the 0min. Note that the scale
on the y-axis goes from 0 to 1. Comparing figures 3-5(c) and 3-6(a), uax(3) fails to give the
correct model error direction about 25% of the time. Panel 3-6(b) shows the histogram of the
angle O,t made by ut (the leading direction of Q,t) with Umm. ust aligns with umm about
12% of the time. Comparing figures 3-5(c) and figure 3-6(b). ulX(3) outperforms u,t in giving
the correct model error direction about 33% of the time.
The data assimilation experiment to determine the average transient time is performed for
Trob= 2, 3, 4. The average optimal time for each of the Tob is determined using the criterion of
maximum fro1 . The average optimal time, Tom is shown in figure 3-7(a) as a function of Tob-
The red curve gives Tom for Ape = -0.08 and the dotted blue curve gives Tom for APe =-0.1.
The average optimal time is independent of the /-e, for small /e. The average optimal time
is either 3 or 4 steps. Panel (b) shows frio as a function of Tob. fr'l is about 40% to 80%.
For longer Tob, one should be careful in the interpretation of frlo because for longer time, the
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Figure 3-6: (a) shows the distribution of the minimum angle among 01, 02, 03 and 04, for
Tob = 1. (b) shows the distribution of the angles made by ust with umm for Tob = 1.
parametric vector is in the post-optimal phase and therefore the parametric vector tends to
point in the direction of the local attractor.
The results presented in figure 3-5 suggest that if a covariance matrix is constructed using
UX(3) as the leading eigendirection, then about 45% of the time it will perform as well as
Qmmn.
The next section describes the experiments performed to intercompare Qst, Qpv and Qmm
and discusses the results.
(a) Average optimal time (b) Fraction in 0
Figure 3-7: (a) shows the average optimal time as a function of Tob for two different error
levels, A, = -0.08 and Ape -0.1. (b) shows frlo corresponding to (a).
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3.7 Comparison and results
The performances of SQM, MMM and PVM are compared within the framework of the mod-
ified additive error approximation (MAEA). The approximation inherent in MAEA is equally
applicable to the Qt, Qmm and Qp,.
There are five EnKFs run in parallel with rob = 1. The ensemble size is N = 100. The first
EnKF employs the perfect Ikeda model (t = 0.9). This filter is referred to as the perfect filter.
The remaining four EnKFs use the Ikeda model with an imperfect /-e where Ap/e = -0.08. The
observations are drawn from the truth defined by the perfect model. Each of the four EnKFs
using the imperfect model employs a different method to account for the model error, namely
CIM (section 3.3), the SQM (section 3.4), the MMM (section 3.5) and the PVM (section 3.6).
The four filters using the imperfect model use the following four different equations to replace
equation (3.11c) (page 56) in the EnKF equations of MAEA.
Pf(a) = aPf(a) =- a filter (3.21a)
Pf(mm) = Pf(mm) + /Q mm  =+ Qmm filter (3.21b)
Pf(st) = Pf(st) + /Qst ==~ Q,t filter (3.21c)
Pf(pv) = Pf(pv) + 3Qp , = Q,, filter (3.21d)
These four filters are referred to as the imperfect filters. Among these four filters, the three
filters employing Q are referred to as the Q filters. These four filters are in addition to the five
MME filters run to obtain Qm,,. In the current work, the boost factor used in equation (3.21a)
is set equal to a= 1. This means that the a filter gives the results for the imperfect model in
the case when model error is not accounted for. In equations (3.21b), (3.21c) and (3.21d) 3
is a factor used to boost the size of Q. i could be more or less than 1.
The MMM is used to obtain Qmm at every DA step. An offline experiment is run to find P
such that average analysis error obtained using Qmm is minimum. The value of / is state-
independent. It depends on To, and •e.
At a given DA step, Q, and Qst are constructed as follows. The magnitude of Qmm, that
is ||Qmm j, is calculated. The covariance matrix, Qp,, is constructed that has the leading
direction given by u•X(3) and magnitude given by | Qmm|j. In the Ikeda system, the sec-
ond eigendirection is easy to obtain because the system is 2-dimensional. Similarly Qst is
constructed so that it has a direction given by ut and a magnitude given by jjQ mmIj. The
boost factor 3 for Q, used in equation (3.21c) and (3.21d), is the same as that used in equa-
tion (3.21b). To summarize, at a given time, Qmm, Qp, and Qst are different in direction but
they have the same magnitude, that is, I Qpv = IQst II= l QmmI -
A scenario that compares the five different filters at a particular DA cycle is shown in figure 3-
8. Panel (a) shows the comparison between the five filters of a forecast scenario. The gray
dots show the local perfect attractor structure at the forecast location. The solid red dot in
the lower right corner, marked xt shows the truth. The solid yellow dot marked yO shows
the mean of the observations. The solid yellow dot lies at the center of the yellow circle that
is the observation uncertainty R. The black ellipse shows the pf for the perfect filter. The
black dot at the center of the black ellipse is the forecast mean for the perfect filter. The
forecast error (fe), expressed in units of % attractor size for the perfect model, is 0.33. The
blue ellipse shows the Pf(a) and the blue dot at its center is mf(a). The fe for a filter is
2.23. The cyan dot gives the mf(st) and the cyan ellipse the corresponding Pf(st). The
green dot and green ellipse give mf(pv) and Pf(pv), respectively. The red diamond between
green and blue dots shows m (mm). The red ellipse shows the Pf(mm). The forecast errors
for the imperfect filters are fe(a) = 2.23, fe(mm) = 2.28, fe(st) = 2.40 and fe(pv) = 2.32.
The forecast errors for the imperfect filters are approximately equal. The Pf corresponding
to each of the four imperfect filters is "laterally" displaced from the perfect pf shown by the
black ellipse. This is because black ellipse tends to lie on the perfect attractor shown by the
gray dots. The imperfect pf tends to lie on the model attractor corresponding to [e= -0.08.
Note that the Pf(a) (blue ellipse) is underdispersive compared to the Pf of the Q filters (red,
cyan and green ellipses). Also note the minute difference between the orientation of the blue
and the red ellipse in relation to the black ellipse. The blue ellipse is almost parallel to the
black ellipse -- the blue ellipse lies on the (imperfect) model attractor and the black ellipse on
the perfect attractor. The red ellipse is not as parallel to the black ellipse as the blue ellipse
is. Though the red ellipse tends to lie on the model attractor, it tends to "reach across" from
the model attractor to the perfect attractor. This is because of the addition of Qm m in the
past DA cycles. Therefore, Pf(mm) tends to point towards truth more correctly than Pf(a).
For the same reason, Pf(st) and Pf(pv) tend to point towards the truth.
The dashed red, cyan and green lines show the Qmm, Qst and Qp, respectively (the multi-
plication with P is included in Q). Though these look like lines, they are ellipses with the
second eigen direction very small compared to the first eigendirection. Qmm, Qst and Qp,
have the same magnitudes. Note that Qmm,, is "correctly" pointing towards the truth (red
circle). Because the leading eigendirection of Qp, is ulX(3) by construction, on average Qp,
tends to align with Qmm. This is clearly seen in this case. The green dashed line tends to
align with the red dashed line (the angle between them is 8.60). Note that Qst does not point
towards the truth as compared to Qmm.
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Figure 3-8: Forecast and analysis scenario of perfect and imperfect filters (Ape = -0.08) at
a particular DA cycle in Ikeda model. The gray dots show the perfect attractor. The solid
red circle in the lower right corner shows truth (xt). The yellow circle marked R shows the
observation uncertainty. The solid yellow circle marked yO is the mean observation.
(a) shows the forecast scenario. The black ellipse shows the Pf for perfect filter. The dotted
lines show the Qmm, Qst and Qp,.
(b) shows the forecast scenario after the addition of Q.
(c) shows the analysis scenario. Qmm, Qst and Qp, are shown by the dotted lines which are
the same as in (a) and (b). The observations error is 0.24% of attractor size.
The forecast error (fe) and the analysis error(ae) expressed in % attractor size for the five
filters are:
pr
0.33
0.07
a
2.23
1.16
Qmm
2.28
0.34
Qst
2.40
0.78
Qpv
2.32
0.34
-- 13~
The scenario shown in figure 3-8(a) is the forecast step for this particular DA cycle. Consider
the Qmm filter in figure 3-8(a). The red ellipse gives the sensitivity to the uncertainty in the
initial condition and the red dashed ellipse gives the uncertainty due to error in P. The next
step in the DA cycle is the implementation of MAEA as discussed in section 3.2. Though Qmm
points "correctly" in the direction of truth, the important question is, what is the directionality
and magnitude of (PI + Qmm)?
The scenario after the implementation of MAEA is shown in figure 3-8(b). Only the Qmm, Qt
and Qp, filters are shown. The solid ellipses and the Q given by the dashed lines from panel (a)
are reproduced in panel (b). The dashed red ellipse, marked Pf(mm) shows Pf(mm) + Qmm.
Note that Pf(mm) + Q mm points towards truth more correctly than Pf(mm), that is, the
addition of Qmm has improved Pf(mm). Note that the green dashed ellipse, that gives
Pf(pv) + Q,, is almost coincident with the red dashed ellipse. The cyan dashed ellipse gives
(Pf(st) + Qst).
The next step in the DA cycle is the analysis. The analysis scenario for the same DA cycle is
shown in 3-8 (page 78)(c). The dashed lines which give the Q are reproduced from panel(b)
for reference. Note that the black dot which gives the mean analysis for the perfect model
lies very close to the truth. The ae for the perfect filter is 0.07. The red diamond which give
ma(mm) (ae = 0.34) lies the closest to truth compared to the mean analysis of other imperfect
filters. The ma(pv) (ae=0.34) lies very close to ma(mm).
The largest ae is for the a filter, the blue dot (ae= 1.16). The ae for the Qst filter is 0.78.
For this particular case, it seems that MAEA gives a good result, compared to not accounting
for model error (a filter). The analysis error has improved by using either Qmm Q,, or Q,
method and then using the MAEA the approach.
Of course, this is a particular DA cycle. The fe and ae given correspond to this particular
DA cycle. The comparative performance of these four filters can be assessed correctly by
considering the average ae (and fe).
The ae is averaged for each of the filters over 14000 DA cycles for Ate = -0.08. The experiment
is performed for rob = 1, 2, 3, 4. For the Ikeda system, two steps is about one error doubling
time. Therefore, Tob = 1 corresponds to about 50% of the error doubling time in the Ikeda
system.
The average ae for the four imperfect filters and that for the perfect filter are shown in figure 3-
9 (page 80)(a). The black curve, which is the lowest, gives the average ae for the perfect
filter. The blue curve gives the error for the a filter. Among the filters that use Q to account
for model error the filter using Qmm performs the best (red curve), followed by the Q, filter
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Figure 3-9: Comparison between the average analysis error of the five filters for the Ikeda
system. The X-axis in all the panels is Tob. Ensemble size, N= 100.
(a) a- in % attractor size for A, = -0.08.
(b) ae in (a) normalized by the ae(st) in (a). Values for a filter and perfect filter are out of
scale for some Tob.
(c) ae in % attractor size for A, e= -0.1.
(d) ae in (c) normalized by the ae(st) in (c). Values for a filter and perfect filter are out of
scale for some Tob.
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Figure 3-10: Comparison between the normalized average forecast error of the five filters for
the Ikeda system for APte = -0.08. The fe for each filter is normalized by the corresponding
fe(st). The blue and black curves are for the imperfect and perfect filters, respectively. For
some Tob, the blue and black curves are out of scale. Ensemble size, N= 100.
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Figure 3-11: Comparison between the normalized average forecast error of the five filters for
the Ikeda system for Ape = -0.1. The fe for each filter is normalized by the corresponding
fe(st). The blue and black curves are for the imperfect and perfect filters, respectively. For
some rob, the blue and black curves are out of scale. Ensemble size, N= 100.
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(green curve). The Q,t filter performs the worst among the Q filters. In general, the Q filters
improve the ae compared to the a filter (except for Tob= 4, for which Qt gives a higher error
compared to the a filter).
Qmm performs the best because it provides state-dependent information about the model
error. Qt provides information about the model error but it is state-independent. Q,
performs better than Qt but worse than Qmm because Qp, is state-dependent but it is not
correct all the time. Q,, is correct only at those states at which the optimal time of the lagged
parametric singular vectors is equal to the average optimal time for a given 7-o.
Figure 3-9(b) shows the curves in figure 3-9(a) normalized by the Qt curve in figure 3-9(a).
Qmm performs better than Qt by about 5% while the Q,, performs better than Qt by about
3%. Figure 3-9(c) shows the ae for Ay, = -0.1. Figure 3-9(d) shows the normalized ae
corresponding to Figure 3-9(c). The results are similar to those for A/e= -0.08.
The normalized fe for Ay, = -0.08 is shown in figure 3-10. The different panels are for
different Tob. For a given Tob, the fe for each filter is normalized by the fe for the Qst filter for
each lead time 7. The blue and black curves give the normalized fe for imperfect and perfect
filters, respectively. These curves are out of scale for some 7 and Tob. Among the filters using
Q, the filter using Qmm performs best. The Q, filter approximates the forecast errors of
Qmm filter well. The normalized fe for A/te = -0.1 is shown in figure 3-11. The results are
similar to those for Ape = -0.08.
The average forecast and analysis errors presented for the Ikeda model suggest that the MAEA
is an approach that could be used to account for model error in the EnKF. The results also
support the reasoning that the correct direction of model error is the sensitivity of the local
attractor to the parameter. This is the reason why the Qmm performs the best.
We do not know whether these results will scale to higher dimensions. I have performed
experiments with the Lorenz 1963 system to test MAEA and various methods to obtain Q.
In the next section 3.7.1, the results for the comparison between Qmm, Qt and Q,, for the
Lorenz 1963 system (hereafter L63) within the framework of MAEA are presented.
3.7.1 Results for the Lorenz 1963 system
The equations of L63 are given by,
dx a63 (y - X) (3.22a)
dy
- = rx - y - xz (3.22b)
dz = xy - bz (3.22c)
dt
where the parameters in L63 are a163 = 10, b = , r = 28. The parametric model error is
introduced in L63 system by changing the value of a163 . The attractor of the L63 system is
shown in figure 3-12.
The experiment done with L63 is similar to the experiment done with the Ikeda model ex-
plained in section 3.7. The state-dependent Qmm is obtained by running a MME. I have
chosen the i63' as •j63' = a/6 3 6+ a 6 3 where a0163  = -0.01, -0.001, 0, 0.001, 0.01. The re-
sults for the intercomparison between the five filters are presented in figure 3-13. The panels
going from (a) to (c) show the normalized ae for increasing level of model error.
For A1 63 = -0.03 shown in panel (a), Qmm and Q,, clearly outperform Qst. The normalized
ae for Q, closely shadows that from Qmm,,. The advantage of using state-dependent Q over
state-independent Q (Qst) is more for shorter Tob. The Q,,mm and Q, curves increases almost
monotonically with Tob.
Similar trends are shown for higher levels of model error in panel (b) and (c), except that
the Qmm and Qp, do not increase monotonically. The red and green curves decrease for
5 > Tob < 15 and then increase. In light of the average analysis errors obtained for the Ikeda
and L63, the mechanism of MMM and PVM is considered again. The success of the MMM
y -50 -20 X
Figure 3-12: The celebrated L63 attractor.
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Figure 3-13: Comparison of average analysis errors between the five filters for the L63 system.
The X-axis in all the panels is Tob expressed as % of the error doubling time for L63. The
Y-axis gives the Te- for the different filters normalized by the ae for the Q,t filter. The blue
and black curves are for the imperfect and perfect filters, respectively. These curves are out
of scale for some values of Tob. The ensemble size is N= 100.
in giving the correct model error direction depends upon each of the MME falling onto their
own respective attractors. Assuming that the analysis MME are off their attractors, then
the forecast MME may not fall onto their own attractors if rob is short. The success of the
MMM is at the mercy of the state-dependent transient time compared to the Tob. On the
other hand, the success of the PVM depends on the optimal time, which is broadly speaking
the transient time. To be more precise, the optimal time (Tom) is the parametric transient
time. If the sensitivity of the state to initial condition error is sought, then the transient time
is the relevant time scale, but if the sensitivity to parametric model error is sought then the
optimal time is the relevant time scale.
The next section (3.8) presents the conclusions of this chapter.
3.8 Conclusions
The EnKF is an important tool for the prediction of geophysical systems. In the past decades
there has been a number of scientific papers dealing with the science and practice of EnKF.
Geophysical models are imperfect. The amount of work done to deal with the model error
problem is less compared to that done to deal with the initial condition error. Model error
imperfection is a big impediment to accurate analysis and forecasts using the EnKF.
In this chapter, the issue of accounting for model error in the EnKF is addressed. An approach,
that of additive model error (AEA), is described and explored. The AEA requires an estimate
of the model error. A novel method, namely the PVM is introduced and described. The
MMM and the SQM are compared with the PVM method for various parametric model errors
levels in the Ikeda and the L63 system.
The correct model error direction at a particular state in the phase space of the model is
the direction of displacement of the local attractor in response to model error. If the model
error is due to parametric model error (PME) then the correct model error direction is the
sensitivity of the local attractor structure to the parameter.
The MMM estimates the state-dependent sensitivity of the local attractor structure to the
parameter. MMM outperforms SQM in giving lower average analysis and forecast errors.
This is because SQM gives a state-independent estimate of model error. The PVM is based
on the concept of singular vectors. The PVM estimates the linear sensitivity of the attractor
to the parameter by linearizing around the analysis mean. The correctness of the sensitivity
obtained using PVM depends on the parametric transient time (Ttp), also called the optimal
time (Tom). The average Tom is calculated using information from MMM. Q,, is constructed
by using the average Tom as the optimization time. If the To, used to construct the parametric
vector is shorter than the Tom for that state, that is Top < Tom, then the parametric vector gives
the transient sensitivity. This sensitivity is that of an off-attractor state to the perturbation in
the parameter. If Top < Tom then the parametric vector is said to be pre-optimrnal. The correct
model error direction is given by the parametric vector only if Top =Tom. The off-attractor
point gets onto the attractor at time Tom and therefore the parametric vector gives the correct
model error direction. This parametric vector is said to be optimal. If Top > To, then the
parametric vector is said to be post-optimal.
To understand the post-optimal phase it is important to understand the concept of model-
induced state error. The parametric vector gives the sensitivity of the state when it is stepped
forward using two different values of the parameter. As soon as the state is stepped forward
with two different values of the parameter, an error is induced in the state that evolves in time.
This is called the model-induced state error. The total model error signal can be decomposed
into pure model error signal and model-induced state error signal. The pure model error
signal undergoes a transient during the pre-optimal phase and maximizes with respect to the
induced model error at the optimal time. At the optimal time the transient behavior dies out.
In the post-optimal phase the total model error signal is dominated by the model-induced
state error and therefore the total model error points in the direction of the local attractor.
The parametric vector in the post-optimal phase gives information about the local attractor
because it is dominated by the model-induced state error rather than the pure model error.
The post-optimal parametric vector is not useful in giving information about the model error.
Therefore, the important vector is the optimal parametric vector. The pre-optimal vector gives
the local, off-attractor sensitivity. The post-optimal vector gives the on attractor sensitivity
but it is not local. The optimal parametric vector gives the sensitivity which is both on-
attractor and local.
The filter that uses Q,, performs better than that using Q,t in that Qp, gives lower ae
and fe. Qp, closely approximates the results obtained using Qmm. In short, the PVM is a
very promising method to estimate the state-dependent model error direction. It can replace
the MMM method if the criterion to determine the state-dependent optimal time (om) is
identified. The optimal time is the parametric transient time. The criterion to find Tom could
be formulated by first formulating the criterion to find the state-dependent transient time.
The results obtained suggest that the AEA approach can be used effectively to account for
model error in the EnKF provided one has the access to the correct model error structure.
The AEA, though not the correct approach as discussed in section 3.2 (page 52), is simple to
implement and appears to be effective in accounting for model error. The model equations
used in operational weather models need not be modified/recoded to implement AEA.

Chapter 4
Reduction of model error
Chapter 3 introduced, explored and discussed a technique to account for parametric model
error in the EnKF. Accounting for model error is a technique to address the problem of model
error. The other technique is the reduction of model error. This chapter discusses techniques
to reduce model error. The reduction of model error involves using the data to alter parameters
or structure of the imperfect model so that it simulates the reality in a better way. Ideally,
one would like to recover the perfect model. This may not be always possible. In that case
one seeks alterations in the imperfect model that would compensate for the model error.
Models usually have one or more parameters. Typically, geophysical models have multiple
parameters. The values of these parameters in nature are called their perfect values. One
usually has an estimate of the perfect value of these parameters. Given data, this estimate
of the parameter values can be improved, that is, values closer to their perfect values can
be retrieved. The procedure for estimating the perfect value of parameter(s) given the data
is called parameter estimation. A general feature of all methods that perform parameter
estimation is that the parameters in the models to be estimated are treated as variables.
The state of the model is augmented with parameters and this state is called the augmented
state (Derber, 1989; Wunsch, 1996). Typically, observations are only of state, that is, the
parameters are not observed. In this work the observations are of state only.
The Kalman filter that is described by equations 1.1 (page 11) in section 1.1 performs state
estimation. This Kalman filter methodology can be used to perform parameter estimation
as well. Assuming that the model is linear and uncertainties are Gaussian, the Kalman filter
is implemented with the augmented state. The data are assimilated into the augmented
state. The covariances between state and parameter correct the parameter estimate towards
its perfect value. Though the phrase parameter estimation is used, it should be noted that
it is joint parameter-state estimation. The Kalman filter has not been used for parameter
estimation in atmospheric models for the same reasons that the Kalman filter has not been
used for state estimation, namely, high dimensionality and nonlinearity. The advent of EnKF
has not only opened the possibility of state estimation in high-dimensional models but also
that of parameter estimation in these models.
EnKF has been used recently by several workers for parameter estimation for both low and
high-dimensional models. The EnKF, apart from giving the estimate of the parameter, also
gives the uncertainty in the estimate. Anderson (Anderson, 2001) has shown that a variant
of EnKF is able to provide a satisfactory estimate of a parameter in the 40-dimensional L96
model. In Annan and Hargreaves (2004) the parameters in the highly chaotic L63 model are
successfully estimated. Within the high-dimensional atmospheric models one distinguishes
between weather models and climate models. EnKF has been used to estimate parameters
in both these type of models. It has been suggested that imperfection in parameters is more
significant than initial condition error in rendering climate forecasts wrong. In Annan et al.
(2005a), the EnKF has been used for climatological estimation of 12 independent parameters
in a non-chaotic but high-dimensional intermediate complexity earth system model. The
estimates of these parameters and their distributions are found to be consistent with their
perfect values used in the synthetic truth run. This work has been extended in Annan et al.
(2005b) in which it has been shown that the EnKF can be used to successfully estimate
parameters in a realistic atmospheric GCM. In Aksoy et al. (2006a,b) multiple parameters in
weather models have been estimated using the EnKF.
The Kalman filter is an example of a sequential technique of data assimilation. Apart from the
sequential technique of data assimilation, there exists another technique called the variational
technique of data assimilation (Talagrand, 1997). The variational data assimilation is carried
out with the adjoint model equations. The variational data assimilation technique can be used
for parameter estimation as well. The variational technique for parameter estimation has been
found to have some drawbacks compared to ensemble-based parameter estimation (Lea et al.,
2000). See Lea et al. (2000) and Lea et al. (2002) for details. In these papers, Lea et al.
have presented results for sensitivity analysis of model climate to parameters rather than for
parameter estimation. But the core issues in sensitivity analysis with respect to parameters
are the same as those in parameter estimation. It seems that the adjoint method is vulnerable
to local minima in the cost function while, on the other hand, the ensemble-based method
tends to smooth out the local minima (Annan and Hargreaves, 2004).
Similar to state estimation, parameter estimation is carried out in several different disciplines.
The Green's functions approach has been used by Menemenlis et al. (2005) to estimate back-
ground vertical diffusivity, vertical viscosity and other parameters in an ocean GCM. Param-
eter estimation is also called calibration of models by some researchers.
The parameter estimation work done earlier, which has been reviewed above, in general as-
sumes that the model is only parametrically imperfect. The parameter estimation therefore
seeks to retrieve the perfect values of the imperfect parameters. The work presented in this
chapter addresses the question of parameter estimation in the framework of ensemble-based
methods for parametrically and structurally imperfect models. The effect and interpretation
of parameter estimation in the presence of structural model error has not been considered
before. In this work it is shown that parameter estimation can be successfully employed to
offset structural model error.
4.1 Introduction
Model error is divided into two types, namely parametric model error and structural model
error. Parametric model error (PME) means that apart from the imperfect or incorrect values
of the parameters in the models, the model is perfect. Structural model error (SME) is more
serious than PME. SME includes all errors in the model not due to imperfect parameters.
In real atmospheric models, parametrization is a typical example of SME. The abbreviations
PIM and SIM are used to denote parametrically imperfect models and structurally imperfect
models, respectively.
In this chapter, a typical technique of model error reduction ---- namely parameter estimation
or parameter tuning is applied to the Ikeda model and a real atmospheric model (NOGAPS).
The motivation is to address the problem of SME in real atmospheric models. The technique of
model error reduction is first applied to the Ikeda systems and an attempt is made to identify
generic methodology that might also work in real atmospheric models. In short, lessons are
learned from implementing model error reduction in the Ikeda system and are then used in
the NOGAPS model.
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 describe and present the results for parameter estimation/tuning in the
Ikeda system for PIM and SIM, respectively. Section 4.4 summarizes the results obtained from
Ikeda model and identifies some generic features of reduction of model error that are applied
to a real atmospheric model, namely the NOGAPS model. Section 4.5 discusses the NOGAPS
model, the Emanuel pararmeterization scheme and the implementation of parameter tuning in
NOGAPS. Section 4.6 presents the conclusions of this chapter.
4.2 Parameter estimation in the Ikeda model
The technique of parameter estimation basically involves treating the parameter(s) as variables
and using the observations to correct the parameter value(s). This section illustrates and
explores parameter estimation for the Ikeda model. Section 4.2.1 explains the concept of
parameter estimation and explores parameter estimation of a single parameter in the Ikeda
model. Section 4.2.2 explores the simultaneous estimation of multiple parameters in the Ikeda
model.
4.2.1 Estimation of single parameter
In this, section the technique of parameter estimation for PIM is laid out in detail. For
simplicity it is assumed that only one parameter, is imperfect.
Consider the Ikeda system given by
X,+l = 1 + p(xs cos 0 - ys sin 0) (4.1a)
Ys+1 = M(x, sin 8 + y, cos 0) (4.1b)
where
b
-=a- b(x + + 1)
a = 0.4, b = 6, -t = 0.9
To begin with the case when I/ is imperfect is explained in detail. The parametric model error
is introduced by making the parameter tt imperfect. The Ikeda is a 2-dimensional system,
that is, n=2. The equations for stepping forward the state are given by equations (4.1a) and
(4.1b). This 2-dimensional state is augmented by the parameter I. The following equation is
used for stepping forward the parameter t.
Aus+1 = A8  (4.2)
Equation (4.2) is a deterministic step forward (DSF) equation because the rhs of this equation
does not contain stochastic noise.
The specification of the filter used for the parameter estimation of it, called the DSF filter,
is as follows. The vector of parameters used to augment the state is denoted by a. The
dimension of the augmented state is denoted by na. In general, the state could be augmented
by more than one parameters. In this particular case the state is augmented by only one
parameter, namely /. Therefore, n,= 1 and c = -. The dimension of the augmented state is
n, = n + n, = 2 + 1 = 3. Equations (4.1a) and (4.1b) along with (4.2) define the augmented
Ikeda model. The EnKF is implemented using the augmented Ikeda model. The equations for
the EnKF are described in chapter 2. These equations are reproduced below. For i = 1... N,
xf(t) = F[xa(t - 1)] (4.3a)
Pf(t) = [E l (t ) - Mf(t)][Ef(t) - Mf(t)]T (4.3b)
N-1l
K(t) = Pf(t)H(t)T[H(t)Pf(t)H(t)T + R(t)]-1  (4.3c)
x,(t) = xf(t) + K(t)[y°(t) - H(t)xf(t)] (4.3d)
Pa(t) = [Ea(t) - Ma(t)][Ea(t) - Ma(t)]T (4.3e)N-1l
In these equations, N is the number of ensemble members. For the work presented in this
section (4.2) N= 100. The operator F in equation (4.3a) contains the step forward equations
for the augmented state -- in this case, equations (4.1a), (4.1b) and (4.2). The ensembles
Ef(t) and Ea(t) are na x N. The first guess, xf(t) and analysis xý(t) are na x 1. Though
the state is augmented by the parameter p, the observations are of state only, that is, the
parameter 1/ is not observed. The number of dimensions that are observed is denoted by m.
In this case m = n. Therefore each perturbed observation yf(t) is n x 1. The Kalman gain
term, K(t) is nx m. The matrices pa(t) and Pf(t) are na x na. R is mx m. H(t) maps the
model state to the observation space. H(t) is m x n, and is given by,
H(t)= 1 0 0  (4.4)
In equation (4.4), the entries in the last column are 0 because the parameter t is not observed.
At time s = 0 an ensemble E of augmented states is constructed. The size of E is na x N.
Let Ea denote the ensemble in the parameter space. The state ensemble occupies the first
two dimensions in E and Ea occupies the third dimension in E. E, is constructed as follows.
The correct value of /, that is, M = 0.9 is displaced by 1% of M= 0.9. This displaced value is
taken as the mean of Ea. Then the members of Ea are constructed by adding perturbations
to the mean of E,. These perturbations are drawn from N(0, a,). The standard deviation o,
is chosen to be a,= 1% of /z = 0.9. (The symbol a is used in this chapter to denote standard
deviation.)
Equation (4.3a) is implemented as follows. The ith state ensemble member is stepped forward
with equations (4.1a) and (4.1b) using the ith ensemble member of Ea as the value for A.
Then equations (4.3b) through (4.3e) are implemented, which completes one DA cycle. The
data are assimilated every s= 1 steps, that is, Tob = 1. This filter that uses the augmented state
is called the DSF filter, because the parameter ensemble uses the deterministic step forward
given by equation (4.2).
The effect of DA is to minimize the variance within E,. The mean of Ea is noted after every
DA cycle. Let this analysis mean of E0 be denoted by ad. The subscript d in ad stands for
DSF. Figure 4-1(a) shows the value of Ad for the first 50 DA cycles in cyan. The black line
shows the perfect value of p = 0.9. Note that the cyan curve converges towards the black
curve. Though the parameter p is not observed, the covariances between state and parameter
act to correct the parameter. The variance within Ea decreases towards 0 as the DA cycles
proceed. This variance becomes 0 at s = 50 and remains at 0 for s > 50. The value of Atd
converges to r 0.899. The value of Ad for all steps is shown in figure 4-1(b) in cyan color.
Note that Ad converges towards the correct value of p, that is p = 0.9 but does not converge
exactly to p= 0.9. The PME is reduced but not eliminated completely. Ad does not converge
to A = 0.9 because the variance in the parameter ensemble (E.) goes to 0 in about s = 50
steps and thereafter the observations are not able to correct the value of / any further. This
can be interpreted as filter divergence in the parameter space. All the ensemble members in
E, collapse to the same value, thus preventing any further correction of Ad.
(a) / for first few steps (b) /t for all steps
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Figure 4-1: A is the estimate of p given by the mean of analysis Ea. The data are assimilated
at every step, that is, Tob = 1. Only one parmater, namely ip is imperfect. The ensemble size
N= 100.
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To assess the performance of the reduction of model error, two other filters are run indepen-
dently. These two filters use the perfect and imperfect models respectively. The perfect model
uses p= 0.9. The imperfect model uses the imperfect value of [ denoted by Ue and is given by
pe =- t+ Apf , where /= 0.9, Ap= -0.08. Aft is in % of y= 0.9 . The same data are assimilated
in these three filters. The perfect filter employs an ensemble that has dimension n x N. For
the perfect filter, the state is not augmented by the parameter p. Similarly, for the imperfect
filter, the state is not augmented by the parameter f.
To summarize the setup of the experiment, there are three filters running in parallel, namely
the DSF filter, the perfect filter and the imperfect filter. The DSF filter uses an ensemble with
dimension na x N, while the perfect and imperfect filter each use an ensemble with dimension
n x N. The same data are assimilated in all these three filters.
The average analysis and forecast errors denoted by ae and fe are calculated for each of these
three filters. The ae and fe are expressed as a % of attractor size. The transient is removed
for s - 1000, that is, the first 1000 DA steps are not included in the calculation of the average
errors. The e- for Tob = 1 is 0.584, 0.598 and 0.8 for the perfect, DSF and imperfect filter,
respectively. The parameter estimation using DSF corrects the imperfect model and recovers
approximately the perfect value of p. This reduction of model error results in lower analysis
errors for the DSF filter compared to the imperfect filter.
This experiment is carried out for different Tob, that is, the data are assimilated into the
three filters at different time frequencies. The average analysis errors in % attractor size as a
function of Tob is shown in figure 4-2(a). The black and the blue curves show the ae for the
perfect and imperfect models, respectively. The cyan curve lies very close to the black curve
and is much below the blue curve. The cyan curve approximates the black curve well for all
values of Tob. The estimation of the parameter f results in a reduction of model error, which in
turn decreases the average analysis error. The advantage of the DSF over the imperfect model
in reducing the model error is quantified by normalizing each of the curves by the imperfect
(blue) curve. The result of this normalization is shown in figure 4-2(b). The reduction in
model error decreases the ae by about 25% for Trob= 1. For Tob > 1, this decrease ranges from
about 20% to about 1%. The cyan curve in panel figure 4-2(a) does not coincide exactly with
the black curve. Ideally, the complete elimination of model error is desired. As explained
earlier, the PME is not completely eliminated because of filter divergence in the parameter
space.
The problem of filter divergence in the parameter space is addressed by employing the stochas-
tic step forward equation for the parameter rather than using the deterministic one given by
equation (4.2). The stochastic step forward (SSF) is obtained by including noise in the DSF.
(a) ae (b) Normalized ae
Figure 4-2: Comparison of average analysis errors for imperfect pt. (a) The imperfect model
(blue) is defined by At = -0.08. (b) Curves in panel (a) normalized by the blue curve in
panel (a).
The SSF is given by
-s+l = ýs + N(0, a') (4.5)
The subscript r in ao stands for random or stochastic noise used in the SSF. The stochastic
noise in the SSF is interpreted as an inflation factor in the parameter space. The magnitude
of this stochastic noise is chosen to be 5x10-4 . The performance of SSF is assessed by running
another filter which assimilates the same data as the perfect, imperfect and DSF filters. The
SSF filter, similar to the DSF filter, uses the augmented state, that is, it uses an ensemble of
dimension n, x N. The parameter ensemble used by SSF at time s = 0 is the same as that
used by DSF at s = 0. The SSF filter uses equation (4.5) to step forward each member in
the parameter ensemble. The mean of the analysis parameter ensemble, denoted by fL, is
noted for each DA cycle. The red curve in figure 4-1(b) shows ,r. The stochastic step forward
equation prevents the parameter estimate from converging to a particular value. ft tends to
vary around the perfect value of y shown by the black curve. The first few steps of this red
curve are shown as the dashed red curve in figure 4-1(a).
Figure 4-3 shows A for DSF and SSF, for various Tob, as % deviation from the perfect value of
,u= 0.9. ftd is the value Ia converges to as s increases. f is the mean of Af over all steps. Note
AId and A/nr are the absolute value of the % deviations, that is, the sign of the deviations is
neglected.
1 Z 4
Figure 4-3: Estimates of /L as % deviations from its perfect value. Only parameter Pu is
imperfect.
It is seen from figure 4-3 that the SSF estimates are closer to the perfect t= 0.9 than are the
corresponding DSF estimates for all Tob. For example, for Tob= 1, ld -0.0132 and A,= -0.0014.
The mean of the estimate given by SSF is closer to p= 0.9 by an order of magnitude compared
to the estimate given by DSF. This is seen in figure 4-1(b). The red curve bounces around
the black curve while the cyan curve stabilizes to a value below the black curve.
The ae for the SSF filter is shown as the red curve in figure 4-2(a). The red curve lies very
close to the black curve. Also the red curve lies below the cyan curve, implying that the SSF
improves upon the performance of DSF. Figure 4-2(b) shows that the SSF has about 1-5%
advantage over the DSF in the average analysis errors. This is the consequence of the SSF
being able to reduce the model error more (on average) than the DSF, as seen in figure 4-3.
For Tob = 1, 2, the estimate of SSF is an order of magnitude closer to p= 0.9 than that of DSF.
The red curve shown in figure 4-2(a) uses ur = 5 x 10-4.The value of ua that gives the lowest
analysis errors cannot be chosen a priori. Therefore, the SSF filter is run for different values
of ur. It is found that the lowest ae is obtained for a, = 5 x 10-4 for all Tob. AP shown in
figure 4-3 correspond to ar -=5 x 10-4.
It is clear that parameter estimation reduces model error and consequently decreases the
average analysis error. The SSF performs better than the DSF in decreasing the average
analysis errors. The performance of the DSF and SSF in regards to the forecast errors is
considered next. For a given Tob, forecasts are launched with lead time of T = 1, 2, 3, 4 for
each of the four filters. These forecasts are launched from the corresponding analysis. For the
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Figure 4-4: Forecast errors when [ is estimated. Each line type is for a particular Tob.
SSF filter the magnitude of stochastic noise is chosen to be o= 5 x 10- 4, because it gives the
minimum analysis error.
Figure 4-4 shows the average forecast errors (fe) for each filter normalized by the f-e for the
imperfect filter, as function of lead time. Each line type shows the result for a different rob.
Clearly, parameter estimation decreases the average forecast errors compared to the imperfect
forecast errors. The SSF parameter estimation outperforms the DSF parameter estimation
for all Tob, for all lead times. The gains by employing parameter estimation are higher for the
shorter r0b. For Tob = 1 the gain by using DSF or SSF is a 27% for all 7. The SSF outperforms
DSF in forecast errors as it did in the analysis errors. The advantage of SSF over DSF varies
between 0.5% and 5% depending on rob. It appears that given a Tob, the advantage of SSF
over DSF is approximately constant for different 7.
SSF has an advantage over DSF in both the analysis and forecast errors when p is imperfect.
/u is one of the three parameters in the Ikeda model. The other two parameters are a and
b. Next, the estimation of a and b separately is considered. The setup of these experiments
is similar to that described for pu except that ae = a and a = b for estimation of a and b,
respectively.
The experiment for estimation of a is as follows. The imperfect model is defined by the
imperfect value of a given by ae = a + Aa, where a = 0.4 and Aa = 0.5. b and A are taken
to be perfect, that is b = 6.0 and pt = 0.9, respectively. The augmented ensembles for DSF
and SSF are constructed in a manner analogous to the description given for estimation of p,
except that in this case the parameter to be estimated is a rather than P, that is, a= a. The
correct value of a, that is, a= 0.4 is displaced by 1% of 0.4. This displaced value is taken as
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the mean of E,. The members of Ea are constructed by adding perturbations to the mean of
Ea. These perturbations are drawn from N(0, ua), where aa = 1% of 0.4. The DSF uses the
following equation for stepping forward the ensemble members in Ea.
as+, = as (4.6)
The SSF uses the following equation for stepping forward the ensemble members in Ea.
as 1+ = as + N(O, aa) (4.7)
The magnitude of the stochastic noise (oa) in SSF that would result in lowest analysis errors
is not known a priori. Therefore experiments are run with different values of Ura. The values
of ar that result in lowest ae are 5 x 10-4, 5 x 10- 4 , 5 x 10-2 and 5 x 10- 3 for Tob = 1,2, 3, 4,
respectively. The results of SSF for estimation of a presented in this section correspond to
these ar . Figure 4-5(b) shows the estimates of a as given by DSF and SSF. As in the case
of y, the estimates of a given by SSF are, on average, closer to a = 0.4 than those given by
DSF. This results in average analysis errors for SSF that are lower than the DSF. The average
analysis errors are shown in Figure 4-5(a). The SSF outperforms the DSF both in average
analysis and forecast errors (result not shown) when a is imperfect.
Next, the experiment for the estimation of b is described. The intercomparison experiments
for imperfect b are run similarly to that for imperfect a. The imperfect model is defined by
the imperfect value of b given by be= b+ Ab, where b= 6.0 and Ab=0.1. a and /t are taken to
be perfect, that is a= 0.4 and /= 0.9, respectively. The filter that estimates b uses a = b and
perfect value for a and [. The correct value of b, that is, b= 6.0 is displaced by 1% of 6.0.
This displaced value is taken as the mean of Ea. Then the members of Ea are constructed
by adding perturbations to the mean of Ea. These perturbations are drawn from N(0, ab),
where ab = 1% of 6.0. The DSF uses the following equation for stepping forward the ensemble
members in Ea.
b,+1 = b8  (4.8)
The SSF uses the following equation for stepping forward the ensemble members in E,.
bs+l = bs + N(0, ab) (4.9)
The estimates of b as obtained by DSF and SSF are shown in figure 4-5(d). SSF performs
better in reducing the model error due to b in that its estimates are closer to the perfect value
of b than those given by DSF. The SSF gives better ae (shown in figure 4-5(c)).
(a) ae (a is imperfect)
(c) ae (b is imperfect)
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Figure 4-5: Estimation of single parameter. Panels (a) and (b) are for estimation of a.
Panels (c) and (d) are for estimation of b.
(a) The imperfect model (blue curve) is defined by Aa=0.5.
(b) Deviation of estimates of a from the perfect value of a.
(c) The imperfect model is defined by Ab=0.1.
(d) Deviation of estimates of b from the perfect value of b.
It is clear from the results presented in this section (4.2.1) that parameter estimation can
reduce the model error effectively in the case of one imperfect parameter. SSF clearly outper-
forms DSF in both ae and fe. Typically, in real models, multiple parameters are imperfect. In
section 4.2.2 the reduction of PME when more than one parameter is imperfect is treated. The
basic framework is the same as described in this section except that the state is augmented
by multiple parameters rather than by a single parameter.
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4.2.2 Estimation of multiple parameters
The Ikeda model has three parameters, namely, a, b and M. In this section the experiments
to simultaneously estimate different combinations of a, b and IL are described.
To begin with the simultaneous estimation of a and b is considered. The experiment is as
follows. The imperfect model is defined by imperfect values of a and b. Parameter /z is perfect,
that is, t = 0.9. The imperfect model has value of a and b given by ae and be where ae = a+Aa
and be =b + Ab. Aa= 0.1 and Ab= 0.1 where Aa and Ab are in % of perfect values of a and
b, respectively.
The filter used for the estimation of a and b has the following specifications. The state is
augmented by a = [a b]. Therefore, the dimension of the augmented state is na =n + n. =
2 + 2 = 4. Ea has dimension of no x N, where n, = 2. Ea is constructed as follows. The
perfect value of a= [0.4 6.0] is displaced by 1% of its value. This displaced value is taken as
the mean of Ea. The members of Ea are constructed by adding perturbations to the mean of
Ea. For the ensemble in a, the perturbations are drawn from N(0, aa), where Ua is chosen to
be aa = 1% of a= 0.4. For the ensemble in b, the perturbations are drawn from N(0, ab), where
ab is chosen to be ab = 1% of b= 6.0. For all the experiments in this section the ensemble size
N= 100.
The matrix H(t) is given by,
H(t)= 1 0 (4.10)
- 0 1 0 0
Neither of the parameters a and it is observed. The estimation of parameters is carried out
using the DSF and SSF filters. The step forward equations for a for the DSF are given by
a,+l = as (4.11a)
bs+l = bs (4.11b)
The step forward equations for a for SSF are given by
as 1+ = as + N(0, aa) (4.12a)
bs+
~ 
= bs + N(0, u• ) (4.12b)
Four filters are run in parallel and the same data are assimilated in all these filters. Each of
these filters use the EnKF equations given by 4.3 (page 93). These four filters correspond to
the perfect model, the imperfect model, DSF filter and SSF filter. The DSF and SSF use the
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state ensembles augmented by a. The mean of EQ is noted after every analysis. This mean
is a vector denoted by [&d bd] for the DSF filter and [&r br] for the SSF filter. The average
analysis errors for these filters as a function of Tob is shown in figure 4-6(a). The red curve
corresponds to the SSF filter. Since the value of az and oa that would give the minimum T is
not known a priori, experiments for SSF filter are run with different values of aa and a'. The
red curve in figure 4-6(a) corresponds to the minimum ae among the different aa and oar. It
is clear from figure 4-6(a) that the DSF gives lower analysis errors than the imperfect filter.
The SSF improves upon the performance of the DSF filter.
Figure 4-6(b) shows [ad bd] and [&• b] as % deviations from the perfect values, that is,
[0.4 6.0]. [&d bd] are convergent values given by DSF for a given Tob. [&d br] are the mean
of [a& br] time series for a given Tob. The deviations shown in figure 4-6(b) are the absolute
values of the % deviations. Consider the estimate of a for DSF and SSF, that is, the solid
curves. The solid red curve lies closer to the zero level than does the solid cyan curve. This
means that the SSF is better at retrieving the value of a, on average, than DSF for all T7b. For
Tob = 4 the deviation for DSF is larger than that for SSF by at least an order of magnitude.
Consider the estimates for b, that is, the dashed curves in figure 4-6(b). Similar to the result
for a, the SSF is better at retrieving the perfect value of b (on average) than is the DSF. SSF
is better at retrieving the values of both a and b. This leads to lower analysis errors for SSF
than those for DSF as shown in figure 4-6(a). This result is similar to the corresponding result
in the case of single parameter estimation discussed in section 4.2.1.
Consider the estimates of a and b as given by DSF (solid cyan and dashed cyan curves) in
figure 4-6(b). The error in the estimate of a and b is quantified by the deviations Aad and
Abd. For example, for ob = 4 , A^ad = 0.8 and Abd = 0.12. That is, estimates of a and b deviate
significantly from their perfect values and yet the DSF is able to give lower average analysis
error (by r 10% for Tob = 4) compared to the imperfect filter as shown in figure 4-6(a). This
is because the errors in the estimate of a and b compensate for each other. The perfect values
of a and b need not be retrieved. Parameter estimation could result in significantly imperfect
values for a and b in such a manner so as to give lower ae. The mutual compensation for
errors in parameter estimates also happens in the case of SSF.
Next, the experiment for the estimation of b and ,t is described. The set-up of experiment
is similar to that in the case of estimation of a and b, except that in this case a = [b Ap].
The imperfect model is defined by Ab = 0.1 and Apl = -0.04. The mean of E, is obtained
by displacing a = [b /z] by 1% from its perfect value of a = [6.0 0.9]. E, is constructed by
adding to the mean, perturbations drawn from [ab a,] where ab = 1% of b=6.0 and a,= 1%
of t= 0.9.
The comparison for e is shown in figure 4-6(c). Clearly, SSF improves upon the imperfect
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Figure 4-6: Simultaneous estimation of two parameters.
(a) Imperfect model (blue curve) is defined by [Aa Ab]= [0.1
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filter by a big margin. The estimates of b and p are shown as % deviation from their perfect
values in figure 4-6(d). For both the parameters, the SSF gives a better estimate of the
parameters than does the DSF. The DSF gives lower ae than the imperfect model except for
Tob= 3. The SSF gives lower J than either the imperfect model or the DSF.
The results for the estimation of a and /t are shown in panels figure 4-6(e) and figure 4-6(f).
The set-up of this experiment is similar to the experiment for estimation of b and /t. The
imperfect model is defined by Aa = 0.1 and Ap = -0.04. For the DSF and SSF filters the
state is augmented by a = [a /p]. E, is constructed by displacing a = [a p] by 1% of its value
and then adding to this value perturbations drawn from [Ub a] = [1% 1%] of [0.4 0.9]. The
DSF gives lower a than the imperfect model for all Tob except Tob = 4. The SSF gives lower
ae than either the imperfect model or the DSF. This is clearly because the SSF gives a better
estimate of the parameters than does the DSF as shown in figure 4-6(f).
To summarize the results of simultaneous estimation of two parameters, the SSF results in
lower average analysis errors than either the imperfect model or the DSF for all Tob. The
errors in the estimation of the two parameters could compensate for each other so that lower
ae could result without the retrieval of the perfect value of the parameters.
Next, the experiment for the simultaneous estimation of three parameters is discussed. The
imperfect model is defined by [Aa Ab Ap] = [0.1 0.1 -0.04]. For the DSF and SSF filters
the state is augmented by a = [a b M]. Data are assimilated using the EnKF equations 4.3.
The dimension of E, is no x N where no = 3. The dimension of the augmented state is
na= n + n,= 2 + 3= 5. The matrix H(t) is given by
H(t)= 0 01 0 0 (4.13)
None of the three parameters is observed. The specifications for the filter used to estimate
the parameters is as follows. The mean of EQ is obtained by displacing the perfect value of
[a b [t] = [0.4 6.0 0.9] by 1%. E. is constructed by adding (to this mean) perturbations
drawn from [oa ab aU] = [1% 1% 1%] of [0.4 6.0 0.9]. The step forward equations for a
for DSF are given by
ba+1 = b,
Ps+1 PS
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Figure 4-7: Simultaneous estimation of a, b and y. Ensemble size N= 100.
(a) Imperfect model (blue) is defined by [Aa Ab Ap/]= [0.1 0.1 - 0.04].
(b) Estimates of a, b and y as % deviations from their perfect values. For a given parameter,
the SSF estimate (red) is closer to 0 than the DSF estimate(cyan). An exception occurs for
the estimate of p at Tob = 1.
The step forward equations for a for SSF are given by
a,+l = as + N(0, ca) (4.15a)
bs+l = bs + N(0, or ) (4.15b)
ps+l =Lts + N(0, a~') (4.15c)
The comparison of average analysis errors in shown in figure 4-7(a). As in the case of esti-
mation of two parameters, SSF gives lower ae than either the DSF or the imperfect model.
The values of aa, arb and a~ in equations 4.15 that would give lowest i- is not known a priori.
Therefore, experiments are run for various values of ao, ar and ai. The red curve shown in
figure 4-7(a) and the curves shown in figure 4-7(b) corresponds to values of o~, a4 and ra that
give least ae. As shown in figure 4-7(b) the estimates of parameters as given by SSF are closer
to the perfect values than those given by DSF. Consider the DSF estimates of the parameters
shown in cyan for Tob= 1. The error in the estimate of a is as high as 0.26. Even so, the DSF
improves over the imperfect model as shown in figure 4-7(a). This is because the error in the
estimate of a could be compensated by errors in estimates of b and P.
In the current section (4.2) the estimation of single and multiple parameters is discussed. It is
found that the SSF gives a better estimate of the parameters than does the DSF for estimation
of single and multiple parameters. Consequently, SSF results in better average errors than
the DSF. In general, DSF gives lower average error than the parametrically imperfect model.
In the case of simultaneous estimation of multiple parameters the fact that estimation results
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in lower average errors need not mean that the perfect parameter values are retrieved. It
is possible that error in the estimate of one parameter are compensated by those in other
parameters.
The current section (4.2) assumed that the model is parametrically imperfect and structurally
perfect. Almost all real atmospheric models are structurally imperfect apart from being
parametrically imperfect. In general, structural model error (SIM) is more realistic than
PIM. The next section (4.3) discusses parameter estimation in the presence of structural
model error.
4.3 Parameter tuning in the Ikeda model
In this section the Ikeda model with only SME is considered. The perfect Ikeda model is
defined by the following equations.
X2+1 = 1 + p(x, cos 6 - y, sin 0) (4.16a)
Ys+1 = t(xs sin 0 + y, cos 0) (4.16b)
where
b
(x2 + y2 + 1)
and a = 0.4, b= 6, /z = 0.9. Perfect Ikeda model means the model is both parametrically and
structurally perfect. Consider the following parameterically perfect, but structurally imperfect
Ikeda model,
xS+l = 1 + pt(xstcosO - yetsinO) (4.17a)
ys+1 = pt(xstsinO + ystcosO) (4.17b)
b
where 0 = a - (4.17c)
(xI + y. + 1)
a=0.4, b=6, /= 0.9.
Note that the perfect parameter values are used, but sin 0 and cos 0 in the perfect model equa-
tions are replaced by tsinO and tcosO, which represent the truncated sin series and truncated
cos series respectively. The following equations gives tcosO and tsinO truncated upto the first
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k terms, that is terms > k are ignored.
tcoso = 2n (4.18a)2n!
k =) no~ l (4.18b)tsinO= (2n + 1)!
The model denoted by SIM1 (structurally imperfect model 1) has k=7, that is, the tsin and
tcos series include only the first 7 terms. Including only the first k = 7 terms is defined to be a
low level of structural model error. SIM1 is Ikeda model with low structural model error. The
model denoted by SIM2 has k = 6. SIM2 is defined to be Ikeda model with high structural
model error in comparison with SIM1.
The aim of parameter estimation is to reduce the structural model error in SIM1 and SIM2.
The reduction of model error by the estimation of parameters in the presence of structural
model error is termed parameter tuning. The term parameter estimation is reserved for the
case when it is known that the model is parametrically imperfect but structurally perfect.
The term parameter tuning implies that parameter(s) are being estimated in order to offset
structural model error. If the DSF is used for parameter tuning, then it is called deterministic
parameter tuning (DPT). If the SSF is used for parameter tuning then it is called stochas-
tic parameter tuning (SPT). Section 4.3.1 describes DPT and SPT for SIM1 and presents
the intercomparison results. Section 4.3.2 presents intercomparison results for SIM2. For
experiments described in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 the ensemble size is N= 100.
4.3.1 Low structural model error (SIM1)
Consider the tuning of parameter / in the presence of low structural model error. The EnKF
described by equations (4.3a) through (4.3e) is implemented. The state is augmented by the
parameter M. Therefore, a = /z and n, = 1. The dispersion within the initial E, is a, = 1%
of 0.9. The DPT and SPT filters are run in parallel using the same data. The DPT uses
equation (4.2) and SPT uses equation (4.5) for stepping forward the ensemble members of
Ea. The SPT filter is run with different magnitudes of stochastic noise (ao). The results
presented correspond to the value of oa that yields the lowest analysis errors. The perfect
and imperfect filters are also run in parallel with the DPT and SPT filters.
Consider the DPT for Tob = 1. As described in section 4.2.1 (page 92), data assimilation tends
to minimize the dispersion within E,. The estimate of ,t, namely 'd, is shown as the cyan
curve in figure 4-8. The perfect value of /' = 0.9 is shown as the black curve. The dispersion
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Figure 4-8: Estimates of p for SIM1
within E, goes to 0 in about s = 100 steps and the value of Ad converges to • 0.8995. The
ability of the tuning of p to offset the structural model error in SIM1 saturates at s= 100. At
this point all the ensemble members of Ea collapse to the same value. This problem of filter
divergence is solved by using SPT. Consider the SPT for Tob = 1. The estimate ,r is shown
in red in figure 4-8. The value of Ar varies a lot and does not settle down to a particular
value. This is of course due to the stochastic step forward equation used for propagating
the members of Ea. The variation in 2, is such as to offset the structural model error in
SIM1. This statement is supported by the comparison between average analysis errors shown
(a) ae for SIM1 (b) Normalized ae
1
1
1
0
0
0
0I
Tob Tob
Figure 4-9: Analysis errors for tuning of p for SIMi.(a) Average analysis error expressed in
% attractor size. (b) de in panel(a) normalized by the ae of imperfect filter.
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in figure 4-9(a). It is seen that SPT gives lower ae than the DPT (The red curve lies below the
cyan curve.) The perfect (black curve) and imperfect (blue curve) are shown for comparison.
The advantage of SPT over DPT is quantified by normalizing each curve in panel (a) by the
imperfect curve. This normalized ae is shown in panel (b). The SPT offers an advantage of
about 1-15% over DPT depending on T0b. The least advantage is realized for Tob = 2. The
highest advantage is realized for Tob= 4, when the DPT results in the distortion of the Ikeda
attractor. The issue of distortion of the attractor is discussed in more detail in section 4.3.2.
It should be noted that for rob= 4 the SPT result is almost the same as that of the imperfect
model.
It is important to understand that the DPT and SPT do not try to recover the value of t = 0.9,
as in the case of parameter estimation described in section 4.2. In section 4.2 the model was
parameterically imperfect but structurally perfect. In the context of PIM the reduction of
model error involves the data driving the parameter estimate towards the perfect value of
u= 0.9. In the context of SIM, the reduction of model error involves tuning the parameter in
order to offset structural error. The aim of parameter tuning is not to drive the value of the
tuned parameter to the perfect parameter value. This is evidenced in the values of Ak and d.
These are tabulated as % deviation from the perfect value of p•=0.9 in table 4.1.
Tob 1 2 3 4
Ad (10-2) 1.30 2.03 7.56 5.08
-, (10-2) 1.86 3.39 2.67 3.21
Table 4.1: Tuned values of p for SIM1
For rob= 1, 2, tid is closer to p= 0.9 than ^r is on average. But Fr` need not be close to p= 0.9
to be able to compensate for the structural model error in SIM. In fact, at a particular time
step s, ^r has the value that seeks to offset the structural model error at that particular step.
This is the reason why fr varies with time s in figure 4-8. The DPT also tries to compensate
for structural model error and therefore it is not desirable for Ad to converge to p = 0.9. Ad
converges to some other value in its attempt to compensate for structural model error. Its
ability to do so is limited by the filter divergence in the parameter space. The stochastic noise
in SPT prevents filter divergence, thus allowing the tuned parameter value to compensate for
the structural error in a state-dependent manner. For Tob= 3, 4, Ar is closer to pL= 0.9 than Ad
is on average. Irrespective of how close Fr is to i = 0.9, SPT gives lower average errors than
does DPT as shown in figure 4-9(a).
The Ikeda model has three parameters. The choice of tuning p is arbitrary. Any of the other
parameters, namely a and b could be tuned to compensate for the structural error. It is also
possible to tune more than one parameter. Experiments are run to intercompare the efficacy
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of tuning various parameter combinations to offset the structural error.
The filters DPT and SPT for a are run exactly in the same manner, except that E, contains
the ensemble of a rather than of p. The initial dispersion within E, is chosen to be a, = 1% of
the perfect value of a= 0.4. The filters for a are designated DPT(a) and SPT(a). The filters
for b are run similarly with Ea containing the ensemble of b. 7b = 1% of the perfect value of
b=6.0. The filters for b are designated DPT(b) and SPT(b).
Next, the experiments for various combinations of multiple parameters are run. For example
for the combination of a and b, E, has dimension of rn, x N, where n, = 2. For n, = 2,
the matrix H(t) is given by equation 4.10 (page 101). Neither of the parameters a and b is
observed. The filters for the combination of a and b are designated DPT(ab) and SPT(ab).
Similar experiments are run for other combinations of parameters, namely, byA, ap/ and abPt.
For the case of abp, n, = 3 and consequently E, has dimension of 3 x N. The filters are
designated DPT(ab/t) and SPT(abpt). The matrix H(t) for DPT(abp,) and SPT(abpt) is given
by equation 4.13 (page 104). Of course, the same data are used in all these tuning experiments
so that their performance can be intercompared. In all these experiments, a, = 1% of the
perfect value of a, where a is the vector containing the corresponding parameters.
The performance of these filters in decreasing the average analysis errors is compared in
figure 4-10 for different Tob. The curves show the average analysis errors normalized by the
corresponding value for the imperfect model. The curve for the imperfect model, which has
a value of 1 for all Tob, is not shown. The perfect model curve, which is not shown, lies at
around 0.5.
In general, SSF outperforms DSF for a given combination of parameters. The exception occurs
at Tob = 2 for the combination bpt (blue), ap (black) and abpt (yellow). In general, SPT for
any combination is better than DPT for any combination. The best performance is given by
SPT(a) for all Tob among all combinations.
The comparison within SPT for single parameters shows that SPT(a) is the best, followed by
SPT(b) followed by SPT(/p).
The comparison within SPT for various combinations of parameters is interesting. Consider
the dashed lines in figure 4-10. Among the combination of two parameters, the combination
of ab gives the lowest error for all Tob. This combination also outperforms the ablA combination
for all Tob. Thus the lowest analysis errors need not result from tuning all the parameters.
For rob = 1, SPT(abp/) is outperformed by SPT(a), SPT(ab), and SPT(b/). For Tob = 2, all
other combinations outperform SPT(abyt) except for SPT(/A). For Tob = 3, SPT(a), SPT(b)
and SPT(ab) outperform SPT(ab/).
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The comparison within DPT shows that in general it is better to tune multiple parameters
than single parameters. However, tuning multiple parameters requires a high amount of data.
Therefore, in practice, the number of tunable parameters is limited by the amount of data
available.
Also it is to be noted that for T-b 4, neither the DPT nor the SPT give considerable advantage
over the imperfect model. The reduction of model error even with SPT may not be effective
for all T0b.
Next, the forecast errors are considered. Figure 4-11(a) shows the fe for all filters normalized
by the fe for the imperfect filter, for Tob = 1. The curves for the perfect and imperfect filter
are not shown. In general parameter tuning gives lower forecast errors than the imperfect
model. For a given parameter combination, SPT filters perform better than the DPT filters.
In general, SPT(aby) gives the lowest fe except for 7 = 1, when SPT(a) gives the lowest fe.
The SPT(a) filter gives the lowest de as seen from figure 4-10 for Tob = 1. But SPT(a) does
not give the lowest fe for all 7 for Tob = 1. Thus the reduction of model error which might
be effective in obtaining lowest analysis errors might not result in the lowest forecast errors.
Among the two parameter combinations, SPT(ab) gave the lowest analysis error for Tob= 1. In
the fe too, SPT(ab) gives the lowest error for all 7 among all the two parameter combinations.
Figure 4-11(b) shows the
ter than DPT filters, for
normalized fe for Tob = 2. The SPT filters need not perform bet-
a particular parameter combination. For example, DPT(by) and
Normalized ae
Tob
Figure 4-10: Intercomparison between various DPT and SPT filters for SIM1. Solid lines
are for DPT and dashed lines for SPT. The different colors show the different parameters
combinations that are tuned.
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Figure 4-11: Normalized fe for SIM1. Solid lines are for DPT and dashed lines for SPT. The
legend applies to both the panels.
DPT(abp) outperform the corresponding SPT filters for almost all r. In general, different
combinations give the least ae for different r. In general, the least ae at a particular 
- is given
by a SPT filter.
In general, it appears that SPT is more effective in reducing SME than DPT, at least for the
level of SME considered in this section.
This section (4.3.1) used SIM1 as the imperfect model. The next section (4.3.2) presents
results for SIM2 which has more SME that SIM1. The experiments for SIM2 are run exactly
in the same manner as those for SIM1.
4.3.2 High structural model error (SIM2)
The objective of this section is to ascertain whether some of features of parameter identified
in the last section hold true in the case of high SME. The section 4.3.1 used SIM1 which had
a low level of structural model error. The experiments in this section are similar to those
described in section 4.3.1 except that in this section SIM2 is used instead of SIM1. SIM2 has
a higher level of structural model error compared to SIM1, as defined in section 4.3 (page
106).
Figure 4-12 shows the a- for the perfect, imperfect, DPT(p) and SPT(p) filters. The obser-
vation error is 1.26. The curve for SPT(p) shown as dashed red curve lies very close to the
observational error. The imperfect filter error for Tob = 1 is 10.67 and that for DPT(p) is
10.34. The imperfect model results in very high analysis error, especially for Tob > 1. This is
because the Ikeda model attractor for this high level of SME is completely distorted. Simi-
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Figure 4-12: p is tuned for SIM2.
larly, for Tob > 2, the DPT filter gives a high error because the Ikeda attractor is distorted.
Figure 4-13(a) shows the distorted attractor as defined by the analysis of DPT(C) for Tob =3.
As described in section 4.3.1, the parameter tuning tries to compensate for the structural
model error by changing the value of the parameter. In DPT the value of the parameter may
change dramatically in order to compensate for the structural error. If, at a particular time
step s, the value of ad carries the analysis point to a point outside the basin of attraction,
then subsequently the value of Pd may not change enough to bring the analysis back into the
basin of attraction. Figure 4-13(b) shows Ad in cyan color. Ad varies in order to offset the
structural error. Because the structural error is high, ad may have to change dramatically to
compensate for the model error. In the course of the variation of Ad, a bad value of Yd carries
the analysis to a fixed point, outside the basin of attraction. Thereafter it is not able to
change much to return to the attractor. In DPT, the parameter value is trying to compensate
for SME globally. The DPT is seeking a single value, that is, a state-independent value that
would compensate for SME at all regions in phase space.
The red curve in figure 4-13(b) shows Ar (given by SPT). The analysis defined by Ar has an
in-built variation in it owing to the stochastic noise in the step forward equation. Therefore,
Mr has the ability to return the analysis to the basin of attraction in case it happens to leave
the basin of attraction. SPT tries to obtain a value of /r that is state-dependent. Therefore,
/r varies with time. SPT results in different values for Ar at different local regions in the
phase space so that SME is offset locally. This is the reason why SPT gives far lower analysis
error than DPT, as shown in figure 4-12.
The Te in figure 4-12 is for tuning 1. What about tuning other parameter(s)? Experiments
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Figure 4-13: (a) The attractor defined by /d. (b) The cyan curve shows the Ad that resulted
in the distorted attractor shown in (a).
are carried out in which different combinations of parameters are tuned. The average ae for
Tob = 1 are shown in table 4.2 for different parameter combinations. The ae for the perfect
and imperfect filters are ae-= 0.58 and -ae= 10.67, respectively. The observation error is 1.26.
It is clearly seen that SPT outperforms DPT for all combinations of parameters. Within the
DPT filters, lower errors are obtained by tuning multiple parameters rather than a single
parameter. Among the single parameter filters, tuning b gives the best result. Among all the
parameter combinations, SPT(ab) gives the best result.
The results for Tb = 2, 3, 4, which are not shown, bear out the statement that SPT filters
outperform DPT filters in giving lower ae.
Next, the forecast errors are considered. Figure 4-14 show the forecast errors for SPT filters
for Tob = 1, 2. (The curves for Tob= 2 are scaled up so that they do not overlap with curves for
Tob = 1.) The curves for the imperfect and DPT filters (which are not shown) lie way above
the SPT curves. The curves for the perfect filter (not shown) lie below the SPT filters. For
ob = 1 and Tr= 1, the best performance is by SPT(ab), closely followed by SPT(a). For Tob = 1,
T = 2 the best performance is by SPT(jt), closely followed by SPT(a). For Tob = 2, the lowest
fer is for SPT(p/) for 7= 1, 2. Among the multiple parameters, the lowest fer is for SPT(ab)
Parameter a b P ab blt au abpa
DPT 719.30 715.86 10.34 10.86 11.95 12.32 10.26
SPT 1.25 0.99 1.26 0.98 1.09 1.22 1.07
Table 4.2: a-e in % attractor size for SIM2 for Tob = 1
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Figure 4-14: Forecast errors for SIM2 for 'ob = 1, 2. Each line type is for a particular Tob.
for 7= 1, 2. The trends shown for 7= 1, 2 in general continue for = 3, 4, which are not shown.
For the high level of SME considered in this section, SPT outperforms DPT by a big margin,
both in average analysis and forecast errors. For the low level of SME considered in sec-
tion 4.3.1, SPT is marginally better than DPT filter. In the next section, the lessons learned
from the parameter estimation and tuning experiments presented in sections 4.2 and 4.3 are
highlighted and discussed.
4.4 Lessons from model error reduction in Ikeda
The reduction of model error in the Ikeda model was explored in sections 4.2 and 4.3. In
section 4.2, the parametrically imperfect, but structurally perfect Ikeda model was considered
while in section 4.3 the structurally imperfect but parametrically perfect model was considered.
The important lessons learned from the Ikeda model experiments are discussed below.
When the model is parametrically imperfect, parameter estimation can reduce the model
error to a large extent thus lowering the average analysis and forecast errors compared to the
imperfect model. Especially, SSF performs better than DSF. This is because SSF prevents
filter divergence in the parameter space. The SSF reduces the average errors in case of single
parameter and multiple parameter estimation. In the case of multiple parameter estimation,
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the values of parameter estimates should be interpreted carefully. This is because the error
in the estimate of one parameter can be compensated by errors in the estimates of other
parameters in such a way that lower average analysis errors are realized. The parameter
estimates need not be close to their perfect values to give lower average analysis errors.
When the model is structurally imperfect, in general, better forecast and analysis errors result
from SPT than DPT. For lower level of SME DPT performs quite well, but for higher level of
SME the DPT is not able to considerably lower the analysis and forecast errors. For higher
levels of SME one has to resort to SPT.
In case of lower SME, tuning the parameter a gives the lowest analysis errors followed by
ab. But if the SME is higher, then tuning the parameters ab gives the lowest analysis errors.
Tuning parameter b comes in a close second. For lower SME, the parameter combination
that gives lowest forecast errors depends on Tob and the lead time 7. In general, tuning the
combination ab gives the best forecast error.
For higher SME, tuning the parameter / in general gives the lowest forecast errors. Tuning
the parameter combination ab does well, though not the best. In general, it seems that for the
SIM, irrespective of whether the SME is high or lower, tuning the parameter combination ab
yields better average analysis and forecast errors. This can be explained by considering equa-
tions (4.17a), (4.17b), (4.17c) (page 106) and equation (4.18) that give the form of structural
model error. The structural model error is due to the truncated series of sin and cos of 0. 0 is
a function of a and b as can be seen from equation (4.17c) (page 106). Therefore, tuning the
combination ab is most effective in offsetting the structural model error. This also shows that
the most effective parameters informs us about the way in which the model is structurally
imperfect.
In general, if one has to employ DPT rather than SPT, then tuning multiple parameters is
better than tuning single parameters.
There is a basic difference between the reduction of model error for PIM and SIM. For PIM,
the data are used to alter the imperfect model so as to recover the perfect model. But for
SIM, one knows that tuning the parameters will not alter the imperfect model to recover the
perfect model. One is only trying to compensate for the SIM by tuning the parameters. In
the case of the structurally imperfect Ikeda, one knows that parameter tuning is not going to
recover the Ikeda model, which contains all the terms in the sine and cosine series.
Even for a low-dimensional system like Ikeda, reducing the SME poses a challenge. It is
difficult to identify a priori how many and which parameters should be tuned to obtain the
best average errors. Given the parameters that should be tuned, it is not possible to a priori
decide the magnitude of stochastic noise to be used in the step forward equation for the
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parameters.
It is to be noted that DPT can be interpreted as a global parameter estimation technique.
If, say, one parameter is tuned DPT seeks a single estimate of the this, parameter that offsets
SME. This estimate is global in the sense that it remains the same irrespective of which region
of the phase space is being visited. On the other hand, SPT can be interpreted as local or
state-dependent parameter estimation. SPT allows the parameter estimate to vary with time,
that is, it gives a state-dependent estimate of the parameter that offsets the SME. SPT it
more successful than DPT because SPT tunes the parameter in a state-dependent manner,
that is, it allows different values of the parameter depending on the region of the attractor.
On the other hand, it is very difficult to determine a single value of the parameter that can
successfully compensate for SME in all regions of the phase space. In DPT, the attractor
could distort, giving rise to high analysis and forecast errors.
The results obtained from SIM are more relevant for application to real atmospheric mod-
els than those obtained from PIM. This is because almost all atmospheric models are both
structurally and parametrically imperfect. In general, SIM overwhelms PIM.
In real atmospheric models, it is safer to assume that the SME is on the higher side rather than
on the lower side. Therefore, the lessons learned from the SIM2 case are the most relevant.
There are two lessons that are useful from the point of view of application to real atmospheric
models. First, SPT is able to successfully compensate for high levels of model error. Second,
it suffices to tune only a few number of parameters to achieve reduction in SME. As seen in
experiments with SIM2, tuning a greater number of parameters need not translate into lower
average errors compared to tuning a smaller number of parameters. This result is particularly
important for application to real atmospheric models. In general, atmospheric models have
a number of parameters. The tuning of parameters is computationally expensive. Therefore,
the result that tuning only a few parameters compared to the total number of parameters
can efficiently offset SME is of significance. Of course, one has to tune the most effective
parameters. It is not possible to a priori choose the most effective parameters.
Similar results in regards of using SPT to offset structural model error have been obtained in
the context of the Lorenz model by Hansen and Penland (2007). The implementation of SPT
in an atmospheric model can be termed stochastic parameterization. In the traditional sense,
parametrizations are used to account for unresolved sub-grid scale phenomena. But in the
context of SPT, stochastic parameterization is a way to compensate for model error arising
from, but not limited to unresolved sub-grid scale phenomena.
The SPT is implemented in the Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System
(NOGAPS). The description of the experiments and results are presented in the section 4.5.
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4.5 Parameter tuning in the NOGAPS
Real atmospheric models use a number of parametrizations to represent different subgrid
scale processes. NOGAPS uses the Emanuel scheme (Emanuel, 1991; Emanuel and Zivkovic-
Rothman, 1999) for parametrization of convection. NOGAPS employs the the K-theory (Louis,
1979) for vertical flux parametrization. The details of the NOGAPS model are given in Hogan
and Rosmond (1991). A particular "version" of the NOGAPS model is defined to be the per-
fect model. Structural model error is introduced by changing a parameter in the vertical flux
parametrization. The parameters in the Emanuel scheme are tuned to offset the SME.
In this work, NOGAPS is used as Single column model (SCM). SCM is a tool used to develop
and test new methodologies, parametrizations, etc. SCM is popular because it is computa-
tionally far less expensive than a 3-dimensional model. NOGAPS has been used in the SCM
mode by other researchers (Peng et al., 2004). The SCM in this work is located at 17.23 °N
280 'E. Among the many new features of the Emanuel convection scheme or parametrization,
its treatment of cloud base mass flux is very important. In the next section (4.5.1), this
treatment is briefly reviewed. The parameters in the Emanuel parametrization are tuned in
this work.
4.5.1 The Emanuel convection scheme
In the Emanuel convection scheme, the cloud base mass flux depends on the buoyancy of the
parcel at the cloud base and in the sub-cloud layer. The step forward equation for the cloud
base mass flux over time At= t 2 - tl is given by
M(t 2 ) = M(t1 ) + AM (4.19)
where M =Cloud-base mass flux. The change in the mass flux in time At is given by
AM = a(ATLcL + ATsub + ATk) - AM(t 1 ) (4.20)
where
ATLcL = Virtual temperature difference between the parcel and the environment at the
LCL.
ATsub = Mean virtual temperature difference between the updraft and the environment in the
subcloud layer.
ATk = Perturbation temperature for sub-grid scale disturbance.
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a = Relaxation factor.
A = Damping factor.
Equation (4.20) relaxes M towards its subcloud-layer quasi-equilibrium value. The subcloud
layer quasi-equilibrium hypothesis was proposed by Raymond (1995). This hypothesis states
that, typically, the subcloud-layer tends to be in a state of balance between two competing
mechanisms that increase and decrease the equivalent potential temperature of the subcloud-
layer. These mechanisms are the surface fluxes and the convection, respectively. It is possible
that the parcel rises above its LCL even though the buoyancy at the LCL is negative. This is
because of turbulent processes near the LCL. This ability of the parcel to overcome negative
buoyancy is quantified by ATk. The time scale required by M to relax to its equilibrium value
is decided by A.
A parameter tuning technique has been used by Emanuel and Zivkovic-Rothman (1999)(here-
after EZ) to estimate the values of a and ATk in a SCM. EZ used TOGA-COARE data to
minimize the root-mean-square relative humidity error. The adjoint of of the linear tangent of
the SCM was used to achieve this. The values estimated by EZ are a= 0.02 kg m - 2 OK- 1 s- 1
and ATk = 0.65 'K. The minimization was global in nature and hence single values of a and
ATk were obtained.
In this work, state-dependent values of a and ATk are obtained by carrying out local minimiza-
tion. This distribution of values is obtained for the perfect and imperfect models. Section 4.5.2
presents the methodology and results of the parameter tuning experiment.
4.5.2 Tuning experiments and results
The NOGAPS SCM for a particular value of km is defined to be the perfect model. Structural
model error (SME) is introduced in the vertical flux parameterization by changing the diffusion
coefficient for momentum in the vertical direction (kin).
The horizontal forcings for the SCM are provided by the output of the 3-dimensional NOGAPS
model. The physics in the SCM does not feedback into these forcings. At a given time step,
the SCM outputs the meteorological variable denoted by p. p is a vector of variables, namely,
zonal wind speed (u), meridional wind speed (v), temperature (T) and specific humidity(q).
The observations of these variables for each time step are available. These observations are
denoted by pf bs . The subscript i =1,..., 4 denotes the component of the p.
The cost function (CF) quantifies the mismatch between the variables and their observations
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(over all model levels). The cost function(CF) is defined by
30 4 obs\2
CF = __ b' - (4.21)
=1 i=1 '2Pi
oa,, is the variability in each of the variables, i= 1,...,4. 1 is an index that denotes the model
level.
CF is minimized with respect to ATk and a for every time step. The minimization is math-
ematically given by
O(CF)/Oa = 0 (4.22a)
a(CF)/8ATk = 0 (4.22b)
The values of a and ATk that minimize CF for the perfect model case are plotted in figure 4-
15(a). A distribution of values is obtained rather than a single value because the minimization
is local rather than global. km is decreased by 50% and the state-dependent minimization is
carried out. Figure 4-15(b) shows the distribution of the tuned parameters so obtained. a
and ATk adjust their values so as to offset the SME introduced by decreasing km. The values
of ATk tend to move towards the higher side. The mean of ATk is 1.14 which is higher than
that for the perfect model case. This result can be understood intuitively. The SME tends to
decrease the vertical momentum flux. The value of ATk then adjusts to offset this error.
Figure 4-15(c) shows the distribution when km, is increased by 10%. The distribution shifts
slightly to the lower end compared to the perfect model. Figure 4-15(d) shows the distribution
when km is increased by 50%. The distribution clearly moves towards the lower value of ATk.
The mean of ATk is 0.76, which is lower than that for the perfect model case. The SME
tends to increase the vertical momentum flux; the values of ATk tend to compensate for this
increase.
The important point to note is that tuned parameters react to the level of SME. One obtains
a different distribution by introducing different levels of SME on the positive and negative
side of the perfect model.' The result obtained in the context of Ikeda system presented in
section 4.3 seems to hold in the case of a real atmospheric model.
The distribution of a and ATk could be used in the forecasting phase of the NOGAPS model.
This distribution can be treated as a probability distribution function from which to sample
values for parameters for ensemble forecasting. The distribution corresponding to a particular
imperfect model tends to offset the structural model error in the model and therefore sampling
from this distribution is more useful in lowering the forecast errors than using the single fixed
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Figure 4-15: Distribution of tuned values of a and ATk.
(a) Perfect model. Mean of ATk = 0.91.
(b) 50% decrease in km. Mean of ATk > 0.91.
(c) 10% increase in km. Mean of AT§4 < 0.91.
(d) 50% increase in kmI. Mean of ATk < 0.91.
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value for each of the parameters. This work of using the parameter distribution in the forecast
phase of NOGAPS is underway. This technique of state-dependent parameter tuning has been
used in the context of boundary layer cloud parametrization by Golaz et al. (2007).
The next section discusses the conclusion of the reduction of model error approach as applied
to the Ikeda and the NOGAPS models.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the utility of the reduction of the model error approach has been demonstrated.
In the reduction of model error approach parameter(s) are treated as variable(s) and data are
used to estimate or tune the parameter(s).
The experiments with low-dimensional Ikeda model are used to illuminate features of pa-
rameter estimation or tuning as a tool to reduce model error. The lessons learned from the
Ikeda experiment are as follows. If the model is parametrically imperfect then the stochastic
stepping forward of the parameter is more effective in reducing PME than the deterministic
stepping forward. This is because the stochastic stepping forward prevents filter divergence
in the parameter space. If the model is structurally imperfect then the stochastic tuning of
parameters is far more effective in reducing SME than the deterministic tuning. This is be-
cause the stochastic tuning tends to find the parameter value which locally compensates for
the SME. The deterministic tuning tends to find value(s) of parameters(s) that compensates
for the SME globally. The stochastic tuning is more effective because it is a state-dependent
tuning while deterministic tuning is state-independent tuning. The stochastic tuning gives
time varying values of parameters. The parameter(s) which are a strong function of the SME
should be stochastically tuned because they are most effective at reducing the SME. But it
might not be possible to a priori identify these most effective parameters. The most effective
parameters can be identified post-priori, that is, after different combinations of parameters are
tuned and the corresponding analysis errors are determined. The most effective parameters
inform us about the component of the model that has a large SME.
Parameter tuning to reduce SME is not a silver bullet that eliminates SME completely. In
particular, it is difficult to retrieve the perfect model by tuning parameters in the presence of
SME. The stochastic parameter tuning only seeks to compensate for SME in a state-dependent
way.
This technique of stochastic parameter tuning is implemented in the NOGAPS SCM. A partic-
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ular version of the NOGAPS SCM is defined as the perfect model. A structural imperfection
is introduced in this model by changing the coefficient of vertical momentum flux in the
parametrization of momentum flux. The parameters in the Emanuel convection scheme are
tuned and it is found that the distribution of these parameters tends to offset the structural
model error in the parametrization of the momentum flux. The distribution of the tuned
parameter values are consistent with the physical mechanism involved in convection. If model
error is introduced by decreasing km which is the diffusion coefficient for momentum in the
vertical direction then the cloud-base mass flux decreases. The tuned values of ATk increase
compared to the perfect model thus increasing the cloud-base mass flux. Thus the tuned
values of ATk respond to the introduced model error in a way that is consistent with the
physical mechanism of convection.
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Chapter 5
Concluding remarks
In this chapter the work presented in chapters 2, 3 and 4 is summarized, put in perspective
and consolidated. Also, possible future work is anticipated.
The broad theme of this thesis is to apply concepts from chaos theory and linear algebra to
ensemble-based filtering and forecasting. The thesis focuses more on addressing the model
error problem than the initial condition problem, though chapter 2 uncovers interesting aspects
of the initial condition problem. This thesis does not address the problem of uncertainty in
boundary conditions. The investigation in chapter 2 is from the point of view of understanding
predictability in the light of the geometric structure of chaotic attractors. Chapters 3 and 4
address the handling of model error in ensemble-based filters. Chapter 2 makes the point that
given a perfect model, predictability depends on the sensitivity of the local attractor to initial
conditions. Chapter 3 makes the point that parametric model error structure depends on the
sensitivity of the local attractor structure to the parameters.
Chapter 3 and 4 investigate two different approaches to deal with the model error problem.
These two approaches are the accounting for model error and reduction of model error. Chap-
ter 3 explores the accounting approach in the EnKF by combining the uncertainty due to the
initial condition error and that due to parametric model error. The work in chapter 3 assumes
that the model is parametrically imperfect and structurally perfect. The Ikeda and L63 mod-
els are used for the work in chapter 3. The MMM and PVM methods introduced in chapter 3
provide a state-dependent estimate of the model error direction. Chapter 4 investigates the
the reduction of model error approach. The reduction of model error approach involves the
correction of the model with the help of the data. The reduction of model error approach is
applied separately to parametrically and structurally imperfect Ikeda models. The ultimate
aim of this work is to improve the state estimation in real atmospheric models. The results
of the reduction of model error in the Ikeda system are applied to the NOGAPS model. The
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state-dependent estimation of the Emanuel parameters is able to partially offset the structural
model error in the NOGAPS model.
Section 5.1 highlights the conclusions of this thesis. Section 5.2 lays out some work that could
be undertaken in the future.
5.1 Conclusions
The quantification of the predictability of a given system is a problem of fundamental impor-
tance.
The Lyapunov number gives a state-independent quantification of predictability assuming a
linear evolution of error. But predictability, in general, is state-dependent. Given a particular
state the predictability depends on the lead time or the forecast time. The plain singular
value (a) quantifies the state-dependent, finite lead time predictability. The plain singular
value assumes a linear evolution of error. a gives the growth factor of an error aligned along
the fastest growing direction at a particular state in the phase space. The initial and final
time singular vectors give fastest growing initial direction and the direction this initial direc-
tion evolves to, at final time, respectively. The singular vector decomposition of the linear
propagator gives the plain singular values and vectors. The variation in predictability over
the model attractor as quantified by a is studied for the 2-dimensional Ikeda system. a shows
a lot of variation with state on the Ikeda attractor. It is possible that a < 1 for a state on
the attractor implying that some regions on the attractor could have excellent predictability.
The plain singular value defines predictability as the fastest divergence of nearby trajecto-
ries. It assumes that the initial uncertainty distribution is isotropic. The structure of this
uncertainty distribution depends on the local attractor structure. This uncertainty structure,
quantified by a covariance matrix, is non-isotropic, that is, the magnitude of uncertainty is
different in different directions. If the non-isotropic nature of the initial uncertainty is taken
into consideration, that is, the covariance is factored into the singular vector decomposition
then one obtains the normed or relevant singular values, ar. The normed singular value gives
the growth rate along the initial direction that evolves into the direction of maximum error
at final time. ar is relevant to predictability in the sense that it takes into account the fact
that uncertainty at initial time has different magnitudes in different directions. Therefore,
the initial direction of maximum growth rate need not evolve into the direction of maximum
error at final time. The predictability as given by ar might be more useful in certain appli-
cations, like targeted observations, in which one is typically interested in knowing the initial
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directions that grow into directions of maximum forecast error at final time. The picture of
predictability as given by ar in the case of the Ikeda attractor is drastically different from
that given by o. The picture given by a' shows many more regions in the Ikeda attractor
where errors shrink than those given by 0. It should be noted that a and or provide two
different definitions of predictability, a implies the fastest divergence of nearby trajectories as
the definition of predictability. ar implies the divergence of nearby trajectories that results in
maximum separation between those trajectories at final time as the definition of predictability.
The comparison between pictures of predictability as given by a and or is done assuming that
the Ikeda model is perfect.
In reality models are imperfect. The picture of predictability computed using the imperfect
model need not be the correct one. Therefore, the predictability as given by or is computed
for the imperfect Ikeda model. First, the parametrically imperfect Ikeda model is considered.
In general, the picture of predictability for the imperfect model is different than that for the
perfect model. This is because attractors corresponding to the perfect model and the imperfect
models are in general different. Next, the structurally imperfect Ikeda model is considered.
Structural model error is far more serious than parametric model error in rendering the model
attractor different from the perfect model attractor. Consequently, the picture of predictability
for the structurally imperfect model is drastically different than that for the perfect model.
The different pictures of predictability going from the Lyapunov number to a' for the struc-
turally imperfect model give a cascade of predictability pictures going from idealistic to re-
alistic scenarios. The Lyapunov number assumes that error growth rate is the same at all
states on the attractor. The plain singular value is more realistic than the Lyapunov number
in that it gives the state-dependent predictability. But a assumes that the initial uncertainty
distribution is isotropic. The picture given by ar is even more realistic because it takes into
consideration the non-isotropic structure of the initial uncertainty. The most realistic picture
is given by the or' calculated for the imperfect model.
The final time error in prediction is due to both initial condition error and model error. The
fraction of error in the total final time error due to initial condition error and parametric
model error is calculated in the Ikeda system. The square of the magnitude of the final time
error is equal to the sum of the squares of the magnitudes of the state error, the model error
and the interaction error. The interaction error term contains products of state and model
error. The variation of these fractions over the Ikeda attractor is studied. It is found that the
model error could be as important in rendering the forecast imperfect as the initial condition
error.
The problem of model error is addressed in ensemble-based filtering and forecasting with two
different approaches. In the accounting approach, it is assumed that the uncertainty due to
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initial condition error can be linearly combined with that due to model error. This assumption
leads to the Additive Error Approximation (AEA). The accounting approach is investigated
for the parametrically imperfect Ikeda and L63 models. The state-dependent initial condition
uncertainty is quantified by the sensitivity of the local attractor to a perturbation in the initial
state. Analogously, the state-dependent uncertainty due to model error is quantified by the
sensitivity of the local attractor to the parameter. The MultiModel Method (MMM) estimates
the state-dependent model error by employing multiple ensembles corresponding to different
parameters. Each of the multimodel ensembles tends to lie on the attractor characterized by
the parameter value used by the particular ensemble. The dispersion across the multimodel
ensembles is the MMM estimate of the model error. The Parametric Singular Vector Method
(PSVM) is a linear approach to obtain the model error estimate given by MMM. Parametric
singular vector gives the sensitivity of the state to a perturbation in the parameter(s). The
sensitivity of the state to the parameter given by the parametric vector may not be the sen-
sitivity of the attractor to the parameter. This is because the PSVM steps forward the same
state using two different values of the parameter assuming that the parametric perturbation
is small enough, that is, in the linear limit. However, this perturbation in the parameter, no
matter how small, induces a perturbation in the state that evolves with time. This perturba-
tion in state is called the model-induced state error. Consequently, the parametric sensitivity
contains signals due to both the parametric error and due to the model-induced state er-
ror. For a given state, the model error signal undergoes a transient and simultaneously the
model-induced state error evolves. After a particular time called the optimal time, the model
error signal dominates the model-induced state error. At this particular time, the parametric
vector gives the correct sensitivity, that is, the sensitivity of the attractor to the parameter.
This is because the model error manifests itself maximally in the parametric vector. After the
optimal time, the model-induced state error overwhelms the model error signal and therefore
the parametric vector tends to point in the local attractor direction. The phase after the
optimal time is called the post-optimal phase. The phase before the optimal time when the
model error undergoes a transient is called the pre-optimal phase. The model error estimate
given by the parametric vector in the pre-optimal and post-optimal phase is incorrect in the
sense that it does not give the sensitivity of the attractor to the parameter. The parametric
vector at the optimal time gives the correct estimate of the model error. The optimal time is
state-dependent. The criterion to calculate the state-dependent optimal time is not known.
The average optimal time is calculated by comparing the parametric vectors with the multi-
model vectors. The average optimal time for the Ikeda system is 3 steps, which is about 1.5
times the error doubling time of the Ikeda system.
The MMM and PVM are two methods to obtain a state-dependent estimate of model error.
The SQM (Static Q Method) is an (offline) method to obtain a state-independent estimate
of model error. The MMM, PVM and SQM are compared within the AEA framework for the
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Ikeda model. The MMM gives the least average errors because it provides a state-dependent
estimate of model error structure. The PVM closely approximates the performance of MMM.
The SQM is worse than MMM and PVM. This is because SQM is a state-independent estimate
of the model error while MMM and PVM are state-dependent estimates. Similar results are
obtained for the L63 system. The average optimal time for the L63 system is about 2.5 times
its error doubling time.
The reduction of model error is another approach to deal with the model error problem. In the
reduction approach the data are used to alter the imperfect model so that the model error is
decreased. The estimation of a parameter is a typical example of reduction of model error. The
reduction of model error approach is applied to the Ikeda system. First, the parametrically
imperfect Ikeda model is considered. The reduction of model error involves augmenting the
state with the parameter. The deterministic step forward (DSF) equation or the stochastic
step forward (SSF) could be used to propagate the parameter in time. The observations
are of state only, that is, the parameter is not observed. An ensemble in the parameter
space is constructed in addition to the ensemble in the state space. The observations are
assimilated into the augmented ensemble. The covariance between the state and parameter
corrects the parameter. If the DSF is used for the parameter then ensemble members in the
parameter space tend to collapse to the same value. That is, there is filter divergence in
the parameter space. In this case the estimated value of the parameter does not converge
to the perfect parameter value. The filter divergence is prevented by using the SSF. The
magnitude of the noise to be used in the SSF is not known a priori. Therefore, experiments
with different value of the stochastic noise are performed. It is found that SSF gives lower
average analysis and forecast errors than DSF. Both DSF and SSF give lower average error
than the imperfect model. The SSF parameter estimate is closer to the perfect parameter
value than is the DSF estimate. These results hold true irrespective of which of the three
parameters in the Ikeda model are imperfect. In the parametrically imperfect Ikeda model, it
is found that parameter estimation is able to reduce the average analysis and forecast errors
by about 1-40%, depending on rob and the imperfect parameter. It is possible to tune more
than one parameters. The experiments of multiple parameter estimation show that SSF gives
lower average analysis and forecast errors than DSF. The SSF parameter estimates are closer
to the perfect parameter values than are the DSF estimates. It is possible that the error in
estimate of one parameter compensates for that in another parameter in such a way that the
error in the state is decreased. Therefore, a lower average analysis error may not mean that
the estimates of the parameters are close to the perfect parameter values.
The reduction of model error approach is applied to the structurally imperfect Ikeda model.
The structural imperfection is introduced in the Ikeda model by replacing sine and cosine
functions by their truncated series. The parameter estimation in the presence of the structural
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model error is termed parameter tuning. Parameter tuning attempts to offset the effect of
the structural model error (SME). Parameter tuning done by using the DSF is called the
deterministic parameter tuning (DPT) and that done by using SSF is called the stochastic
parameter tuning (SPT). The experiments of parameter tuning are performed for a low level
of SME and high level of SME. The SPT decreases the average analysis error compared to
the structurally imperfect model. For both low and high level of SME, SPT gives lower
average analysis errors than the DPT. The DPT tries to find state-independent values of
parameters that compensate for the SME. That is, the DPT tries to find global values for
parameters that offset the SME. On the other hand, the SPT finds the values of parameters
that compensate for the SME locally. SPT is more successful that the DPT because SPT is a
state-dependent parameter tuning. In the case of high level of SME the DPT, in its attempt to
find a global parameter value to compensate for SME could result in an estimate that distorts
the attractor leading to high analysis and forecast errors. On the other hand, SPT does not
lead to the distortion of the attractor because it seeks a local, rather than global parameter
estimate. The parameter tuning experiments show that out of the three parameters in the
Ikeda model, tuning a and b performs best in compensating for the SME. This is because the
SME introduced by truncating the sine and cosine series is a strong function of a and b. In the
case of the Ikeda model, for this particular SME, a and b are the most effective parameters.
The conclusions drawn from the reduction of model error experiments in the Ikeda model have
a great potential for application to real atmospheric models. The results of the reduction of
SME are more pertinent than those of reduction of PME. This is because real atmospheric
models are structurally imperfect. The lessons learned from parameter tuning in the Ikeda
model are applied to the NOGAPS model. The NOGAPS model employs the Emanuel con-
vection scheme. The Emanuel convection scheme relaxes the cloud-base mass flux towards
its subcloud-layer quasi-equilibrium value. The time evolution of the subcloud-layer quasi-
equilibrium is a function of the relaxation factor (a) and of a perturbation temperature (ATk)
representing turbulent processes near the LCL. Structural model error is introduced in the
NOGAPS model by changing the vertical momentum flux coefficient (k,). The Emanuel pa-
rameters (a and ATk) are tuned in the NOGAPS model to offset the structural model error.
This tuning is state-dependent, so that one obtains a distribution of the Emanuel parameters
rather than a fixed value for the parameters. This distribution responds to different. magni-
tudes of structural model error in NOGAPS induced by changing k,. For the structurally
perfect NOGAPS model, the mean of ATk is 0.91 K. The structural model error induced by
decreasing and increasing km by 50% shifts the mean of ATk to 1.14 K and 0.76 K respec-
tively. The tuned values of ATk are consistent with the physics of the structural model error in
the NOGAPS model. The reduction in km decreases the cloud-base mass flux. The parameter
tuning responds to this model error by increasing ATk, thereby increasing the cloud-base mass
flux. On the other hand an increase is k, decreases ATk thereby decreasing the cloud-base
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mass flux. Thus the parameter tuning is able to successfully, even though partially offset
structural model error in the NOGAPS model.
It should be noted that parameter tuning only mitigates the SME rather than completely
eliminating it. Parameter tuning is not a panacea that can make a structurally imperfect
model to become perfect. Rather it is a tool that can be usefully employed to inform us about
which components of a given model have large structural errors. Then the appropriate or most
effective parameters can be tuned to partially offset the SME. The application of results from
Ikeda to NOGAPS is an illustration of how the results from investigating low-dimensional
systems can be successfully employed in high-dimensional atmospheric models.
Of course, the work done in this thesis raises many interesting questions. The next section
outlines some possible work that could be undertaken in the future.
5.2 Further work
There is a large scope for further work in both the accounting for model error and the reduction
of model error approaches.
The most important piece of work that could make the PVM technique applicable to real
atmospheric models is the identification of a criterion for the state-dependent optimal time
(Tom). In this thesis the average Tom is calculated with the help of the MMM and this average
Tom is used to illustrate the PVM. The PVM can be practically useful if Tom can be calculated
without using MMM. Tom is basically the transient time with respect to the parameter. The
optimal time can be called the parametric transient time. A starting point to identify the
criterion for state-dependent optimal time is to identify the criterion for state-dependent
transient time. In theory, transient time is infinity because the off-attractor point approaches
the attractor asymptotically. In practice, the point can be said to be on the attractor when it
comes within the 6 neighborhood of the attractor. It appears that formulating a criterion for
state dependent transient time would be a fundamental result in chaotic and applied chaotic
dynamics. In this respect, workers in the field of ensemble-based filtering are placed at a
vantage point because they have access to the local attractor structure.
In the reduction of model error approach, the distribution of Emanuel parameters can be used
to sample parameter values for ensemble-based forecasting. The 3-dimensional NOGAPS
model could be used for this purpose. This is a major undertaking that could ascertain the
significance of the stochastic parametrization in reducing forecast errors in ensemble-based
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forecasting.
The accounting and reduction approaches are investigated separately, which may be misleading
because these approaches are not mutually exclusive. They have been considered separately
for simplicity, so that it would be easier to understand the science and engineering involved
in each approach. Hopefully, these approaches could be combined and used simultaneously to
mitigate the model error problem to a greater extent than that using either of them in isolation.
It might even be possible to combine more than one technique of accounting for model error.
For example, model output statistics from multimodel ensembles could be exploited and model
error could be accounted for in the EnKF.
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